Dedication
At the end of 2017, two giants of Tasmanian Catholic Education retire from Dominic College.
Mr Paul Williams, an old scholar of Savio College, steeped in the traditions of the Salesians of Don
Bosco, has taught students at Dominic College for the past 36 years with generosity and commitment.
Mrs Janine O’Hea, has worked for over 40 years in energetic service to Catholic education, including
principalship of three Catholic schools, and 11 years at Dominic College, the last seven as Deputy
Principal (and Acting Principal), and is always a role model for aspiring leaders.
The Salesians of Don Bosco, the past and present students of Dominic College and the entire Dominic
College family salute them both as remarkable, loyal leaders and educators of our precious young people.
As they leave our College Community, we dedicate our memories of 2017 to these two outstanding
servants of the Mission of Dominic College.
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Principal’s Report
It has been 70 years since classes first
commenced on site here at Glenorchy
under Salesian patronage in 1947. Dominic
College now has thousands of former
students who were once part of our school
community living and working both near
and far across the globe. With the advent of
seven decades, there is a deep sense now in
the College of our past and the origins of our
traditions.
Those who attended our school for example
as Savio College, Holy Name Convent or
as Boys’ Town hold unique experiences
and memories of the school in that time
and place. When a school develops as
an amalgamation of schools, as we have
as Dominic College, it enables a rich
and diverse history to be shared and a
recognition that our students’ lives were
shaped and have unfolded in equally varied
and different ways.

Hall of Achievement
In February, we commenced the 2017
academic year, by holding Dominic College’s
fourth Hall of Achievement Ceremony.
The inaugural ceremony was held in 2003
followed by ceremonies in 2005 and 2009.
The Hall of Achievement aims to celebrate
the history of the college and the students
whose careers have been significantly shaped
by their education at Dominic College.
The purpose of the Hall of Achievement is
to recognise and acknowledge significant
achievements by Old Scholars of Dominic
College – achievements that have upheld the
spirit and values of our founder, Don Bosco,
including hard work, honesty, respect and
good citizenship.
This year, five old scholars were inducted
into our Hall of Achievement - Fr Denis
Allen, (Boys’ Town 1947-1950) for Human
Spirit as Priest of the Archdiocese for 51

years; Dr Ian McShane, (Savio College &
Dominic College 1969-1974) Academia
- Senior Research Fellow in the School of
Global Urban & Social Studies at RMIT
University Melbourne; Dr Karen Westwood,
(Dominic College 1983-1986) for Academia
– Scientist, researching phytoplankton
in the Antarctic ecosystem and Dr Olivia
Rundle, (Dominic College (1986-1991) for
Academia – Senior Lecturer in the Faculty of
Law UTAS.
Later in November, Mr Michael Lampard,
(Dominic College, 1999 – 2001) was
inducted into the Hall of Achievement
for his achievement as a renowned Opera
singer, conductor and composer and for his
significant contribution to the Creative and
Performing Arts. Mr Lampard received his
recognition at the College’s annual Awards
Ceremony and captivated the assembled
gathering with a brilliant rendition of Stars
from Les Miserables.

Religious Dimension
In 2017, Dominic College continued to
be deeply focused on the Mission of the
Catholic Church and giving witness to the

charism of the Salesians of Don Bosco and
enacting and facilitating the Salesian Mission
of Education.
Our classroom Religious Education
programs have continued to operate in
alignment with other elements of the
religious life of the College, including prayer,
liturgies, retreats days for Years 7-10, feast
day celebrations and social justice initiatives
related to the College’s Catholic identity and
Salesian heritage.
The St Vincent de Paul Society has
continued as a wonderful influence and we
have maintained a strong Young Vinnies in
our 7-10. An enthusiastic and active MiniVinnies has been established in our K-6 this
year.
The spiritual and religious life of the College
has continued to be central to Dominic
with our students participating again in the
Salesian youth gathering, OzBosco and the
Don Bosco Camps at Dromana with the
Salesian Youth Ministry staff. The College’s
youth group, Salesian Youth – Dominic
College (SYDC) continued to enjoy a
committed membership and regular activity.
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Annually we invite one of our younger staff
members to nominate to be a participant in
the Salesian’s two-week Cagliero Immersion.
This year our Kindergarten teacher, Mr
Michael Voss travelled to Cambodia in
this fantastic learning experience. These
immersions are always a life changing
experience for participants who use the
experience to enrich the College community
in different ways.
In August, our key staff leaders had the
opportunity to attend the biennial Salesian
Educational Leaders Conference, held in
Melbourne and run by the Australian Pacific
Salesian Principals Association (APSPA).
The Conference gave our leaders a unique
opportunity to be inspired by the life and
work of our founder, Don Bosco and return
with greater knowledge of the source of his
faith, his motivation and his commitment
to working and educating young people
in new and innovative ways. It was also an
opportunity to connect with Salesian friends,
mentors and leaders.

Provincial Council Visit
In October, our Provincial, Fr Greg
Chambers SDB and members of the Salesian
Provincial Council visited the College and
held their monthly Council Meeting in the
Basil Fox Room in Grantleigh.
The Council includes three former principals
of Dominic College - Fr Bernie Graham
SDB, Fr Phil Gleeson SDB, as well as the
Provincial, Fr Greg Chambers SDB. It was
a privilege to take the Council on a tour
of parts of the College and to take pride in
the way we have built on the legacy of these
Principals and Principals before them.
The Council members were impressed with
the facilities development as well as the
engagement and focus of students in
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classrooms that we visited. The College
Leadership Team also met with the Salesian
Provincial Council to discuss and share our
current work and focus.

2017 Asian Festival
Dominic College students were immersed in
the sights and sounds of the Asia region for
our biennial Asian Festival in October.
The three-day Asian Festival saw students
enjoy an array of activities with food taster
plates, an excellent static display area to
explore, wonderful books to read together, as
well as a range of volunteer guest speakers
and the opportunity to participate in lunch
time games from the Asia region. Year 8-10
Japanese elective students took the lead and
ran a range of Japanese cultural activities for
our younger students.
K-6 students were highly engaged in research
tasks and fun classroom activities on their
allocated countries including Japan, Sri
Lanka, the Philippines, China, Vietnam,
South Korea, Thailand and Pakistan.
Nineteen Year 8 -10 Japanese language
elective students formed our newly formed
‘Dominik Daiko.’ The students completed
ten weeks of drumming training under
the tutelage of Taiko Drum. Funding was
provided by a University of Tasmania Asia
Institute grant and from our own budget.
‘Dominiku Daiko’ worked towards the
performance of two songs at the College’s
Asian Festival Assembly.
The K-6 Asian Assembly was a wonderful
celebration of our appreciation of our
Asian neighbours’ vast diversity, rich
cultural backgrounds and traditions. With
singing, dancing and entertainment, the
highlight was without doubt the incredible
performance of our ‘Dominiku Daiko.’
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Creative Arts – Dance
The College’s Elective Dance Program
continued to strengthen in 2017 under the
tutelage of Ms Jenina Evans, founder and
principal of the highly successful Jenina’s
Dance Workshop (JDW).
At the end of Term 2, the Year 8 and
Year 9/10 Dance classes competed in the
Southern Tasmanian Dance Eisteddfod
– Schools Section at the Derwent
Entertainment Centre. Competing against
College students, our Year 9/10 elective class
were placed equal first with the Hutchins
School and our Year 8 class received a
‘Highly Commended.’ The quality of the
student work was the result of the quality
of the teaching by Jenina Evans through
our partnership with Jenina’s Dance World
(JDW).
The dance routines were noted as being
polished, well-rehearsed and cleverly utilising
the diversity and strength of their dancers.
Apart from their solid technical work, the
students were emotionally connected to the
routines and to each other and Jenina Evans
had set the bar high for our students.

Inaugural Music and Dance
Showcase
In September, the College held our inaugural
Showcase of Music and Dance at the Don
Bosco Creative Arts Centre at Guilford
Young College. Indeed it was a wonderful
showcase of performing arts talent from
Years 3-10.
One of the outstanding features of the
evening was the high student participation
with over 100 students performing on stage.
In addition to these students, there were a
number of students involved in backstage
management, technical production and front
of house. Students also compered the show
with great conviction and sense of fun.

There was a terrific variety and diversity
across the production program which
was well structured and aptly named a
‘showcase’. Feedback from the audience
indicated that the quality of performances
was impressive and the group work strong
and disciplined. Student pride in their work,
sense of confidence and connectivity to
each other was underpinned by substantial
student skill and talent.

Dominic College Weather
Station
The College was fortunate to establish our
own weather station this year thanks to the
financial support of the then Speaker of the
Assembly, Mrs Elise Archer and Mr Will
Hodgman’s Premier’s Department.
The weather station is a compact facility
mounted on our Boys’ Town building and
sends data wirelessly to a student accessible
data hub below. It includes instruments to
accurately record temperature, UV Index,
precipitation, wind speed and direction, and
barometric pressure.
As we begin to establish our Meteorological
Club, students will be able to analyse data
from the Dominic College Weather Station
and build their own mini-weather stations to
take home to other locations.
The weather station uses a webcam to
display live views of Mt Wellington/kunanyi
so locally and globally we can watch our
mountain remotely.
These facilities will not only be important for
Dominic College’s K-10 Science program,
but will hopefully bring a new and accessible
weather watching portal for the growing
community of Glenorchy residents who
want to contribute to and participate in, the
conversation about the weather.

Commonwealth Government’s
Sporting Schools
We have accessed over $10,000 for HPE
programs in the last two years through
our involvement in the Commonwealth
Sporting Schools Program providing our
students with specialist programs in surfing,
gymnastics, tennis and netball from external
providers.
A grant this year from the Commonwealth
Government’s Sporting Schools enabled
us to introduce Orienteering into our
Year 3-6 Curriculum. The first step in
introducing the program, was to commission
a professionally drawn Orienteering Map of
the College’s property. This was completed
by Orienteering Tasmania and subsequent
student training provided by Orienteering
Tasmania.
Students responded with enthusiasm to
the challenges of map reading, compass
use and navigating the control points set
out on the property’s grid. Once the course
was established, qualified instructors from
Orienteering Tasmania were engaged to
teach staff and students, over 4 weeks, the

basics of Orienteering. In the final week of
the program in Term 1, students competed
in teams to complete an orienteering course
plotted on the College’s grid.
Students loved running around the College
grounds, reading the map and locating the
checkpoints in the right numerical order.
Balancing speed with accurate navigational
judgement in a collaborative team situation
proved to be a high excitement and
challenging learning framework.
With a huge property of over 70 acres,
orienteering offers an excellent framework to
achieve both HPE outcomes combined with
teaching systematic thinking. The map and
course will be used annually from now on as
part of the HPE curriculum from Year 3-10
with the Map being a valuable resource for
the HPE faculty.

Launch into Learning
This year Dominic College commenced our
Launch into Learning (LIL) program for
pre-kinder children and their parents. This
program recognises and has reinforced our
philosophy that parents are the primary
educators and that the nature and quality
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of children’s experiences in the first phase
of their life, before they commence school,
are critical to their healthy development as
learners.
A body of longitudinal research now
highlights the effectiveness of Launch
into Learning programs as significantly
supporting children to achieve success
as they commence and continue formal
schooling.
Our Launch into Learning, under the
leadership of Mrs Linda Douglas has
supported the transition of children into our
Kindergarten through a range of physical,
social and emotional development activities
and early literacy and numeracy experiences.
The children attending LIL play together
using a full array of stimuli; they have
enjoyed fine and gross motor development
activities and have thrived in the dancing,
singing and music making activities and have
enjoyed a range of other specialist activities
and exciting excursions.

New Science Program Initiative
This year our Director of Science K-10,
Ms Jane Myers introduced a new Year 9/10
elective, Animal Husbandry and Marine
Studies. An animal maintenance facility has
been built and created at Dominic College,
at the rear of the Science laboratories.
This has allowed us to house the animals
overnight during the week and enjoy a break
on Ms Myers’ property on the weekends and
holidays.
As part of their studies, students select
an animal and then research and create a
very detailed portfolio about their chosen
animal. Students have investigated the
ethics, veterinary care, feeding and housing,
genetics, breeding, the structure and all
the body systems of the animals they have
selected.
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Our students have had an amazing range
of opportunities in this new program
including exhibiting their animals at the
Brighton Show, Royal Hobart Show and the
Huon Show with outstanding feedback and
excellent results.

Festival of Bright Ideas
In August, our Year 9 and 10 students,
together with our Director of Science K-10
and Physical Science teacher, Mr Brad
Parkin participated in the state’s Festival of
Bright Ideas at Princes’ Wharf. This was a
wonderful initiative and great experience for
our Animal Husbandry and Physical Science
students as they interacted with school
students and families about their projects
and our animals over two intense days.
Students were able to engage with the
general public and answer their queries.
Student projects included: a Water Flow
Meter, Microwave, Chicken Incubator,
Automatic Chicken Feeder, Electric
Skateboard, Heat Sensor Blinds, Water
Moisture Sensor, Distortion Pedal and many
more.
The Festival kick started Science Week.
Many students from our K-6 classes visited
our laboratories to participate in a range of
activities that explored a variety of science
concepts. The Physical Science students have
enjoyed these experiences and it has been a
wonderful opportunity to watch the student
projects come together successfully.

ICAS Success
Each year Dominic College students take
part in the International Competitions and
Assessments for Schools (ICAS). Over one
million student entries are accepted from
more than 6,300 schools in Australia and
New Zealand annually and students from
over 20 countries participate in ICAS,
organised by the University of NSW.
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We were delighted that three ICAS medals
came to Dominic College this year. Year
7 student, Oscar Breslin was awarded two
ICAS medals for coming first in Tasmania in
Year 7 English and Year 7 Mathematics. One
of our Year 2 students, Sebastian Smith was
awarded an ICAS medal for coming first in
Tasmania in Year 2 Spelling.
We extend our congratulations to both
Sebastian and Oscar on this outstanding
achievement. Sebastian joins the Dominic
College ICAS Hall of Achievement of medal
winners that includes Max Brideson, Harry
Breslin, Oscar Breslin, Mikaela Cruz and
Lily Newell.

Fred Hollows Humanity Awards
Year 6 students, Bianca Russell and Kitean
Aitken received Fred Hollows Humanity
Awards this year.
Bianca has been an outstanding leader with
our Mini-Vinnies this year, demonstrating
wonderful commitment to those who
are poor and disadvantaged. Kitean is an
impressive agent for change and hope;
his efforts to raise funds for the McGrath
Foundation through holding a Pink Stumps
Day, were admired across Hobart. Kitean
was chosen as the Fred Hollows Humanity
Award Tasmanian Junior Ambassador.

Tournament of Minds
This year the College re-commenced our
involvement in the Tasmanian Tournament
of Minds (TOM) - a problem-solving
programme for teams of students from
primary and secondary years who solve
demanding, open-ended challenges from
many disciplines.
Two Dominic College teams participated
in the State Final of the Tournament of
Minds, working on a Challenge for six weeks
without assistance from teachers, parents
or peers. In TOM, students are encouraged

Above left to right: Our Provincial Fr Greg Chambers SDB and members of the Provincial Council visited Dominic College in October. Students enjoy games
on our oval in friendly competition for the Dominic Day Cup on our Feast Day. Old scholar Professor James Vickers spoke to students at our International
Men’s Day breakfast. Year 6 students, Bianca Russell and Kitean Aitken were nominated for a Fred Hollows Humanity Award. Sarah Wright with Ella and
Sarah Fitzpatrick performing Gilbert and Sullivan at the inaugural Dominic College Music and Dance Showcase. Bianca and Kitean were presented with their
certificates at Parliament House by Gabi Hollows. Dr Naomi Tomlinson (second right) was our special guest at our International Women’s Day breakfast. The
Asian festival culminated in dancing and drumming at our assembly. Mrs Janine O’Hea and Mr Mike O’Brien received prestigious ACEL Awards.

commended for having the courage to do
this. The key to good team sportsmanship
is commitment, hard work, focus and
graciousness both on and off the field. We
are proud that the Dominic College AFL
team has demonstrated these attributes.

Support from the Rotary Club of
Glenorchy

to explore possibilities and experiment
with ideas as they endeavour to produce
their best possible solution to the deadline
of Tournament Day. Both our teams, as
novices, performed admirably.

Dominic College Sport Program
The Dominic College Sport program
continued in its diversity and strength, with
high participation rates by students.
Of note in 2017 is the Dominic College girls
AFL team who won the inaugural junior
Southern Sports Association of Tasmanian
Independent Schools (SSATIS) title in a
stellar season.

We extend our gratitude to the Rotary Club
of Glenorchy for their wonderful support
this year and donation to our College for
the purchase of new class readers. Thanks
to the generosity of Glenorchy Rotary we
have been able to purchase $1,000 of new
readers. At a K-4 assembly in Term 3, Rotary
President, Mr Geoff Hyland was thanked for
the devotion of the Club to supporting the
literacy needs of local students.
The generous sponsorship by Glenorchy
Rotary of our annual participation by Year
10 students in the Model United Nations
Assembly (MUNA) at Deloraine has
continued. This year two Year 9 Dominic
College students, were sponsored by the
Rotary Club of Glenorchy to participate
in Rotary’s Youth Program of Enrichment
(RYPEN), a fabulous weekend adventure
based leadership learning camp with other
students from a range of southern Tasmanian
schools.

With the accelerating profile and support of
women’s AFL teams amongst the public and
media, and the increase in the number of
girls playing in local teams, SATIS was able
to introduce a new football competition this
year.

Annually Rotary supports our End of
Year Awards with several hundred dollars
prizemoney for trophies and books. The
Rotary Club of Glenorchy are a force
for tremendous good in the Glenorchy
community and we are fortunate to be
recipients of their wonderful outreach.

Dominic was strong throughout the season,
remaining undefeated through to its grand
final against Mackillop College.

International Women’s and Men’s
Day Breakfast

Breaking into a new sport is challenging and
all players in this new SATIS roster are to be
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Annually we hold our International Women’s
Day Breakfast for girls in Years 5-10 and
their mothers, grandmothers and aunties
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and our International Men’s Day Breakfast
for boys in Years 5-10 and their fathers,
grandfathers and older male friends.
These events aim to build community and
sense of belonging and build a culture of
aspiration. Old Scholars are invited to be our
guests of honour and we select an impressive
Old Scholar to be the guest speaker who is
considered an outstanding role model and
ambassador for Dominic College. We were
blessed to have two Dominic Old Scholars
speak on these occasions- Dr Naomi
Tomlinson and Professor James Vickers.
Dr Tomlinson is a paediatrician and has her
own practice as well as working at the Royal
Hobart Hospital and lecturing in medicine
at the University of Tasmania. Professor
Vickers is the Chair of Pathology at the
University of Tasmania and is Co-Director
of the Wicking Dementia Research and
Education Centre and Deputy Dean of the
Faculty of Health.
Both these Old Scholars shared their
experiences of being students at Dominic
College and gave insight into success and
shared wise advice for our students as they
set their life goals. The funds raised from
both these events have gone to support
girls and boys for scholarships to attend our
Salesian schools in Samoa.

Facilities Development
The College Master Plan, while complete
and unfolding, continues to be a flexible
plan which is regularly re-visited with our
architects, Liminal and the Dominic College
Council.
In 2017, we commenced the re-development
of the area below and around the College
Library as a Creative Arts hub which will
house K-10 Music and Visual Arts spaces.
This will be named the Fra Angelico Hub,

Staff and students at the College will always
remember Jenny for her quick wit, ready
laughter and sincere heart. The College has
planted a magnolia tree in the K-2 play
area in her memory; a plaque will be placed
beneath this tree and, as it grows, some
seating will be erected under its shade.
We continue to offer prayers that Jenny rest
in eternal peace. Now with our God Creator,
we give thanks for Jenny’s life, her joy and
her service in our community.

Communications Improvement Parent Paperwork
Sometimes a small change can have huge
benefits in a community. One of these
developments has vastly improved our
communications and capacity to be in touch
with parents with speed and efficiency.

after the Dominican artist and is a long
anticipated and exciting development.
This will be ready and operational for the
commencement of the 2018 academic year.
We were successful in receiving a
Commonwealth Capital Grant of $450,000
towards the project for which we are most
grateful. We have needed patience and
tolerance as we managed our traffic and the
safe movement of students to and from a
relocated bus area.
We have worked with the P&F to develop
a phased structured K-6 playground
comprising a climbing spider, swings, slides
and other play structures. The shaping of
this outdoor facility will continue to be
developed.
In 2017, an extensive Animal Husbandry
facility was established by our own Property
Team to support the Director of Science

K-10’s vision to establish and develop
applied science learning. With two Year
9/10 elective classes in this subject, we have
developed this facility within existing spaces
and land.

The Passing of Mrs Jenny
Edwards
We sadly recommenced our 2017 school
year without our warm and generous Teacher
Assistant, Mrs Jenny Edwards. Our colleague
and friend, sadly away passed unexpectedly
in December 2016. Jenny was a former
student and much-loved member of staff for
14 years.
In February, members of the Dominic
community gathered in our College Chapel
to give thanks for Jenny’s life. Fr Nick
Castelyns SDB led us in prayer and Jenny’s
daughter, Dianne O’Rourke, joined us for
this celebration of her mother’s life.

In 2017, Dominic College implemented
Parent Paperwork to assist with
communication between school and parents.
Parent Paperwork is an online system that
replaces paper forms we send home for
parents to complete and return. The online
system is very easy for parents and staff to
use. Instead of paper forms coming home in
a child’s school bag, parents are sent an email
notification, with a link that opens a secure
web page version of the form to complete
and submit.
This has made an amazing difference to
our management of permissions and direct
information to parents about the activities
and experiences their children are involved
in each term.

Australian Council for
Educational Leadership Awards
to Dominic College Leaders
Two of our College leaders, Mrs Janine
O’Hea and Mr Mike O’Brien were
honoured by the Australian Council for
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Educational Leadership (ACEL TAS) for
their work and achievements in making
significant contribution to the understanding
and practice of educational leadership.
Mrs Janine O’Hea was awarded an Honorary
ACEL Fellowship, which is a testimony to
her 40 years of committed and energetic
service to education in Tasmania.
Janine has had a distinguished career as
an outstanding Assistant Principal of two
Catholic schools including Dominic College
since 2011, and Principal of three Catholic
schools. She has been Principal of St Thomas
More’s Primary, Newstead (1993-1997),
Sacred Heart Primary, Ulverstone (19982001), and St Aloysius Primary, Kingston
(2002-2006).
In all of her educational endeavours, Janine’s
total focus has been on achieving improved
educational outcomes for students. Her
contribution to the leadership of Catholic
schools has been tireless; marked by wisdom,
a commitment to the disadvantaged and
marginalised and a passionate resolve that
students and their well-being be at the heart
of all decisions.
Janine’s Honorary ACEL Fellowship
acknowledges her outstanding educational
leadership that has made a significant
difference not only in her school
communities but in shaping, preparing,
supporting and walking with the next
generation of teachers and school leaders in
Tasmania.
Our Director of Creative Arts K-10, Mr
Mike O’Brien, also received an Australian
Council for Educational Leadership (ACEL
TAS) award for Excellence in Educational
Leadership.
Mike has consistently demonstrated
visionary leadership in implementing
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Creative Arts initiatives at Dominic College
and his dedication and achievements are
most worthy of this recognition as an
outstanding, innovative leader at Dominic
College.
Under Mike’s leadership, there have been
impressive initiatives in student performance
and presentation opportunities since
2013. The development of a Creative Arts
framework for enabling arts integration
through such initiatives as the biennial
Creative Arts Festival and the College’s
Anzac Centenary project, ‘In their Own
Words’ has been extensive. The development
of quality arts experiences for students such
as the introduction of our much-loved
Theatre Sports House Competition has led
to rich educational outcomes for students.

Parent Involvement and Parents
& Friends Committee
Throughout this year, parents have
continued to support learning in K-6
classrooms through our program of ‘Parent
Help’. Our Mamma Margaret Kitchen
Program and Sports Program are just a few
of the ways parents are actively involved in
the College. The diversity of the College’s
Co-Curricular Sports Program in particular
relies on the generous involvement and
support of a significant numbers of our
parents as volunteer coaches, managers and
umpires.
The College Parents and Friends (P&F) are
a small but dynamic group who continue
to meet monthly and regularly act as a
structured forum through which feedback
on a range of College issues can be readily
sought and provided.
The P&F had a range of presentations from
K-10 staff members on areas of school
development and areas of information/
discussion requested by the P&F. This group
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has become an important forum, through
which parents can and do influence change
and development in the College.
The P&F and its Committee under the
excellent leadership of President Nicola
Rayner work hard all year round; their
generous efforts to raise additional funds for
College initiatives is ongoing and make a
genuine difference to our school community.
There are many valuable contributions to
the College through events such as their
Easter Raffle, Mother’s and Father’s Day
stalls, Sports Day BBQ, K-6 Disco, and our
Walkathon. The College Fair in November
was once again a huge success with the Fair
Committee doing exceptional work. The
completion of Stage 2 of the K-6 Playground
is testimony to their dedication and tireless,
generous service to the students and families
of the College.

Strategic Planning & School
Development
Towards the end of the year, the College
Leadership Team has devoted time to
drafting our strategic directions for the
College for the next four years. The draft
framework includes a focus on the four
domains of Mission, Teaching and Learning,
Community and Resources and Systems.
The College Leadership Team has also spent
time working on our School Development
Plan which is a specific plan for developing
and improving the educational outcomes for
all students.
We used the 2014 review that the Australian
Council for Educational Research
(ACER) had undertaken of the College,
using the National School Improvement
Tool. We compared the College as captured
in this report three years ago with our
current position and have articulated what
we saw as the priorities for our improvement

I am grateful to Mrs Margaret Rootes
who has acted as K-6 REC this year and
undertaken leadership in our faith and
mission dimension. She is a brilliant
educator and leader, dedicated to our faith
and been a blessing to us this year.

focus. These plans will be ready for broader
consultation at the beginning of 2018.

young - true servants of Christ and our
founder Don Bosco.

Farewell Mrs O’Hea and Mr
Williams

Mrs O’Hea and Mr Williams share the
qualities of good humour, patience and
compassion in all they do. We thank them
for their generous service to the College and
extend every prayer and blessing on their
journeys ahead.

2017 marks the retirement of our Deputy
Principal, Mrs Janine O’Hea and the
retirement of Mr Paul Williams. Mr
Williams has held a number of important
roles at the College and is currently our 7-10
Daily Organiser.
Their retirements bring to conclusion
decades of outstanding and loyal service
to Catholic Education Tasmania. All at
Dominic College salute them both for their
outstanding work over many years and
we commend them on their dedication,
commitment and resolve to effectively
manage a wide range of duties for the
College, always with students at the centre.
They have been wonderful assets to Dominic
College and key figures in moving Dominic
to become a Salesian school community
marked by integrity and excellence. Their
loyalty and faithfulness to our mission
has been steadfast and their tireless work
representative of a deep vocation to the

Thanksgiving for 2017
2017 was certainly challenging for me
personally as I took leave for treatment for
Cancer. My thanks to all parents, students
and staff for their wonderful support, acts
of kindness and consistent prayers during
my illness and my recuperation. I felt very
blessed by such generosity.
I would like to take this opportunity to
thank Mrs Janine O’Hea as Acting Principal
and Mrs Selina Kinne as Acting Deputy
Principal for their outstanding, dedicated
work and constant endeavours during the
two terms I was absent as well as Mr Dylan
Chivers, our Chief Financial and Operations
Officer for his unwavering support and
leadership.

This year, whilst challenging, has been a
productive and rewarding year for Dominic
College and seen significant development.
Staff, students, parents and Old Scholars
have made many wonderful contributions to
the College community. Dominic College is
an excellent school because of the collective
wisdom and initiative of these groups and
the excellent leadership of the many in
designated leadership positions who have
supported our shared vision.
The students in particular have demonstrated
strong leadership, commitment to
their studies and a great sense of
interconnectedness and community. Student
outreach to the poor and disadvantaged
and those in need has been particularly
encouraging.
The staff at Dominic College are a dynamic,
hardworking and talented team. Dominic
is fortunate to continue to attract a range
of outstanding and experienced educators,
leaders and administrators dedicated to our
students and to the College.
The exceptional efforts and commitment
of our College Leadership Team, Janine
O’Hea, Selina Kinne, Andrew Pritchard,
Dylan Chivers, Mike O’Brien, Fr Lawrie
Moate SDB and our College Council and
its dedicated Chairman, Fr Bernie Graham
SDB has enabled the College to achieve a
great deal in bearing witness to the Gospel in
the tradition of the Don Bosco and Dominic
Guzman.
Beth Gilligan
Dominic College Principal
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Rector’s Word
All at Dominic College this year have
undertaken a journey - not a physically
hazardous one but certainly a rigorous and
demanding one. In most cases, they can look
back with a sense of pride at having achieved
the goals they set for themselves.
I look back at the milestones that have
marked the journey of 2017 and am excited
by the near completion of the Creative Arts
Project – a development that will make
possible even more amazing productions like
the Yr 6 “Say it Loud”, “The Good Doctor”
and “Talking Heads”. It will also provide
greatly improved facilities for instrumental
music and our choral and dance program.
Driving into the College you can’t help being
impressed by the newly installed playground
equipment. A grant from the Tasmanian
Community Fund and financial input from
the College Parents & Friends has made this
state of the art facility possible.
My own 2017 journey was mainly taken up
with my responsibilities at St John’s Parish,
but I welcomed the opportunity to celebrate
Mass for the students on the major College
Feast Days and to mark the Liturgical
seasons of Lent, Easter and Advent. The
willingness of students to join in the singing
and to enter into the spirit of these occasions
was inspiring.
I want to congratulate the students who
took part in activities designed to increase
their understanding of the plight of the less
fortunate in our world.
The commitment of the Vinnies Group,
the formation of the Year 6 Mini-Vinnies,
involvement in Project Compassion and
the initiatives of the SYDC (Salesian Youth
of Dominic College) are all encouraging
examples of the College’s social outreach.
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As we conclude the school year we can thank
God for all the blessings showered on our
College community during 2017, especially
the courage shown by our Principal Ms Beth
Gilligan in facing up to serious surgery and
then returning to resume the leadership of
this fantastic educational enterprise.
I wish in conclusion to pay grateful tribute
to Mrs Janine O’Hea who stepped in as
Acting Principal during Ms Gilligan’s
enforced absence.
I also wish to offer my thanks to Mrs O’Hea
and Mr Paul Williams who will both retire
at the end of this year. Mr Williams has been
a much-loved and respected educator and
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friend to so many at Dominic College for
over 35 years.
May our gracious God continue to bless
them, the staff who are leaving the College
and the Yr 10 students who transition to
Senior Secondary education and all of us, as
we strive to make our College a home that
welcomes, a parish that spreads the gospel, a
school that prepares for life and a playground
where friends meet and enjoy themselves.
Fr Lawrie Moate SDB,
Acting Rector, Dominic College

College Captains’ Report

We are very proud of what we have achieved
and honoured to have experienced so much
in our journey this year as College Captains.
At Dominic College all students are
encouraged to develop their leadership skills,
to support fellow students and to benefit the
wider community. Opportunities to develop
these qualities are provided in our everyday
school life and in leadership programs.
As Captains we have taken an active role
in all aspects of the school community and
worked with others to achieve as much as
possible in a fast year. We have strived to be
approachable, reliable and trustworthy and
believe we accomplished this.
Our duties involved communication with
staff and students, speaking at assemblies
and school events, attending public events
to represent the College, the organisation
of school events as well as being a good role
model for all students.
In 2017 we have been supported by our
outstanding Vice Captains and House
Captains and student SRC members, who
have encouraged all students to participate
in House activities. We have joined with our

respective Houses and year groups in sports
carnivals, fundraisers and Theatresports.
I congratulate our House captains on
being approachable and reliable and for
demonstrating enthusiasm for their House,
and encouraging students to be involved in a
range of activities.
It has been a goal for our leadership team
to make our College a place where everyone
feels safe, valued and included.
Our highlight for the year was Dominic’s
fantastic involvement in the Relay for Life,
where we had over 200 students participate
with a total $15000 raised for cancer
research.
Not only have we raised funds for this
special cause, we have also organized many
fundraisers for our Salesian Mission projects.
We have so many people to thank for
our success this year, firstly our fantastic
leadership team, who have supported us
and helped us greatly throughout the year,
secondly we would like to thank Mr Davey,
Mr Pritchard and the other teachers who
have helped us. We would also like to give
a massive thank you to Ms Gilligan, who

has shown us unbelievable amounts of love
and support throughout our school lives.
Our final thank you is to all of our student
cohort, it has been an honour to lead you all
and we are so thankful for the opportunity
you have given us. Without these wonderful
people our year would have been much less
successful.
We feel extremely honoured to have had
this opportunity to lead Dominic College
in 2017, we are happy with what we have
achieved with our leadership team this year
and wish next year’s leadership group the
best of luck.
We will be forever grateful for the
opportunities we have been given at
Dominic College.
Felicia Di Carlo and Noah McGovern, 2017
Dominic College Captains

Left to right: Jack Breward, College
Vice Captain, Felicia Di Carlo,
College Captain, Noah McGovern,
College Captain, Julia Narracott,
College Vice Captain.
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Launch into
Learning
Launch into Learning, our new
pre-kindergarten
commenced

in

experience,
February

this

year with two groups, our Misty
Morning and Apple Afternoon
groups. As the year progressed,
the numbers increased and next
year we are excited to be able to
offer five sessions a week. Children
and parents have participated in a
variety of hands-on activities, went
on excursion to the Tasmanian
Museum and Art Gallery, had visits
from specialist teachers, visited
the College animals in the 7-10
science facilities, discovered lots of
books in the College K-10 library
and enjoyed the many sensory and
messy craft activities that make LIL
so much fun!

Teaching and Learning
K-2 Teaching and Learning
This year new teachers in the K-2 classrooms
contributed to a fresh outlook and their new
ideas have had a positive impact on many of
our events. Implementation of the Australian
Curriculum is nearing completion with our
teachers completing the first phase of the
Digital Technologies Curriculum training via
a MOOC (Massive Open Online Course),
with Adelaide University. These digital
technoloy activities are becoming more
evident in our classrooms with the use of
Bee Bots and robotics. We are using iPads to
present and facilitate essential early Literacy
and Numeracy skills.
In every room we have a continued focus
on the core subjects especially Maths
and English (Writing and Reading).
Opportunities to combine these are a
common feature of an Early Years classroom.
The development of our collection of quality
home readers was enhanced by a generous
donation from the Glenorchy Rotary Club.
We purchased over 100 new readers for use
in the Early Years classrooms.
Spelling is linked with reading and writing
and for the last three years we have been
following the Words Their Way program
where we introduce and review the sounds
and patterns used to create words. As this is
a sequential program, every child from Prep
and beyond focuses on the same program
to continually introduce and reinforce prior
learning. We are very pleased to congratulate
Sebastian Smith in Year 2A for his excellent
result and achievement of a Gold Medal in
the ICAS Spelling Assessment.
Parents are an integral part of the Early Years
Classrooms. This year we have continued to
share our rooms and classroom experiences
through our Parent Literacy and Numeracy
Workshops. These were filled with fun
activities and opportunities for our Parents

to gain insight into what goes on in our
lessons. Many loved ones attended our Open
Classroom and Grandparents Day events.
The value of these events is far reaching and
enables stronger connections with our wider
community. Our students are very proud of
their classrooms and the work they do and
opportunities to showcase these are vital
and continue to develop confident learning
behaviours.
Incursions and excursions are integral to
further developing our curriculum. This
year there have been a number of new
excursions experienced by our students. Ms
Scanlon and Miss Venettacci developed a
new excursion to explore our Indigenous
curriculum. Mr Voss liaised with them as a
guide for the day to explore the area around
the base of Kunanyi (Mt Wellington).
To celebrate National Simultaneous
Storytime this year Prep also went to
Glenorchy LINC to be a part of the HOFM
live reading of The Cow tripped Over the
Moon. Kindergarten went to investigate

the Sustainability Learning Centre Nature
Play program and essentially became a Bush
Kinder for the day.
This year we have continued having Dr John
O’Reilly in our rooms sharing his amazing
scientific knowledge with our students as
part of the Scientists in Schools program.
Dr John is a vital member of our parent
community and we greatly value the time he
gives to make Science visible and accessible
to all.
Our parents and carers are essential in the
continued success of Mamma Margaret’s
Kitchen and Garden program. Grandparents
Betty and John Stefankowski have worked
wonders on our small garden beside the
MPC, ensuring there is some fresh produce
for our students to taste and use in their
cooking sessions. Our students are definitely
benefitting from the sessions and the expert
help in developing essential safety and
cooking techniques. We look forward to this
continuing next year.
Mrs Jane Doyle
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Year 3-6 Teaching and Learning
School means different things to different
people but ask any Dominic student and
they will say school is a great place to be.
For students in Years 3-6 the days are filled
with exciting, challenging learning activities,
caring teachers and wonderful friends.
This year there have been many learning
highlights, including travelling to explore
outside locations.
Year 3 students visited the Mount Pleasant
Radio Observatory at Cambridge where they
participated in activities that complemented
their Science investigation into space and the
solar system.
A cruise on the Lady Nelson gave Year
4 students the chance to gain first-hand
experience of what life would have been like
for a world navigator, explorer or trader in
the 18th century.
Year 5 students were taken back in time to
the early settlement of Australia with a visit
to Port Arthur where they spent the day
sketching, notetaking and discovering more
about the life of Tasmania’s convicts.
Each Year 6 student received a personal
invitation from Her Excellency Professor the
Honourable Kate Warner, the Governor of
Tasmania, for morning tea at Government
House where they learned more about
Australian democracy and citizenship.
Other wonderful learning experiences
happened right here at school and in the
classrooms.
Science Week was very exciting for
students in Years 3 and 4 with Young
Tasmanian Scientists from the University
of Tasmania presenting interactive sessions
on four exciting areas – Medical Research,
Neuroscience, Antarctica and Mathematics.
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The Terrapin Theatre
production ‘The
Riddle of Washpool
Gully’ was a delight.
Intricate sets, thought
provoking characters
and an unforgettable
story had something
for everyone with
many messages. For
younger viewers it
was a good story
about a boy and
his mum while our
older students took
away questions
about the art of storytelling and the need
for conservation to protect the wonderful
wilderness we have around us.
Other learning memories were created
in the classroom. In each room teachers
designed activities to ensure the delivery
of Australian Curriculum content and
skills through interesting and challenging
learning opportunities that were tailored
to meet the needs of each child. Students
were given the opportunity to demonstrate
their understanding and knowledge of their
learning in many ways.
Students in Year 3-6 took part in a
number of national and international
competitions and challenges this year. Future
Mathematicians from Years 5 and 6 put their
wits to the test at the annual Maths Relay
Championships in August.
The Word Mania Competition, also in
August, saw students across Years 3 – 6
making as many words as they could within
the time limit. This competition appealed to
students of all ages but Year 4 proved to be
the champions and won 3rd place in the age
division in Tasmania.
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An intrepid group of Year 4, 5 and 6
students spent time afterschool and on
weekends preparing for the Tournament
of Minds Competition in September and
71 students from Year 2-6 took part in the
University of New South Wales Numeracy,
Reading, Spelling and Science Tests.
Overall Dominic students did an
outstanding job in these tests with a large
number of merits, credits, distinctions,
a high distinction and even a University
Medal.
Year 6 students entered the competition
to research and name the new Australian
Antarctic Icebreaker and they participated
in a global challenge as part of their Digital
Technologies curriculum competition in the
Hour of Code.
Mrs Sue Cunningham

Above: Mrs Kumrai and Mrs
McDevitt with Tournament of
Minds students.

7-10 Teaching and Learning
At Dominic College, we encourage every
student to embrace learning and explore
their strengths. Students commence their
educational journey with learning programs
that develop and cultivate a love of learning.
We aim to provide them with a continuous
learning journey where they will be engaged
in a varied curriculum with relevant learning
experiences and a wide range of learning tools.
Our students are at the heart of all we do.
Our commitment to continual improvement
means that the end of each year is a good
point at which to measure our progress in a
number of areas. In teaching and learning
we have achieved a number of milestones
that ensure our improvement in terms of
our pedagogy and teaching and learning
culture. The Writing Team K-10 continues
to embed and refine the process across
all areas of the school by focussing on
engaging students in the writing process. We
continue to work closely with the Australian
Curriculum to ensure all writing tasks are
aligned with the achievement standards in
all curriculum areas across the College. Our
Step Up program has continued in 2017
and is strongly supported by members of our
community.
Students have engaged with guest speakers,
master classes and thematic celebrations
such as World Read Aloud Day, Book Week,
and Science Week. Students are encouraged
to extend and explore their interests and
knowledge by choosing co-curricular
activities which complement our curriculum.
Some of our senior students travelled up
to Launceston to compete in the 2017 Da
Vinci Decathlon – a first for Dominic!
The Decathlon is an academic challenge
that consists of 10 different subjects across
the academic field. Our students have the
opportunity to be involved in a variety
of pursuits including competitive sports,

external competitions, music ensembles,
photography, incursions and excursions and
the Creative Arts.
Our co-curricular programmes encourage
participation, team-work, self-confidence
and creativity. The Asian Festival was a
highlight of the school calendar, brought to a
crescendo by our students Taiko drumming
skills. Our annual Japanese immersion
programme has once again provided our
students with opportunities to engage with
a culture very different to our own. Cultural
trips expose students to a diversity of ideas,
peoples, places and time periods. Our
cultural immersions brings life experiences to
the classroom.
This year’s Academic Pathways evening
attracted a record number of attendees. It
was very encouraging to see so many parents
keenly interested in the subjects available to
their children, and the potential for each to
lead into specific careers after graduating.

As always, our teachers were on hand to
answer questions from students and parents
as they examined the displays and stalls for
each elective subject for 2018. There was a
wide variety of displays showcasing optical
illusions, Lego Robot Sumo wrestling and
science experiments and special thanks to
the representatives from GYC, Foundry and
UTAS and our amazing teachers who had set
up the wonderful displays on the night.
Teachers at Dominic College will continue
to show great strength, enthusiasm, spirit
and innovation in their pedagogy as we all
work together to improve the educational
outcomes for our students.
Mrs Ganga Fraser
Above: Mrs Fraser with Academic
captains. Da Vinci students.
Tournament of Minds students.
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Individual Learning
In 2017, we continued to implement a wide
range of support to ensure we addressed the
individual needs of students who required a
differentiated curriculum.
We have worked closely with students,
their parents and teachers to provide a
differentiated programme. Learning Support
teachers, teacher aides, Literacy Support
teachers and an Educational Psychologist
have worked closely togethert. We have
also consulted with outside agencies and
professionals such as Speech Pathologists,
Occupational Therapists, Psychologists and
Paediatricians to ensure needs are addressed.
Additional support has included adjustments
in the curriculum, modifications to
instruction as well as specialized equipment
and modifications to the classroom physical
environment. Students have had access
to assistive technology such as iPads or
laptops providing a range of stimulating
and engaging programmes and activities
relevant to their individual education goals.
Individual education plans and personal
learning goals were used throughout
K-10 for student ownership of realistic yet
challenging goals.
From Kindergarten to Year 10, support
classes are offered in key literacy and
numeracy areas, as well as one-on-one
support for students to develop necessary
academic and/or developmental skills.
Ongoing assessment was carried out which
assists in planning for the learning needs of
individual students. This included individual
cognitive and academic assessment as well
as data collection of current abilities and
standards using tests such as PIPS, PAT and
NAPLAN. Dominic College once again
participated in the Nationally Consistent
Collection of Data on School Students with
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Disability which assists schools to identify
and to support students with disability.
This year in K-6 we have introduced The
Zones of Regulation which is a curriculum
designed to foster skills in self-regulation,
improving emotional control, sensory
regulation and the ability to exercise
executive functioning skills. The approach
uses four colours (or “zones”) to help
students visually and verbally self-identify
how they are functioning in the moment
given their emotions and state of alertness.
We have also used the ALERT programme
to assist with self regulation. We have used a
range of sensory equipment to help students
self regulate their emotions. This has
included using wobble stools, scooter boards,
tents, sensory cushions, cool down spaces
in classrooms, specialised bikes and balls,
weighted blankets and heavy work exercises.
We have also run social development and
gross motor sessions during lunchtimes.
In Years 7-10, students with additional needs
could participate in the Tasmanian Athletics
for Students with a Disability. Student
integration has been a key factor in the
development of social skills. Students with
additional needs participating in the 7-10
Talent Quest, experienced a real high point
in sharing their passions. Others enjoyed the
experience of reading with younger students
as their ‘buddy’ on World Read Aloud Day.
Students with disability have found a niche
in the new subject Animal Husbandry, where
the responsibility of caring for an animal,
consistently and constantly, has provided
routines, purpose, and new friendships
as part of the entire integration culture at
Dominic College.
Mrs Jane Kilpatrick and Ms Jessica Agius
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SOFOS
SOFOS is the Tasmanian Catholic
Education Office online Gifted and
Talented Program, which provides
activities to enrich and challenge
children identified as gifted.
Gifted and Talented Awareness Week
Activity Day was an opportunity for
a group of our Year 3-6 students to
participate in workshops on drama,
technology, coding, mathematics,
forensic science, and visual art.
14 students attended a day of
workshops at St Aloysius College.
The program was assembled to
provide experiences to challenge and
inspire gifted and talented students
from Catholic schools.
Students from Dominic participated
in a forensic science activity in
which they had to use evidence such
as fingerprints, the size of a shoe,
ink from a pen and a thread from
a piece of clothing to deduce the
culprit. In drama, students acted
out a crime scene investigation. In
coding students looked at patterns
of numbers and in a mathematics
workshop prime numbers were the
focus.
The technology workshop
challenged students to make a run
for a small ball out of a variety of
objects and in visual art, students
hunted around the school to find
matching objects of images from
photographs they had been given.
All students thoroughly enjoyed the
day and the opportunity to work
with students from other schools.
Throughout the year SOFOS
students work on the program,
mostly during their own free time,
gathering for special projects which
enhance their teamwork and extend
their thinking.

Religious Education
The Religious Education curriculum
at Dominic College is anchored in the
curriculum set by the Tasmanian Catholic
Education Office, Good News For Living,
which provides a sound framework for
teaching and learning. Other strong sources
are also used to extend and enrich the
curriculum, including the Understanding
Faith series as well as To Know, Worship and
Love.
Religious Education is taught in the College
as a formal subject, grounding all students at
each level in the traditions and practices of
the Catholic Church. The classroom learning
is essential, but so too are the opportunities
for students to pray in a variety of ways, to
participate in the celebration of Masses, to
participate in retreats and to join the social
justice activities which are offered at the
College.
As Dominic College was founded in the
Salesian tradition of St John Bosco, these
elements are embedded in all aspects of
school life at the College, not least in the
Religious Education program. Our other
patron Saints, Catherine of Sienna, Dominic
Savio and Dominic Guzman are also integral
to the religious framework in which we teach
and learn.
We have much to learn and emulate from
their lives: they still speak to us across the
decades and centuries.

Kindergarten-Year 6
Prayer and songs are the great highlights
of each morning in the K-6 classrooms, as
anyone who walks by these classrooms early
in the school day will know. Sweet infant
voices can be heard in prayer from one room,
while from another can be heard a joyful
hymn accompanied by much clapping and
shouting of the refrain. Individual classes
have all taken a turn at presenting prayers

and song at our K-6 assemblies and at our
Chapel liturgies. Individual students take
very seriously their roles on such occasions.
Colourful classroom displays attest to the
lively Religious Education taking place across
the primary area.

Years 7-10
Apart from classroom teaching and learning,
Year 7-10 students also have the opportunity
each year to engage in a retreat day. On this
day, each year group leaves the bustle of
every day school life behind, to engage in
a day of fun, prayer and reflection, led by
Salesian Youth. This year all students from
Years 8 and 9 left the campus for an outside
venue, which is considered a good stimulus
for participation and reflection.
In May, Year 7 students had their retreat
in the Oratory Space, spending the day
working on the development of selfesteem, cooperative teamwork and personal
growth. Later in the same month, Year 8
enjoyed their retreat day at Montrose Bay
Yacht Club, with the focus on spirituality
development. Year 9 students also spent
their retreat day at the Yacht Club in August,
reflecting on their relationship with God and
each other.

Year 10 students had their retreat in the
Oratory Space, working on Social Justice and
Morality, which was an invitation to reflect
on ethics, conscience and the moral issues
which challenge them daily. This day segued
nicely in to the Social Justice Day incursion
held in October, when the students explored
the issue of child labour. During this
event, they acquired a deeper knowledge of
Catholic Social Teachings and the Universal
Human Rights, as well the urgent call for all
Christians to hear the cries of the oppressed.

Social Outreach
Students are enthusiastic in embracing the
opportunity to participate in social issue
groups and this year, once again, the Vinnies
conference was a strong and enthusiastic
one. Led by Mr Dave Reinbach, the Vinnies
group was already active in fundraising
before their attendance at the Youth
Induction Mass at St Mary’s Cathedral in
May. The following students received their
badges: President: Tori-Ann Stringer; Vice
President: Ben Dowling; Secretary: Alex
Simpson and Treasurer: Connor Murray.
These students took their responsibilities
very much to heart during this year,
holding barbecues, selling slushies and
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Previous page: Acting Coordinator of Religious Education 7-10, Mrs April Hooper, with Mission Captains, Stacey Readman, Lukas Bird, Kalia Combs and
Cally Spangler. Above, left to right: Kindergarten students participating in Mass. Year 3 and 4 during Holy Week. Ash Wednesday Mass. A special prayer
sung at assembly. Students love singing during Mass and in assemblies. Students during their Reconciliation. SYDC students sharing fun. SYDC students
put on a disco. Year 9/10 SYDC students attended the OzBosco. Young students on Ash Wednesday. Stations of the Cross on the school grounds. Pancakes
are popular on Shrove Tuesday.

the significant feast days of the liturgical
year, as well as those feast days significant
to us in the names of our patron saints.
At times, our students participated in the
celebration of outside Masses, including the
Vinnies students at their induction Mass
at the Cathedral, leadership students at the
Catholic Education Week Mass at St John’s
Glenorchy, and three wonderful Year 10
students who attended the Ordination of Fr
Paschal Okpon at St. Mary’s Cathedral.

hot chocolates, and conducting a very
successful Warm Woollies Winter Appeal:
over 100 bags of clothes were collected for
distribution. Their fundraising achieved an
admirable sum of over $2000, which the
St Vincent de Paul Society will use to assist
people in the local community.
A group of Mini Vinnies was established
in Year 6 this year, also working very hard,
under the Presidency of Bianca Russell.
During Lent, the Minis held a very popular
sausage sizzle, raising about $500, which
was donated to Project Compassion. During
the cold months they sold over 700 hot
chocolate drinks, donating the money to
our Salesian projects and in Term 4 they
sold many hundreds of icy poles, the money
being donated to the College Christmas
Appeal.
The Lenten Project Compassion Appeal, run
by Caritas Australia, is always generously
supported at Dominic College, and many
“mission boxes” were filled and handed in
during Holy Week this year, in addition to
the sausage sizzle proceeds.
On Shrove Tuesday, the day before Ash
Wednesday, Mr Tim Swan and Mrs Dora
Swan organised a very popular Pancake Day,
cooking and serving pancakes to just about

every K-6 student. Nearly $500 was raised
for Project Compassion.

Salesian Youth of Dominic
College
The Salesian Youth of Dominic College
(SYDC) continued to go from strength
to strength this year, under the excellent
leadership and guidance of Lisa McConnon.
Membership of this group is composed of
Year 9 and 10 students, who strive to follow
in the charism of St. John Bosco: through a
shared love, joy, spirit and mission they were
able to achieve a great deal this year.

This year we were most fortunate to welcome
Fr Lawrie Moate SDB as our Acting
College Rector, ably supported by Fr Nick
Castelyns SDB. Both these wonderful and
wise Salesian priests made themselves very
available to us and were always on hand for
our liturgical activities. This was especially
poignant for us in view of Fr Lawrie’s ill
health at times. Our Dominican Sisters, Sr
Pam Davies OP and Sr Mary Rickards OP
also joined us on occasion, particularly on
the feast day of St Dominic Guzman. And,
of course, our friend Br Michael Morrow
SDB remained a constant presence in the
school, and a friend to all.

The students supported the Salesian
Technical School in Cambodia by having
them make SYDC t-shirts. The SYDC
students thoroughly enjoyed their annual
pilgrimage to the Salesian Youth Festival,
OzBosco, this year held in Melbourne. They
were also involved in a bush dance, a disco,
befriending senior citizens in the community
and trips to Victoria for Don Bosco Camps.
Best of all perhaps, were their weekly
meetings at lunchtime with Lisa, filled with
prayer, companionship, snacks and fun.

Lent and Easter

Mass, Feast Days, Sacraments
and Celebrations.

During Holy Week, in their usual way, the
K-2 students presented Palm Sunday in
the Chapel, while Years 3 and 4 presented
the events of the last Supper and Holy
Thursday. In culmination, on Holy

Dominic College is a sacramental
community, celebrating where possible

The beginning of Lent fell early in the
school year, and so Ash Wednesday and
Commencement were celebrated in a joint
Mass in the Savio Centre on 1 March.
We were all marked with ashes as a sign that
we had begun our journey towards Easter,
a journey marked by prayer, fasting and
turning back to God. During Lent, Years
K-6 celebrated a Lenten liturgy together in
the Chapel.
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Thursday, Year 5 and 6 students presented
the Stations of the Cross on the Oval.
The glorious outdoors setting, on an equally
beautiful autumn morning, made the
Stations a unique experience.
Students and teachers in Years 7-10 prayed
throughout Lent in their Pastoral Care
Groups, finally participating in a moving
re-enactment of Jesus washing the feet of the
disciples on Holy Thursday in the Chapel.

Feast Days
As always, at the end of Term 1 we gathered
in the Savio Centre as a College community
to celebrate the feasts of both St John Bosco
and St Dominic Savio, recalling their lives of
service and their strong connectedness with
our College. In the true spirit of these saints,
we all shared a meal afterwards and spent the
rest of the day in play. Again, in Term 3, we
gathered to celebrate the lives and service of
St Dominic Guzman and St. Catherine of
Sienna, at which Mass it was appropriate to
celebrate the gifts and contributions of our
Dominican Sisters.
In May, Year K-6 students gathered in the
Chapel to celebrate the Feast Of Mary Help
of Christians, a devotion which meant a
great deal to St. John Bosco, and in August
they gathered again to celebrate the feast
of our own Mary of the Cross, Mary
MacKillop. At the end of Term 3, Year 5
students joined Frs Lawrie and Nick for a
wonderful reconciliation service, which left
us all feeling spiritually refreshed.

The Sacramental Program
Dominic College is in partnership with
our local parish at St. John’s in Glenorchy
in the preparation of students to celebrate
their sacraments of initiation. There is a very
committed group of women in the parish
who, in partnership with Fr Lawrie, have
again in 2017, prepared our students and

other local children for the sacraments of
Reconciliation, Confirmation and Eucharist.
There were only three Dominic students
this year in the program and they and their
families are to be congratulated for their
commitment to completing and celebrating
their initiation in the sacraments. Happily,
nearly 20 Dominic students are currently
enrolled in the program and hopefully they
can support and help each other as family
groups as their sons and daughters take
these significant steps in their faith journey
together in 2018.

Graduation, Thanksgiving,
Advent and Christmas.
A flurry of activities marked the end of 2017,
as Year 10s celebrated their Graduation
Mass at St. John’s Church, a beautiful rite of
passage.

The beginning of Advent was marked by
K-6 classes with a Chapel liturgy in late
November, as they readied themselves to
wait in joyful anticipation for the coming of
Baby Jesus at Christmas.
And joyful anticipation were the catch-words
for our K-9 Advent Mass on the last day of
the school year, as the College community
gathered to pray together in thanksgiving for
the joys and sorrows of 2017, and to look
forward to the happiness of the Christmas
season and the holidays to follow.
Mrs Margaret Rootes

Above: Years 7-10 Vinnies students.
Year 9-10 SYDC students.
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English
The important skills of reading, writing,
speaking, viewing, creating and listening
have all been at the forefront of the English
curriculum across year levels. While younger
students were experiencing the joy of being
able to read independently for the first
time, older students had the opportunity to
analyse texts and present creative texts for a
target audience.
Students with a particular flair for crafting
short stories and poems were able to further
advance their skills in the Creative Writing
elective. Others, with an interest in public
speaking had the opportunity to join
debating or attend Rotary’s annual Model
United Nations Assembly in Deloraine.
Annalise Ball, Kalia Combs, Nicki Stanton,
Jacob Percy, Julia Narracott and Eric Glover
were supported by Mr Martin Kress for this
year’s MUNA.
In February, Dominic College came together
as a community to celebrate the magic of
words and the pure joy of reading during
World Read Aloud Day. On this day
millions of people in over one hundred
countries read aloud together. Older
students joined their younger schoolmates to
enjoy short stories, picture books and other
engaging texts. Not only was it a wonderful
opportunity to interact with fellow students
from different year levels, but it also allowed
students to showcase their reading abilities
and share a mutual love of books.
In July, the Year 9 cohort was treated to a
wonderful introduction to their study of
Romeo and Juliet when Bell Shakespeare
visited the College. Bell Shakespeare is an
Australian theatre company specialising
in the works of William Shakespeare. This
was a provocative and lively introduction
to Shakespeare. The performance charted
through Shakespeare’s iconic characters,
scenes, plot devices and language techniques
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while at the same time exploring the reason
why students around the world still study
his works.
Book Week was celebrated in style with
students visiting the Library to participate
in a reading challenge and to hear about the
latest book award winners. Younger students
were able to display their colourful and
creative costumes during the Book Week
Parade in the Savio Centre. Students in
K-6 were treated to Meerkat Productions’
adaptations of books shortlisted by the
Children’s Book Council of Australia for
Book Week. The company created and
presented a 40-minute musical production
including original songs and puppetry based
on the storyline of the selected books.
In late August, a small group of Year 7 and
8 students spent two fun-filled days at the
2017 Melbourne Writers Festival. Libby
Baker, Sarah Fulton, Emily Viney, Ella
Triffet, Maddison Cockerill, Hannah Maw,
Aliya Wilson, Anit Saju, Sarah Wright and
Cassie McLoughlin were selected to attend
the festival from a large group of students
after registering their interest through a
writing competition. Mr Martin Kress and
Ms Jessica Agius accompanied the group to a
variety of writing sessions and workshops in
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and around Melbourne’s Federation Square.
Some of the authors and presenters they
could engage with were Grace Halphen,
Shaun Tan, Garth Nix, Alice Pung, Osamah
Sami, Cate Kennedy and Jessica Yu.
Each year many Dominic College students
take part in ICAS, the International
Competitions and Assessments for Schools.
Over one million students from more than
6,300 schools in Australia and New Zealand
participate in ICAS, organised by the
University of NSW. We are delighted that
one of our Year 2 students, Sebastian Smith,
was awarded an ICAS medal for coming
first in Tasmania in Year 2 Spelling. We were
also proud to congratulate Oscar Breslin for
being awarded the ICAS medal for first in
Tasmania for Year 7 English.
Students across the College have worked
hard to continue to refine their writing
skills and work through a writing process
that includes editing and improving
their work. We continue to encourage all
students to indulge themselves in the pure
entertainment that comes with reading a
good book.
Mrs Jan Marcenko
Head of English 7-10

Science
“Student-centred learning” is the teaching
approach that encompasses replacing lectures
with active learning, integrating self-paced
learning programs and/or cooperative group
situations, ultimately holding the student
responsible for his/her own advances in
education.
Student-centred learning environments
have a heightened advantage over the
traditional teacher-centred, subject-centred
environment. They provide complementary
activities, are interactive in nature, enabling
individuals to address their own learning
interests and needs and move forward into
increasingly complex levels of content to
further their understanding and appreciate
subject matter. Student-centred learning,
when used properly, can change the face of
education into a lifelong learning process
in which the student seeks solutions to
problems without complete dependency
upon the teacher.
With this in mind we introduced the
new Year 9/10 elective subject - Animal
Husbandry & Marine Studies and in
Physical Science we had a focus on STEM
where students created their own inventions.
Across 7-10 teachers have encouraged their
students to learn by doing rather than sitting
through theory lessons. The focus this year
has been very much on practical activities
and research projects.

Animal Husbandry & Marine
Studies
2017 was an amazing year with amazing and
successful results. Students chose an animal,
ranging from lizards to Alpacas and focussed
on completing a very detailed portfolio. The
students worked with their animals on a
daily basis making sure they were watered,
fed and maintained.
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Animal Husbandry students also worked
with the K-6 classes over the year. The
animals, together with the knowledge the
students had gained about their animals,
were showcased at the Derwent Valley
Festival, Royal Hobart Show, Huon Show
and Festival of Bright ideas. Students also
worked with their animals during Science
Week as well. I have watched students gain
so much knowledge and confidence in both
handling their animals and in themselves.
Mrs Jane Myers

Cows Create Careers
During Term 3, a group of students from
both Animal Husbandry classes participated
in “Cows Create Careers.”
Cows Create Careers is a nationwide
program run by Dairy Australia. We were
required to do three pieces of theory work
whilst hand rearing our calves at school over
five weeks. Ben Geard supplied our calves
from the Green Glory Dairy Farm. The twin
Holstein heifers were three days old when
they arrived at school. We were feeding
them twice a day with milk, every day of
the week, cleaning their pen and measuring
and recording their growth. Ms Myers
maintained them over the weekend.
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As a requirement of the module of work for
Cows Create Careers, we had taken a funny
photo of ourselves, our calf and our 3D
model having a picnic. We had also written
a letter to Dairy Australia sharing with them
our experiences and what we had learnt
and then made a 3D model out of recycled
materials, of a milk-able dairy cow.
On Tuesday 24 October we were invited to
an event with all the groups involved in the
program in our region. We participated in
activities, won prizes and learnt about the
Dairy Industry.
We were awarded first place in the secondary
division across the State. Our second
team, consisting of Rhianna Dean, Gabby
McGuire, Molly Warren and Caledonia
Atkin, placed second in our region. During
our time doing “Cows Create Careers” and
hand-rearing our calves, we learnt a lot about
the Dairy Industry and what it takes to raise
a calf. We thoroughly enjoyed our experience
and would recommend students in the
future to participate in Animal Husbandry
and “Cows Create Careers”.
Bree Golding and Kirrily Garwood,
Year 10 students

Physical Science
Physical Science has been both a challenging
and rewarding subject this year. We have
studied a range of topics in both physics and
chemistry with a focus on a rigid academic
program that will allow for a smooth
transition into Year 11 Physical Science.
Students have designed and conducted their
own investigations in Chemistry along with
a range of “shocking” experiments in the
area of Static Electricity. The major venture
this year was an individual STEM project
that culminated in the presentation to the
general public at the Festival of Bright Ideas
at Princess Wharf.
Project-based education allows the students
to develop their scientific knowledge in a
field that they are curious about, and the
individual STEM project achieved this. The
projects ranged from a 3D printed bionic
hand to a chicken incubator made from an
old microwave, among many others.
Students also led a session for primary students
from different schools that helped to develop
students’ communication skills while giving
them the opportunity to work with young
people. The students should be proud of their
achievements in a challenging Physical.
Brad Parkin, Physical Science teacher
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Weather Station
This year has seen the introduction of the
Weather Station Club. The club began after
receiving a grant to purchase a weather
station for the school. Student members will
learn about weather systems along with using
Dominic’s 3D printer to print parts and
build their very own digital weather station.
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The skills that students will acquire include a
basic understanding of electronics, soldering,
design and construction, along with a large
range of calibration skills required once the
project is complete. Students are enthusiastic
about their weather station and have begun
to develop their soldering skills.
Brad Parkin, Weather Station Coordinator

Kindergarten-Year 6
Students learn best when they are involved
in the learning. This means asking questions
and having discussions, and it can mean
letting their interests guide planning.
Students need their senses engaged. Handson Science activities let students do just that,
giving the class a chance to engage multiple
senses.
This year in the K-6 Science the focus for
all year levels has been more on the science
inquiry skills rather than being so content
focussed. Teachers have had students create
many models and doing more “hands-on”
science. Students have also visited the 7-10
animal facilities to work with the animals
to get real life learning and then taking the
ideas back into the classroom to share across
many subjects.
Jane Myers, Director of Science

Year 4 Science in Action
In Year 4, students have been developing
and refining their science inquiry skills.
They have investigated erosion, types of
forces, materials and their properties, and life
cycles of plants and animals. Students have
been given many opportunities to plan and
conduct investigations to find answers to
questions, predict what might happen, and
evaluate their findings. Students were given
chicks and used this as a great opportunity
to estimate, measure, predict changes over
time, record changes over time in a table
and use and interpret decimals. Also seeing
the goats gave students the ability to picture
and imagine the sounds of the goat in the
classes chosen story, ‘The Goat Who Sailed
the World’, which was about Captain Cook’s
voyage on the Endeavour. So Science was
incorporated across many subjects.
Therese McDevitt, Year 4A teacher
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ICAS Science Competition
37 students across Years 7–10 participated
in the University of NSW ICAS
Science competition and were awarded
3 distinctions, 7 Credit, 6 Merit and
21 Participation Certificates. Our best
performing students were Max Brideson,
Cassandra McLoughlin and Nikita Lane
all receiving Distinctions. Well done to all
students in a very competitive result.
Ms Jane Myers

Mathematics
“Learning mathematics creates opportunities
for and enriches the lives of all Australians.
The Australian Curriculum: Mathematics
provides students with essential mathematical
skills and knowledge in Number and Algebra,
Measurement and Geometry, and Statistics
and Probability. It develops the numeracy
capabilities that all students need in their
personal, work and civic life, and provides
the fundamentals on which mathematical
specialties and professional applications of
mathematics are built.”
(Australian Curriculum: Mathematics
Version 3.0, 2012)
Mathematics has its own value and beauty
and through the development of problem
solving and reasoning skills, we aim to instil
in students the richness and challenges that
mathematics can offer.

NAPLAN
In the annual NAPLAN tests, 96% of Year
3, 92% of Year 5, 99% of Year 7 students
and 100% of Year 9 students met or
exceeded the National minimum standard in
this year’s NAPLAN test. It is our aim to get
all students up to or exceeding the National
minimum standard in numeracy over the
next few years. The introduction of the Step
Up programme is one way we are trying
to address any shortfall. Feedback from
participants in this programme has been very
positive.

ICAS Maths Competition
In the University of NSW ICAS Maths
competition, 42 students from Years 7 to 10
and 30 students from Years 4-6 competed
this year. Oscar Breslin and Max Brideson
both attained High Distinctions (top 1%
of the nation), with Oscar taking out the
ICAS medal for the top student in the
State for his age group; a truly outstanding
achievement. Noah Oliver (Year 6), Harry
Breslin (Year 7), Max Deacon (Year 8),

Blake Appleby (Year 9), Kalia Combs and
Nikita Lane (Year 10) all gained Distinction
awards (top 10% of the nation), whilst
there were 19 Credits, 10 Merits and 34
Participation Certificates. These results show
that we continue to improve each year in this
national competition. The introduction of
problem solving as a regular part of our Maths
programme appears to be paying dividends.

Mathematical Association of
Tasmania Annual State Maths
Relays
Dominic College entered four teams of four
students in the State Maths Relays which
were held on Sunday 21 August at Rosny.
Two teams were entered in the Primary
division and two in each of the Junior
Secondary division. Students work as a
team to solve as many of the 20 questions
as they can in the allocated 45 minutes. All
teams acquitted themselves extremely well.
It was fantastic to see their enthusiasm, as
they worked as a team to solve very complex
mathematical problems. There are 20
questions to try and solve in a time period
of 45 minutes. The first 8 – 10 questions

are worth 5 points each, then as they step
up in degree of difficulty, the points increase
to 10 point, 15 point and finally a couple
of 20 point questions. All students enjoyed
the experience very much. The best place
achieved was by the Boys’ Junior Secondary
team, gaining equal sixth place in the State.
The two teams who competed in the Primary
Division were:
• Noah Oliver, Max Peters, Hannah Lane
MacDonald and Jordan Harrison.
• Aleena Joy, Priyanka Jibi, Jasmine Good
and Jenaiya Cleland.
The Lower Secondary Division teams were:
• Girls’ team: Ella Fitzpatrick, Sarah
Fitzpatrick, Alyssa Haremza and Angelica
Matusewicz.
• Boys’ team: Harry Breslin, Oscar Breslin,
Max Brideson and Jake Duggan.

Problem Solving
Carrying on from last year, a focus in the
Mathematics programme this year has
been on problem solving. One lesson a
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fortnight has been devoted to students
working on problem-solving tasks. When
presented with a problem beyond the
routine mathematical procedures, students
have to think about what knowledge they
have and what tools they can use in order to
solve the problem. This may involve using
several mathematical skills. Usually students
work collaboratively in groups to solve the
problems. Many students have risen to the
challenge of problem solving activities and
some keep asking their teacher if they can
do problem solving on a more regular basis.
This regular activity has definitely developed
the mathematical thinking of those students
who have embraced it.

Mathematical Association of
Tasmania Problem Solving
Competition
In Term 1, a number of our students
competed in a very difficult State-wide
problem solving competition, conducted by
the Mathematics Association of Tasmania. In
two hours students had to solve as many of
the 12 complex problems as they could. Four
of our students managed to achieve major
placings. As a result they received both a
certificate and a monetary prize.
Nikita Lane - Equal 3rd place in the
Intermediate division

be struggling with in class. It is not meant
to be a tutoring service in the traditional
sense. Students found it particularly useful
in the lead up to tests or in completing
assignments. Groups of students often work
together and end up understanding the work
through collaboration.

Harry Breslin - Equal 2nd place in the
Junior division

Some students were using this quiet,
supervised room to work on assignments
in other subjects, so it was then advertised
as “Maths Help/Homework Club”. Mr
Harris intends to offer the same service each
lunchtime next year.

Oscar Breslin - 1st place in the Junior
division

Hands-on Maths

Blake Appleby - 2nd place in the
Intermediate division

Maths Help
Maths Help was available every lunchtime
this year. This service is provided by Mr
Harris for students who need help in
understanding a particular mathematical
concept or how to do questions they may
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Last year we reported on some applications
of Maths in Years 7 - 10 to real-life
situations. Here are some interesting and
exciting activities from K-6 classes this year!
Year 4A students made square metres from
newspaper and calculated the area of their
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classroom. They were able to determine the
cost of replacing the carpet in our room and
in all our classrooms. They were impressed
by the expense!
Year 5B estimated, measured and recorded
the distance of one kilometre using a trundle
wheel. They worked in groups and took
turns to operate the trundle wheel.
Year 5B estimated, measured and recorded
the mass of objects in grams and kilograms
using kitchen scales and bathroom scales.
Mr Graeme Harris,
Head of Maths 7-10

State Maths Relays: Primary
Division students (above). Lower
Secondary Division students
(below).

Humanities
The Humanities aims to instil in students
a deep curiosity about the world around
them and a respect for the rich diversity
of people and places both now and in the
past. Humanities subjects require students
to develop critical thinking skills, inquiry
methods, and research practices that will
meet their needs as aware and active citizens
in the future.
A range of elective subjects in the
Humanities allow students to focus their
studies and begin pathways to further study.
Introduction to Psychology and Sociology
provides an opportunity to explore concepts
studied in greater depth in Years 11 and 12;
Commerce includes aspects of the financial
sector, marketing, and the law; while Child
Studies provides a pathway for studies in
early childhood development and education.
The Humanities Department was heavily
involved in the College’s observance of
ANZAC Day and Remembrance Day.
This year’s commemorations centred
on Australian servicemen and women’s
involvement in the events of the Western
Front in 1917.
During our study of Geography this
year, Year 8 students explored various
landforms and landscapes. Once again we
took advantage of our local environment
and conducted fieldwork at Blackmans
Bay Beach, examining coastal erosion and
practising skills including field sketching and
annotating photographs. Students also made
Karst landscape models and observed the
effects of chemical weathering on limestone
rocks.
Year 7 History students once again returned
to the John Elliott Classics Museum, a
valuable resource located at the University
of Tasmania campus in Sandy Bay. This
visit complemented a depth study into the
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Ancient Greeks. A wealth of primary source
material is on display at the museum and
it was fantastic for our students to examine
first hand the artefacts left behind by these
ancient cultures – some of them up to 5000
years old. The Museum curator Mr Neil
Apted shared his vast knowledge with the
students and they came away with their very
own replica amulet.
One of the highlights of the year was the
visit to Year 10 History students by some
of the Boys’ Town Child Migrants who
arrived here in 1952. The students had been
studying migration and oral histories and
were asked to prepare questions for these
special guests who had lived and studied
in the same buildings. Their stories were
emotional and powerful (and humorous!),
and also deeply connected to the lives of our
students.
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It has been an exciting and busy year in
the Humanities Department, and we look
forward to even bigger and better things in
2018!
Mr Ben Fulton, Head of Humanities 7-10

Opposite page: Head of Humanities 7-10, Mr Ben Fulton, with inquisitive students. College Captains, Felicia and Noah, with a remembrance wreath. This
page, left to right: In Child Studies students write a storybook for young children and read it to them to gauge their feedback. Mrs Roslyn Hawkins with
Child Studies students and programmed real care babies – each student undertakes three days and three nights programmed care as a project. Year 7 students
at the John Elliott Classics Museum. Geography students on Blackmans Bay Beach. Cadets at our Remembrance Day assembly. Mr Michael Harvey, a former
Boys’ Town British child migrant speaks to Year 10 History students. Three Year 10 students break conventions in Introduction to Psychology and Sociology.
Year 5 students visit Port Arthur.

Japanese
2017 has been a particularly exciting year for
Japanese language study at Dominic College.
Japanese classes have been offered from
Kindergarten through to Year 10 for the very
first time, and has also seen the addition
of Aran sensei (Mrs Allan) to the Japanese
teaching team. Yatta! (Hooray!)
There have been many highlights throughout
the year. Students have embraced their
classroom-based language learning
opportunities and also taken part in
some unique language and culture based
opportunities.
Kindergarten students were able to use the
Australian Government ELLA program
for the first time. These apps are highly
interactive and designed specifically for
Australian children learning Japanese from
a young age. They have been a perfect
supplement to our existing Kindergarten
program.
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Students in Years 6, 8, 9 and 10 tried
their hand at writing Japanese shodou
(calligraphy) using traditional brushes and
ink.
Year 5 and 6 students used their own time to
create a range of beautiful artwork to enter
into the nation-wide “Art Speaks Japanese”
competition.
Students in Years 8, 9 and 10 were given the
chance to attend a taiko drumming course
– free of charge – thanks to a grant from the
Asia Institute at the University of Tasmania
and additional funding from the college.
These students then became the performers
for the finale at our biennial Asian Festival
Assembly.
The Asian Festival provided a wonderful
platform to celebrate Japanese culture
alongside the culture of other Asian
neighbours. Sushi and okonomiyaki were
prepared by Year 5, 8, 9 and 10 students for
taste-testing purposes for students in K-6.
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Year 9 and 10 Japanese elective students ran
a traditional bon dance one recess under
the sails. Year 5 and Year 8 students had
fun learning and performing some funny
algorithm-based dances, and Year 6 learnt
how to sing the chorus of “Sekai wa chiisai”
(It’s a Small World) in Japanese.
Representatives from Years 3-10 bravely
participated in the state-wide Japanese
Speech Competition. It was a very cheerful
and dedicated group, and much joy was
shared when news came of some extra special
results from within the team.
And not to forget our special friend Torikun (who speaks fluent Japanese)! He
loved his trip to Japan with Mrs Kinne,
Kumashiro sensei (Mrs Kumashiro) and the
Year 10 students and was happy to share
photographs of his adventures!
Nihongo ga daisuki! (We love Japanese!)
Mrs Belinda Kumashiro

Health and Physical Education
2017 has been another memorable year for
the Health and Physical Education faculty
at Dominic College. We have welcomed
new staff with Old Scholar Miss Kiera
Farr commencing at the College as HPE
teacher and Acting 7-10 Sport Coordinator
temporarily replacing the wonderful Miss
Nicole Millikan who was on maternity leave.
Mr Daniel Blake also joined the HPE team
in Term 4 taking up the role of HPE teacher
and Adventure Recreation teacher in Term 4.
Both of these wonderful young teachers have
brought enthusiasm and their own dynamic
flair to the roles in 2017 and I thank them
for their wonderful commitment and work
ethic to our College and the students.
In 2017 we also farewell one of the HPE
team stalwarts with Mr Josh Mackie
departing the College for opportunities in
the north of Tasmania with his growing
family. We sincerely thank Mr Mackie for
all he has done for students and staff during
his tenure in the HPE team and wish him
success and happiness in his new ventures in
2018 and beyond.
The opportunities the HPE faculty have
been able to provide students have been
broad and engaging with emphasis on
challenging and exciting our students about
their learning in HPE whilst providing
authentic, relevant learning for all students
involved in the program.
K-6 Health and Physical Education has
had a strong emphasis on resilience,
positive psychology, skill acquisition and
development, fundamental and gross motor/
movement skills, team work and fitness
whilst always encompassing sportsmanship.
7-10 Health and Physical Education has
had a strong focus on the overall wellbeing
of individuals including fitness, skill
development, lifelong physical activity,
mental health and self-esteem encompassing
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positive psychology. The program is
underpinned by participation and striving
for personal improvement inclusive of
everyone involved in the program.
From entering the College, it is evident how
blessed we are with our amazing facilities.
In 2017 we were able to put our facilities
to best use whilst also giving our students
pathways to pursue lifelong physical and
mental health formation in the community.
Through engagement in HPE our students
give themselves a fantastic opportunity to
become happy, social and physically active
members of their community and to have
a lifelong interest in the own physical
and mental health. The HPE faculty will
continue to work hard in 2018 to improve
the program further so our students are
getting the best possible learning outcomes.
Mr Cameron Golding - Director of HPE K-10
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Opposite page: Making rafts is not always successful, but always fun. Junior orienteering started on site at Dominic College this year. This page, left to
right: Adventure Rec students on the Three Capes Track. Students learn camp cooking skills. Are they impressed with their results? HPE extends into the
pre-kindergarten Launch Into Learning! HPE in Year 6. Young students are introduced to many sports in their HPE classes, including cricket. Introduction
to gymnastics. In Year 9/10 students can choose Sports Science or Athletic Development to prepare for pre-tertiary courses. Mountain-biking is part of the
Adventure Rec curriculum. Students practise balance exercises in HPE. Indoor ball sports are great in our gymnasium in winter. Year 9/10 students undertake
a variety of challenges!

Creative Arts
In 2017 the Creative Arts continued to
develop and extend the skills and talents of our
students across the College.
Events and activities emanating from work
in classes ranged from the small scale, with
Commedia dell’Arte workshops given to Year
4 by the Senior Drama classes, to all students
from Years 2-6 participating in Music Count
Us In, Hobart’s contribution to the national
music event, held at the Bellerive Boardwork
in November.
There were two Creative Arts ‘firsts’ this year.
Our first Year 9-10 Elective Dance class,
comprising 22 students, made their mark in
being awarded equal first place in the Southern
Tasmania Dance Eisteddfod. This was a most
commendable effort bearing in mind the class
was in competition with students up to Year
11 and 12. Secondly, the Dominic Dance and
Music Showcase was presented in September
at the Don Bosco Performing Arts Centre at
Guilford Young College and allowed our larger
scale music and performance works to be
presented to the wider school community.
The Theatresports House Competition has
become well and truly entrenched as an
exciting inter-house annual event. This year’s
guest judges were local theatrical luminaries
John X and Andrew Casey, a Dominic College
old scholar. Andrew was also, once again,
guest workshop convenor for the Drama
Intensives, attended by students from Year 7
and 8 Drama in Term 3.
The College Band continues to develop their
repertoire and musicality under the direction
of Mr Martin Smith who joined the staff this
year. Martin brings his extensive experience
in running band programs in schools in Asia
and America. Ms Hewitt continues to develop
our College Choirs who were once again
formidable competitors at the Clarence and
Hobart Eisteddfods.

Costumes courtesy ExitLeft

Dance
The partnership between Dominic
College and Jenina’s Dance
Workshop (JDW) continues to go
from strength to strength. Numbers
are growing with a very healthy 27
students in Year 8 Elective Dance
and 22 for the inaugural Year 9-10
Elective Dance class.
Both classes undertook preparations
for the Southern Tasmanian Dance
Eisteddfod. Year 8 prepared a piece
entitled ‘Hairspray’ which featured
the entire class in a high energy
and entertaining performance that
received a Highly Commended
award from the adjudicator. The
class presented this piece along
with a lyrical dance ‘Supermarket
Flowers’ for the Music and Dance
Showcase.
The Year 9-10 class were awarded
equal first at the Southern Tasmania
Dance Eisteddfod with an emotive
and demanding piece, called, Wait
for Me. Their hip hop routine was
one of several highlights at the
showcase including the Castaneda
brothers, Adrian and David, who
presented a dance to the ‘Theme
from Peter Gunn’, which also
featured Ben Dowling playing
Saxophone. Maddison Smith,
George Pongo Jnr and Sophie Van
Tienen also peformaed an original
choreography for three dancers.
In both classes, students also created
their own choreography in small
groups. It was a year of hard work,
but with great rewards. Students
also participated in Dominic’s Got
Talent and enjoyed the experience
of taking some classes at JDW
Studios.

Media Arts
Media Arts continues to grow in
popularity, with two elective classes
again for Years 9 and 10. The course
is designed for students to explore
Media Arts though photography,
film and print media. Tasks ranged
from creating portfolios of still
photography from a wide range of
genres, to creating commercials,
5-second filmed narratives and
finally the Short Film genre.
Written critical analysis was an
essential component. Students
delve deeply into examining subject
matter, technique and presentation.
Photography from the Media classes
scooped the pool in the Youth Art
Awards at the Royal Hobart Show,
claiming first, second and third
prizes.
In a natural progression of this
photographic learning experience,
students then created short films.
Techniques such as storyboarding,
scriptwriting, cinematography,
sound, lighting and editing were
areas in which skills need to be
developed before tackling the
complex process of creating a film.
The MyState Film festival in many
ways is the culmination of the
Media Arts course. In small groups
students have to produce a short
film, in any genre, in a prescribed
amount of time. The ability to
collaborate, work to plan, organise
and produce a quality result are
skills learnt in Media Arts that are
transferable in a number of different
careers and areas of study. This year
students embraced the challenge
with energy and gusto.

Drama
All three Year 6 classes prepared original playbuilt performances for ‘Say
It Loud’ which was presented in the Oratory Space on Tuesday 6 July.
Under the guidance of their drama teachers, Year 6A produced a play
called ‘The Global Village’, Year 6B ‘The Kindness Project’ and Year 6C
‘Evolution of Situations.’ This was the 4th year Say It Loud has been
undertaken.
Students in Years 3- 6 had a semester each of Drama with Ms Brownrigg
who also trained competitors from Year 5 and 6 for Theatresports, enjoyed
by an excited audience of students from Years 3-6. Terrapin Puppet
Theatre, a perennial favourite at Dominic performed the enthralling
‘Riddle of Washpool Gully’ for students from Prep-Year 6.
Senior Drama led workshops in Commedia dell’Arte in Term 1. This
year, Ms McDevitt’s class received training in performing with masks,
learning slapstick technique and explored the exaggerated vocal and
physical language of this dynamic performance style from which modern
clowning has evolved.
The College production for 2017 was Neil Simon’s adaptation of
Chekhov’s, The Good Doctor. The eight vignettes that comprise the play
were played by students from both senior Drama classes. With costuming
supplied from our friends at the Playhouse Wardrobe, the cast presented
three performances in August. A matinee performance was held for
residents from Glenhaven and Glen View Retirement Villages which
provided a great opportunity for our students to perform and interact
with members of our local community.
At the end of October, Talking Heads 2017, was presented in the Oratory
Space. Talking Heads is a long term performance project that began in
the Little Theatre in 2012. The project aims to give students practical
experience developing an individual performance, a form of which they
will be expected to be masters in their future drama studies. A cast of
15 presented material drawn from Australian, America and English
dramatists.
The theatrical talent and entertainment skills from our senior students
in outstanding performances in 2017 were an inspiration to our younger
students, and a credit to their hard work.

Visual Arts
Years 3 - 6 have taken turns making the journey to the Art room to undertake
an introduction and an exploration of the processes of making visual art. All our
students have enjoyed drawing, painting, printmaking and model making. This
has established both confidence and joy in their wonderful creative abilities that
will lead them on their Creative Arts journey.
This year in Visual Arts, Year 7 have mastered the art of intaglio printmaking.
Following on from an intensive introduction to drawing techniques, students
created a dry point etching using acetate plates and etching tools. This is a highly
technical process and all students developed excellent skills, including individual
use of the press, and produced some very fine etchings.
Year 8 have had a wonderful year of exploration and experimentation in many
art styles and processes. Term 2 saw them producing individual skateboard
decks, many of which were exhibited at the Royal Hobart Show, with Yi Chan,
Libby Baker, Tannah Bogacz-Cross, Jack Lovell and Sharni Stoward receiving
commendations. Following a term of relief printmaking, their art year finished
on an individual, self-directed project that brings together all the creative skills
gathered throughout the year.
For our senior elective students, each term has been an intensive project of art
practice. In Term 1, ‘Self-portrait as other’ required refined drawing skills and
various wet and dry materials. This conceptual theme was extended throughout
printmaking in Term 2 and painting in Term 3. A self-directed mixed media
project is the culmination of this challenging year’s work.
Visual Arts students were well represented in competitions in 2017. Finalists
for the Tasmanian Young Artists Awards held at Deloraine in November were,
Rhianna Dean, Flynne Bessell, Ellie Newland, Felicia Di Carlo and Aimee
Hogan. Flynne Bessel received a Commendation Award. The Hobart Art Show
had 22 Dominic students recognised with prizes and commendations. Rowan
Sullivan, Ellie Newland and Kimberly Gent all received Highly Commended
Awards.

Music
Notable achievements this year were our Year 3/4 and 5/6 Choirs winning first
place at the Clarence Eisteddfod, Strathaven Nursing Home visit, Music Count
Us In, Festival of Voices, non-stop music performances at the School Fair and
the inaugural Dominic College Music and Dance Showcase at GYC’s Don Bosco
Performing Arts Centre.
Classroom Music in K-6 is all about creating an engaging and satisfying music
making experience. In Kindergarten, students begin to learn about beat, through
to movement, instrument playing and singing. Students are firstly introduced
to un-tuned percussion instruments and then progress to tuned percussion
instruments.
In Year 7, Music is a taster course where students are introduced to both the
keyboard and guitar in addition to theoretical aspects of the subject. As students
progress into Year 8, they have the opportunity to broaden their practical skills
across a wide range of instruments, where they also studied the historical and
cultural topics and began to develop compositional skills.
In 2017 there were just over 100 students learning an instrument through the
College’s Instrumental Program. Lessons are offered on piano, guitar, drum kit,
voice, woodwind and brass instruments. Forty of these students learnt through
the Years 5-6 Band Program, where instrumental tuition on woodwind and brass
instruments was offered. These students have excelled in this program and many
of them are members of the Year 5/6 Training Band.
Over 80 instrumental students had the opportunity to perform in the Music
Soirees in November, which are always a highlight of the Music calendar.
Music within our Creative Arts faculty offers an extensive co-curricular program
each year, and 2017 was no exception. The 3/4 Choir and 5/6 Choir have
participated in the Clarence Eisteddfod and the College Fair, and the 5/6 Choir
were again major contributors to the opening event of the Festival of Voices.
The Year 5/6 Training Band this year was formed in Term 2 and managed
two performances and the DUCK Club has gone from strength to strength,
performing at assemblies, the College Fair and for Music Count Us In.
Five Year 9/10 students have worked with Mark Schmalfuss, our Guitar tutor, as
part of the rock band ‘To Infinity’. Their major performance of the year at the
Music and Dance Showcase where they accompanied the combined choirs in a
soulful rendition of can’t Help Falling in Love’ and since have continued to excel.
The Senior Concert Band performed competitively at the Clarence Eisteddfod
and combined with other high school bands to lead 1000 school children in the
Music Count Us In program song for 2017 ‘Shine Together’.
The Senior Choir, under the direction of Brett Budgeon, our vocal tutor, have
been successful in both Hobart and Clarence Eisteddfods. They have performed
numerous times during College and community events and will perform at
Glenorchy Carols by Candlelight.

Applied Studies
Digital Technologies
In Year 7 and in Year 8, 9 & 10 elective
classes, students are learning the new
Australian Curriculum Digital Technologies
curriculum. Students learn about how
computers work, how they communicate
through networks, how students can use
an online environment safely and for
collaboration, how to represent data and
keep it secure and how to design interactive
programs using programming languages.
Year 7 & 8 students developed their skills
in using Excel, presented their research
in PowerPoint and designed interactive
games in Scratch. Scratch animation is a
particular favourite of the students as they
love designing their own Sprites (characters),
backgrounds and objects. Year 8 students
tried their hand at making a music video
through scratch animation and then
designed their own maze game. Every project
is unique as the students put their own
stamp on the design.
Year 9 & 10 students have learnt about
algorithms and how these can help when
designing projects. They have tried their
hand at programming in Python and HTML
which has given them insight into how real
world information products are made.
Students were also encouraged to evaluate
their own projects and the work of others
in a way that would provide support for
improving the information product created.
They developed success criteria which
detailed what elements an information
product needs to be successful in meeting
the specifications of the project. The
development of success criteria is a useful
tool for students to ensure their projects are
designed at the highest standard.
A highlight for Year 9/10 Digital
Technologies students was the chance to
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print a design on the 3D printer. Students
were very excited to watch the printer as it
gradually added layer upon layer to produce
their design. Year 9/10 Robotics and Game
making students enjoyed challenges working
with EV3 Lego Mindstorms robots and
designing games in Game Maker Studio.
Their favourite theory assignment was to
write a Game Review – they were excited
to be told that their homework was to
play a game but of course they also had to
research all about their game and evaluate
the product with regard to graphics, sounds,
game play and much more.

Our Robotics Club students also
demonstrated their robots at the Derwent
Valley Festival. It was a rainy day but that
didn’t dampen their enthusiasm. Not only
are our younger students using technology
in their co-curricular opportunities, they are
also using technology in their classrooms
for a variety of projects and activities. Our
Prep students are learning at a young age
to program their robots to follow their
instructions. If they are already able to
program these little Bee Bots, just imagine
what they will be able to do in the future
with technology!

Two of our Robotics students competed
alongside some of our Robotics Club
students in the RoboCup Jr competition and
two teams of students from our Robotics
Club competed in the First Lego League
Hobart Regional tournament in November.

Home Economics

Dominic College hosted 10 teams
(including two from Dominic) in an exciting
tournament where the Champion is eligible
to travel to Sydney to compete in the FLL
National Tournament.
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Each year all Year 7 students complete one
semester of Home Economics. Students
enjoy approximately 11 weeks of cooking,
where they practise basic kitchen routines to
cook a range of simple meals, culminating
in the Super Salad practical presentation
assessment.
Then eight weeks in the Textiles room sees
students using traditional Sashiko stitching
to decorate a cushion front, which then is

Opposite page: Applied Studies teachers (from top, left to right): Miss Gysen, Mrs Hawkins, Mrs Donnelly, Mr Mangione and Mrs Kinne. Mr Nolan, absent.
Above, left to right: Getting Sumo robots ready to battle at the Derwent Valley Festival robotics display. Kalia Combs with her 3D printed elephant phone
holder. Lily ready to start her robot on the Robocup Junior Rescue course. Prep students program the Bee Bots to go forwards and backwards. RoboCup
Jr 2017 competitors - Blake Appleby, Lachlan Riddell, Lily Bowerman, Zoelle Lin, Priyanka Jibi and Briana Shaji. Robotics Club students come on their
weekends to prepare for competitions. Robotics Club students demonstrate their remote control robot at the Derwent Valley Festival. Robotics Club 2017
members. Year 5 students using laptops for trial testing for National standardised testing - look at the concentration on their faces! Ella Fitzpatrick with her
muffins. Levi Dillon and Brandon Oates on the sewing machine.

sewn into a cushion cover using the sewing
machine. It is a proud moment for students
when they get to take their finished cushions
home.
Students can elect to participate in Home
Economics in Year 8, and once again this
year it has been very popular with four full
classes. Again Textiles is incorporated into
the year for one term, where students master
the use of the sewing machine to produce
their own reusable calico bag, which they can
then decorate with a range of fabric printing
processes.
Food studies makes up the remaining three
terms, with practical work becoming the
focus of the subject. Highlights in the
kitchen include the ‘Design a Vegie Muffin’
assignment which sees students designing,
cooking and presenting their own original
recipe.

Mamma Margaret Kitchen
Garden program
As part of the Mamma Margaret Kitchen
Garden program, all students from Kinder
to Year 6 experience one semester of the
program. This involves a hands-on session
of 90 minutes under the watchful eye of
teachers Mr Golding, Miss Gysen and Mrs
Hawkins, class room teachers and a willing
group of parent volunteers.
Students work mostly in groups, to cook up
delicious food which is then shared. In the
early years, sessions are very tactile and aim
to introduce students to home-cooked food
which can be easily and safely prepared.
As the year groups progress, sessions are
designed so that students gradually start
to become independent cooks. In Year 5
students work for the first time without
parent helpers in the group and finally at the
end of Year 6 students work individually to
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prepare their own recipes.
Where possible teachers aim to include
produce from our small kitchen garden,
which is kindly maintained by volunteer
grandparents, Betty and John Stefankowski.

Food Studies
Food Studies students design and present
meals, requiring planning, organisation and
time management to complete their final
dishes. Each term students are required
to research and order ingredients for an
individual choice recipe.
The first individual choice focussed on a
recipe that has been tried and tested before.
The second recipe explored cuisine from
another culture and students designed their
own curries. During third term students
looked at take-away foods to inspire them to
create an instructional video to demonstrate
their preparation and presentation skills.
The last individual recipe involves students
researching and decorating a novelty cake.
All of these aspects are important in the
kitchen as they help develop students’
cooking skills and confidence in ordering
food for the kitchen.

Advanced Food Studies
Advanced Food Studies enhances students’
knowledge from previous years by focussing
on the catering meals for a specific purpose.
Students have undertaken a finger food
presentation and a dessert presentation,
which they then presented to staff who
provided feedback on the taste and
appearance of the final dish.
Students visited Guilford Young College
to attend a Hospitality Masterclass where
they made Bruschetta and a Mocktail in a
commercial kitchen. Third term involves
students were engaged in a sugar-free term
and had to write a persuasive essay to decide
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if sugar consumption should have an age
restriction.
In the last term students invited family,
friends and staff members to an Afternoon
Tea where they could showcase their culinary
delights.

VET Certificate I in AgriFood
Operations
VET Certificate I in AgriFood Operations
made a return to the curriculum this year.
Four Year 10 and nine Year 9 students
enrolled in the course which is part of the
Southern Tasmanian Catholic Colleges Trade
Training Centre based at Guilford Young
College (Registered Training Provider No.
1129).
This qualification is an entry-level
qualification aimed at individuals
entering the agriculture, horticulture
and conservation and land management
industries. It allows individuals to develop
basic skills and knowledge to prepare for
work. They may undertake a range of simple
tasks under close supervision. The range of
technical skills and knowledge is limited.
The course covers units of competency in
Work safely, Maintain the workplace, Assist
with routine maintenance of machinery
and equipment, Support landscape work,
Support gardening work and Support
nursery work.
Students are involved in numerous tasks
around the College, which enable them to
learn skills and develop their ability to work
effectively in a team. AgriFoods students
have been able this year to help develop
Animal Husbandry at Dominic College
by constructing animal enclosures and
landscaping.

Left to right: Fruit salad and chocolate, carefully prepared. A group of Prep B students enjoying their cooking experience. A year 3B student carefully slicing
zucchini. Abbi Smith preparing Lamb skewers for the BBQ. Chloe Richardson and Mia Mackie at the final Afternoon Tea. Melanie Casboult demonstrating
her knife skills at a GYC Masterclass. Grace Jameson and Lauren Banks preparing bruschetta at the GYC Masterclass. Bella and Molly planting outside the
animal shed. Brad Alec and Will building a retaining wall. Finishing off garden beds outside the animal shed. Tom mowing the area behind Guzman rooms.
Propagating seeds in the nursery.

DESIGN
MAKE
APPRAISE
EVALUATE
Materials Design and Technology
Year 7 and 8 classes have completed a range of different projects, such as laminated
Huon and Myrtle Timing Devices, Lazy Susans, Minor Species Candle Holders,
Minor Species Trivet and Art Deco Mirrors, Metal Scrollwork Hose Holders, Dust
Pans, Herb Pot Holders, acrylic photo frames and Key Rings. Some of the students
have achieved some extended work on the Wood Turning Lathe producing some
Sassafras Pens.
The Year 9 Design in Metal and Design in Wood classes have achieved some
pleasing projects and developed their practical skills, such as welding, metal lathe
machining and fabrication, designing, laminating and carcase construction and
wood turning techniques. Students needed every minute left in the year to complete
their major projects (and many lunch times as well). They created Minor Species
occasional tables and pressure point project sash clamps.
VET classes at Dominic College busily finalised their units ready for their end of
year assessment. The aim was to obtain competency in specific units in Certificate I
in Construction and Certificate II in Engineering Pathways.
These units are adult accredited courses, which are recognised nationally and can be
included in their CV when applying for apprenticeships.
Students in Certificate I in Construction completed their unit in Basic Construction
Project which included practical projects, such as Garden Bench Seat, Harwood Saw
Horse, Tiling, Plumbing (animal water dispenser) and Electrical. Many students
were successful in gaining a competency in the White Card assessment which allows
them to work safely on a building site.
Certificate II in Engineering Pathways students completed their engineering
project of a 4WD Shovel and an engineer’s clamp, using hand tools and a range of
machinery.
Many students have developed their welding skills to a good standard and some
students were very close to achieving competency in the Electric Welding Machines
unit. This is a great effort towards achieving an adult skill level.
Dominic College is fortunate to have access to outside organisations that take a
keen role in developing the knowledge of our students in their VET studies. We
thank the Master Builders for their very informative presentation, BGAS for their
involvement in the future prospect of employment and Colin Barwick from Tasweld
for his expertise in the Welding Unit.
We thank these organisations for partnering with us to ensure our students have a
rich learning experience in their VET pathways. Students undertaking VET studies
at Dominic College have the opportunity to continue their studies at Guilford
Young College in Year 11 and Year 12.

Debating
Debating is a fantastic opportunity for
students, with many benefits including
building confidence and resilience,
organisation and teamwork skills, persuasive
communication, and engaging with diverse
and challenging concepts. We have quite a
few students new to debating this year, and
they should be commended on their courage
to attempt something new.
Dominic College hosted a round of the
Tasmanian Debating Union (TDU)
Southern Schools’ Competition, where
students from many schools competed in the
Novice, Year 9, and College sections.
Dominic also participated very successfully
in the primary school debating competition
and these young students will benefit greatly
by the experience of rational argument and
public speaking.
The Dominic College 7-10 House Debating
competition is in its third year. The
competition is growing stronger, with an
increase in participation and support from
all students. The quality of debates also
continues to improve, as students gain more
exposure to the skills of public speaking and
persuasive arguments.
Each week in Term 3 on Wednesday and
Thursday lunchtimes, students debate a
relevant and controversial topic, earning
Academic Shield points and bragging rights
for the week. We have two divisions in
this competition: a combined Year 7 and
8 division, and a combined Year 9 and 10
division, with a unique topic for each group.

and the people who came to support the
teams.’
Mr Ben Fulton - Debating Coordinator

Year 10 student, Kalia Combs, congratulated
everyone who participated in debating.
‘It takes a great deal of preparation and
courage to be able to stand up and argue
your points. A big thank you to the students
and teachers who have judged the debates
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Above, top: Year 7-10 students
supported by Mr Fulton and Mr
Parkin competed in the Tasmanian
Debating Union competition.
Above: Year 5-6 students also
represented the school with
success. Left: Year 7-10 House
debating at lunch time.

Chess
For the third year, our 7-10 House Chess
Tournament took place in Term 2. A very
eager and excited group of Chess players
led by Mr Swan energeticly strategized and
enthusiastically tried to outsmart each other, all
observed by interested supporters of the game.
Year 10 student, Stacey Mtandwa, Guzman
Academic Captain, took part in the early
rounds of the tournament.
‘I may have lost to my opponents but I
can positively say I had a fantastic time.
Students, like myself who had never played
Chess found themselves enjoying it, having a
go and some of them even ended up winning
a round!’
Stacey said that studies showed playing
Chess promotes brain growth, exercises
both sides of the brain and also sparks the
creativity.

Inter-school Chess Tournament
At the end of June Dominic College’s best
six chess players participated in the South
Hobart Regional Chess Championship
at St Aloysius College. Our Dominic
players pitted their powers of logic against
many Hobart independent schools and
government schools
Many games were dramatic affairs, such as
when Mikaela Cruz managed to gain a draw
from a losing position with one second left
on her chess clock and when Blake Appleby
managed to checkmate his opponent in
just three moves. Ethan Holden and Adam
Palmer each played some great games.
Individual honours went to Sarah Hawkins
(Dominic Chess Captain) who received a
medal for finishing as the top girl player
in the secondary division, and Daniel
Hunniford who finished fourth overall.
Well done to all our chess players.
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Immersion Learning
Year 6 Canberra trip
The Year 6 trip to Canberra in the last
week of Term 3 was a tremendous learning
experience for everyone, and a great success.
Each place visited provided new insights and
educational richness to our History units
about ‘Democracy’ and ‘The Australian
Government.’ Our new accommodation this
year was excellent with a perfect communal
space where we gathered each evening to
reflect upon our day.
Students were taken on a personal migration
journey at the National Museum, which
began with an old wooden suitcase, in a new
program called ‘Meet the People’ which was
very engaging.
In the visit to Parliament House students
could role play being the government and
discussing bills. On our visit to the War
Memorial we paid respect to, and learned
about our brave and committed service
men and women. The Government House
tour, which is a very different architectural
design to our own Government House was
an enjoyable experience – we saw the old
Rolls Royce which is used on ceremonial
occasions.
The worlds of Science and Technology at
Questacon along with an innovation hands
on experience at the Ian Potter Foundation
were explored and enjoyed. Students rated
a tour of our top sports training facility at
the Australian Institute of Sport the most
popular venue, the evening swim there was
great fun!
The final venue, Floriade, in perfect weather,
was a lovely way to end our Canberra
journey. The Ferris Wheel provided a bird’s
eye view of the spectacular flower beds.
An excellent trip overall which enriched
learning on many levels.
Ms Moulton and the Canberra Trip team.
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Year 9 Northern Territory trip
At the end of Term 3, 42 Year 9 Dominic
College students and five staff members set
off for the Northern Territory for a two-week
immersion trip.
This annual trip has increasingly become a
coveted experience for our Year 9 students
and this year’s group was our biggest yet.
Many students have never experienced
central Australia or come into close contact
with our vast cultural heritage and this trip
provides those students with a chance to
fully explore our own backyard.
We started our trip in Darwin and made our
way eventually to Uluru along the famous
Stuart Highway, stopping to take in the
many varied and beautiful sights the ‘topend’ has to offer.
Over the course of 12 short days we visited
the Kakadu National Park, Jabiru, Katherine,
Yellow Waters at Cooinda, Mataranka,
Renner Springs, King’s Canyon, Alice
Springs and finally Uluru.
We swam in fresh water holes, slept under
the stars and sang away the hours on our
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squishy 50 seater coach. We danced on
cruise ships, fed crocodiles, and made friends
with some snakes and dragons. We prayed
together, ate together and watched the sun
rise and set together.
We battled the weather and made it into the
2% of tourists that get to witness rain over
Uluru. It was truly spectacular to watch this
mammoth rock turn from red to grey and
come to life with waterfalls and rivers. This
truly was a once in a life-time event.
Perhaps one of the most significant
experiences on our journey was visiting the
community of Lilla, situated just outside
of King’s Canyon. Here we met with two
Aboriginal elders and were welcomed to
country in a traditional smoking ceremony.
We visited two sacred sites and walked in
the footsteps of the traditional owners of
this vast and beautiful country. We learned
that there is a rich and long history of even
the most remote places in Australia, and
were welcomed with open arms into a place
largely untouched by Western culture.
We were blessed by a group of outstanding
Year 9 students who embraced the
opportunities presented to them with
maturity and open hearts.
On behalf of the Northern Territory staff we
extend a heart-felt thank you to our students
and their parents for another fantastic
journey through the heart of Australia.
Miss Jessica Brownrigg, Northern Territory Trip
Coordinator
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Japan Trip 2017

Palace, learning more about Japan’s Imperial
Family.

Our Japan trip, from 24 September to 5
October, was the trip of a lifetime for nine
students and two teachers this year.
We began with a tour of Kyoto including the
incredible Kinkaku Temple with its Golden
Pavilion followed by a tasty buffet lunch and
a visit to the beautiful Nijo Castle. We were
also treated to a calming tea ceremony at
Gesshin Temple and visited Koudai Temple.

The following day we travelled to Osaka to
see the famous Osaka Castle. For lunch, we
cooked our own local food, okonomiyaki,
before exploring downtown Osaka. We
mastered navigating the subway system, and
enjoyed our evening meal before getting
into the nightlife scene by riding the ferris
wheel (on top of a central city building!) and
popping in to a game centre.

We travelled by bullet train to Hiroshima.
That evening we contemplated what peace
meant to us and designed lanterns to float in
a lantern festival on the Ota River.

The following day we ventured to Miya
Island and Itsukushima Shrine. We braved
the ropeway up Mt Misen, and energetically
hiked back down. A spot of karaoke on the
way back to the hotel was exactly what we
needed to perk us up after a big day!
On our final day in Hiroshima, we explored
the Peace Park and visited the thoughtprovoking Peace Museum. Then off to catch
the bullet train again to our final destination,
Tokyo!

Nara was a great contrast to our previous
days, with open spaces, free roaming deer
and the amazing Toudai Temple and Great
Bronze Buddha being a highlight.

We enjoyed another full day tour in Tokyo
starting with the impressive Meiji Shrine.
We were lucky to see some weddings
and a parade of shrine officials. Next was
Harajuku’s “teenager street” for some retail
therapy, and the bustling Sensou Temple. We
relaxed on a river cruise down the Sumida
River, before dropping by the Imperial

The following day we visited a local high
school. They gave us a tour of the school,
then entertained us with performances
using traditional instruments like the
koto (Japanese harp) and taiko (drum).
Everyone enjoyed having a chat and making
connections with Japanese students.

Our final day in Japan was spent at
everyone’s favourite playground, Disneyland!
We were lucky it was not so crowded and we
all managed to ride on the best attractions.
Year 10 students would like to express their
gratitude to their wonderful families who
allowed them to participate in the trip. It
was an unforgettable experience!
Mrs Belinda Kumashiro and Mrs Jan
Marcenko
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Indigenous focus
At Dominic College we are very proud of the growing number of students who identify as
indigenous; they remain a living connecting to the oldest continuing culture on our planet.
Year 10 student, Faith Scotney-Baron, one of our 48 indigenous students, consistently
showcased her leadership by delivering the acknowledgement of country in palawa before
important assemblies and events.
Indigenous students meet to talk about their personal experiences such
as mutton birding, speaking the reconstructed Tasmanian Aboriginal
language, palawa kani, and their family connections while engaging in
art activities during lunchtime at school.
We commemorate national and Tasmanian events and schedule regular
excursions with specific indigenous experiences and activities for all
students.
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particularly the practice of shell-stringing and how it had changed
over time. After looking at some of the materials traditionally
used in shell-stringing, we visited the Tasmanian Aboriginal shell
necklace exhibition kanalaritja: An Unbroken String, and marveled
at both the old and new necklaces on display.
Our students participated in special hands-on activities including
designing patterns using natural materials. It was wonderful to
see the delightful and supportive way older students assisted our
younger students with these tasks.

Year 10 Visual Arts student, Aimee Hogan produced ‘Darkness
Speaks’ for the 2017 NAIDOC poster competition. Aimee says, her
work is about the power of language, both spoken and unspoken.
‘I intend to portray our ability to listen to the land, to the night
and the stars and hear the earth communicate its truths. The
moonlit figures are representations of my spirit ancestors rising up.’
Looking closely, there are two faces in profile at the top edges of the
page speaking silently into the sky. Aimee has worked with acrylic
paint, charcoal and pens on fabriano paper and she says that she
loves working with these media. Aimee worked hard on this image
and was often in the Art room at lunchtime to achieve such a high
quality finished piece.

National Reconciliation Week, which celebrates and builds on
the respectful relationships shared by Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people and other Australian began 27 May..
During National Reconciliation Week we commemorated the
50th anniversary of Australia’s most successful referendum and a
defining event in our nation’s history. The 1967 referendum saw
over 90 percent of Australians vote to give the Commonwealth the
power to legislate for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples
and recognise them in the national census. This was a landmark
achievement for Indigenous Australians.
We celebrated 25 years since the historic Mabo decision, which
legally recognised Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people’s
relationship with the land – a relationship that existed prior to
colonisation and still exists as strongly today.

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students from Dominic
College participated in a Cultural Program held at the Tasmanian
Museum and Art Gallery in March.
Named tunapri rrala (meaning strong knowledge), this program
celebrated the creativity and resilience of the Tasmanian Aboriginal
women who have passed the tradition of shell stringing from one
generation to the next.

As we commemorate these significant milestones, we are given
an opportunity to reflect on how we can help contribute to our
nation’s reconciliation journey. It is an opportunity where we can
acknowledge our gratitude that we are able to share this land today,
feel sorrow for some of the costs of that sharing, and move to a
place of equity, justice and partnership into the future.

Our host Teangi Brown, the Aboriginal Learning Facilitator
at TMAG, spoke to us about Tasmanian Aboriginal history,
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Accepting a gift

NAIDOC Week observance

Our indigenous students are very important to us and are
encouraged to share their learning and their culture with their
classmates.

K-6 students planted hands in the sandpit, to acknowledge
NAIDOC week on Wednesday morning.

During our NAIDOC Assembly, Jolie Everett presented the
College with a book that her sister Molly had created with her
family, called “mutton birding with dad.” Thank you Jolie and
Molly.

Year 2-10 students then joined in an assembly to celebrate
NAIDOC week, with speeches, prayers and a special combined
bands rendition of Paul Kelly’s “From Little Things, Big Things
Grow.” What a great performance!

Flag Raising ceremony

Year 3 visit Molesworth

On Monday 3 July, 21 students represented Dominic College
at the Flag Raising Ceremony held at Risdon Cove to begin
NAIDOC week celebrations.

In August Year 3 set off for Molesworth to extend their knowledge
of Tasmanian Aboriginals, which is our current unit of study in
HASS.

Students walked to the top of the hill at Risdon Cove and gathered
with many others who listened to a Welcome to Country, watched
as the flag was raised and listened to the guest speaker June
Sculthorp talk about this year’s NAIDOC theme – “Our Language
Matters.”

We started our journey by crossing a bridge made of old car tyres
and rope. This was a daunting task for some students (and parents)
but everyone made it across safely. We then set off up the mountain
where we had to make a shelter using sticks. We cooked damper
and made ochre. Our trip ended with the crossing of a rope bridge.

The background was stunning and it was very special to stand in an
area that holds such great significance for the Tasmanian Aboriginal
people. Students enjoyed the opportunity to be in this sacred
space and reflect upon the importance, resilience and richness of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander language.

‘I enjoyed finding out more about the Tasmanian Aboriginals from
our guide Peter,’ said student Lucas Krasnicki.

We are proud of the way our students represented Dominic College
at this special event.
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Chloee Gadd said her favourite parts were making damper and
painting each other with ochre.

Awards
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
AWARDS

MATHEMATICS AWARDS

HUMANITIES AWARDS

Year 6 Mathematics

Year 6 History

Year 6 Religious Education

Noah Oliver

Priyanka Jibi

Hannah Lane MacDonald

Year 7 Mathematics

Year 7 History

Year 7 Religious Education

Kelsea Cano Calderon

Lachlan Kerstan

Ariarne Roberts

Year 8 Mathematics

Year 7 Geography

Year 8 Religious Education

Sarah Fitzpatrick

Max Brideson

Sarah Fitzpatrick

Year 9 Mathematics

Year 8 History

Year 9 Religious Education

Mikaela Cruz

Sarah Fitzpatrick

Jak Gutteridge

Year 10 Mathematics

Year 8 Geography

Year 10 Religious Education

Nikita Lane

Sarah Fitzpatrick

Kalia Combs

Year 9/10 Essential Maths

Year 9 History

Adam Johansen

Mikaela Cruz

ENGLISH AWARDS

Year 9/10 General Maths

Year 10 History

Year 6 English

Abbey Williams

Annalise Ball

Alexa Sayer

Year 9/10 Maths Extended

Year 9/10 Commerce

Year 7 English

Mathew Sojan

Kalia Combs

Cassandra McLoughlin

Year 10 Maths 10A Plus

Year 9/10 Child Studies

Year 8 English

Nikita Lane

Amber Burns

Year 9/10 Introduction to Psychology
and Sociology

Sharni Stoward

Year 9 English

SCIENCE AWARDS

Grace Fredheim

Year 6 Science

Year 10 English

Sarah O’Reilly

Ellie Newland

Year 7 Science

Year 9/10 Creative Writing

Kelsea Cano Calderon

Jak Gutteridge

Year 8 Science

Mikaela Cruz

LANGUAGES OTHER
THAN ENGLISH (LOTE)
AWARDS
Year 6 Japanese

Ella Fitzpatrick

Xin Chan

Year 9 Science

Year 7 Japanese

Ella Mollineaux

Max Brideson

Year 10 Science

Year 8 Japanese

Shiona Kondo

Year 9/10 Animal Husbandry
Melanie Casboult

Sarah Fitzpatrick

Year 9/10 Japanese
Benjamin Dowling

Year 9/10 Physical Science
Ellie Newland

Year 9/10 Life Science: The Study of
Biology
Megan Brennan
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HEALTH & PHYSICAL
EDUCATION AWARDS

CREATIVE ARTS AWARDS

Year 6 Health & Physical Education

Yianna Kokkinoftas

Kitean Aitken

Year 7 Visual Art

Year 7 Health & Physical Education

Phoebe Le Fevre

Hannah Maw

Year 8 Visual Art

Year 8 Health & Physical Education

Sarah Fulton

Maddison Cockerill

Year 9/10 Visual Art

Year 9 Health & Physical Education

Shiona Kondo

Bayley Downham

Year 6 Music

Year 10 Health & Physical Education

Zoelle Lin

Felicia Di Carlo

Year 7 Music

Year 9/10 Athletic Development

Sarah Wright

Connor Murray

Year 8 Music

Year 9/10 Sports Science

Jarrod Good

Lauren Banks

Year 9/10 Music

Year 9/10 Adventure Recreation

Julia Narracott

Jak Gutteridge

Year 6 Drama

Year 6 Visual Art

Rachael Glidden

Year 7 Drama
Sarah Wright

Year 8 Drama
Matilda McGovern

Year 9/10 Drama
Alex Simpson

Year 8 Dance
Alyssa Mustchin

Year 9/10 Dance
George Pongco Jr

Year 9/10 Media Studies
Lukas Bird
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TECHNOLOGY AND
APPLIED STUDIES
AWARDS
Year 7 Home Economics
Sarah Wright

Year 8 Home Economics
Sharni Stoward

Year 9/10 Food Studies
Noella Irumva

Year 10 Advanced Food Studies
Demi Harding

Year 7 Digital Technologies
Harry Breslin

Year 8 Digital Technologies
Abbie Hayden

Year 9/10 Information Technology
Nikita Lane

Year 9/10 Robotics & Gamemaking
Blake Appleby

Year 7 Materials, Design and
Technology
Shakirra Cate

Year 8 Design in Wood
Billie Green

Year 8 Design in Metal
Angelica Matusewicz

Year 9/10 Design in Wood
Abby Muskett

Year 9/10 Design in Metal
James Foster

VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION AND
TRAINING AWARDS

Jade Award for Best All-round
Academic Student
Year 7 Girls

Felicia Di Carlo

VET Certificate I in Construction

Kelsea Cano Calderon

Owen Hole

Year 8 Girls

Fr Kevin O’Mara SDB Sporting
Commitment

VET Certificate II in Engineering
Pathways

Sarah Fitzpatrick

Jacob Steele

Mikaela Cruz

VET Certificate I in AgriFoods
Operations
Bradley Atkinson

Fr Kevin O’Mara SDB Sporting
Commitment

Dylan Price

Sr Pamela Davis OP Outstanding
Achievement in Creative Arts

Year 9 Girls

Julia Narracott

The Sydney Grubb Memorial
Award for Best All-round Academic
Student

Fr Kevin O’Leary SDB Outstanding
Achievement in Creative Arts
Alex Simpson

Caroline Chisholm Distinguished
Community Service Award

2017 YEAR 6-10 SPECIAL
AWARDS

Year 7 Boys

ICAS Awards
Spelling - Year 2

The Fr Peter Carroll SDB Award for
Best All-round Academic Student

St John Bosco Distinguished
Community Service Award

Sebastian Smith

Year 8 Boys

Benjamin Dowling

English - Year 7

Peter Swan

Oscar Breslin

The Cerritelli Family Award for Best
All-round Academic Student

St Catherine of Siena Academic Student
of the Year Award

Maths - Year 7
Oscar Breslin

Max Brideson

Julia Narracott

Year 9 Boys

Nikita Lane

St Dominic Guzman Academic Student
of the Year Award

Mathew Sojan

Connor Murray

Ng Lavelle Family Academic
Achievement Award

YEAR 10 AWARDS

Year 7

The GYC Bursary

Oscar Breslin

Lukas Bird

Year 8

VET GYC Bursary

James Lane MacDonald

St Dominic Savio Outstanding
Leadership Award Year 10 Boys

Owen Hole

Noah McGovern

Year 9
Blake Appleby

The Australian Defence Force: Long Tan
Leadership & Teamwork Award

Br Peter Dezani SDB Best All-round
Student Award

Year 10

Lukas Bird

Julia Narracott

Nikita Lane

The Pierre de Coubertin Award

St Mary MacKillop Outstanding
Leadership Award
Felicia Di Carlo

Felicia Di Carlo

Don Bosco Excellence Award for Best
All-round Academic Achievement

CALTEX Best All-rounder

Year 6 Boys

Rector’s Award for Leadership in the
Salesian Tradition

Noah Oliver

Year 6 Girls

Kalia Combs

Jack Breward

Hannah Lane MacDonald
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Ears pop as air grows lighter.
The avian machine storing dreams
disturbs a milky white layer,
emerging into a field
of endless peace, limitless light.
Ecstatic excitement purges through stress,
Leaking through cabin windows.
Wind hums through leaves
echoed into a gully beneath.
Laughter rings through humid currents.
A golden light reflecting off grinning teeth,
turning crystal waters into honey beneath.
The crescent rises, the splashes silenced,
a crackle of embers ignited.
A buzz of mellow spirits emanate through
a summer’s breath, mingling with hoots,
croaks, and chirps.
Souls content and filled with warmth,
love and peace, seemingly ensured.
Sean Wong
As I lay here watching over the bushland below,
With the morning autumn air numbing my pale face,
the smell of the wet earth consumes me.
I can hear the calls of kookaburras and follow
the magic croaks crackling throughout the gully.
It makes me feel alive, it stops life’s hurry.
Jack Breward
Up late.
When your mind is free.
Wondering in a silent sea of thoughts.
The waves crashing against your brain,
this barricade harbouring all.
Where the silence is deafening,
the noises amplified and small creaks make you terrified.
Where when you toss and turn, the rumbles shake in
quakes.
Those few steps to the light switch make you wonder,
what in the darkness awaits?
For the first time out of many you hear the beat of your
heart,
it’s slow and quiet at first,
barely a beat,
but when you and the dark become acquainted, it beats,
quickly.
Yet it’s not fear, but comfort, for your mind knew you
needed a friend,
for your heart will stand by you,
right ‘til the end.
Grace Fredheim
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Monologue—

(Death sits down at the bus stop, gripping Jonathon’s journal in her hands)
DEATH: I think I envy you, well not you, although you don’t seem like a half-bad
guy, but humans in general. The thing I don’t get is how you can all go on living
knowing that you only have a certain amount of time to live. That sounds like a lot
of pressure. But maybe that’s what makes being alive so… precious, because unlike
me you don’t have forever. Your lives get measured in years and days and hours and
minutes. I guess that’s why you all want to make your mark. You just don’t want to
be forgotten. But maybe whilst you are all so busy trying to be remembered you’re
forgetting. To live. And love. And to be happy. I guess most of you are trying to
get by, to survive. But surviving isn’t really living is it. And what after all these
years and days and hours and minutes what do you have? Your name on a paper or
plaque or (holds up Jonathon’s journal) poetry. But who knows, maybe you’ll be
one the ‘lucky ones’, where you will be remembered. Your name written in some
history book, or a portrait you’re you hung in a museum. Maybe all you’ll get is a
gravestone. See, maybe if I etched your name at this very bus stop someone may
read it, read your name and wonder ‘who is this Jonathon’? (Death stands up and
walks towards JONATHON). But that’s not what you want is it? You want the
fame and glory, you want all people to know the words you craft, for them to stay
warm on their pallet. For your metaphors to swish around like antique wine on
their tongues, brushing each taste bud with history and prosperity.
(Death walks slowly back to the bench, JONATHON sitting beside her. Following
words are said slowly.)
But I still envy you. You, not just any other person, for you do only have years and
days and hours and minutes, yet still write. And maybe it doesn’t matter why you
do, for it may be for love or talent or the glory, you still choose to do it anyway.
And I envy that.
Grace Fredheim

If I were a building…

A building has to withstand weather;
storms and high winds. But it has to be
able to keep the people inside it warm
and content. Each building varies. Some
are rich and well fed, towering over city
streets and buildings, all with the latest
technology. Others are downtrodden and
in disrepair, left forgotten and uncared
for many years. Some are barely held in
place, held together with bent nails and
rusty corrugated iron, too starved to care
about their fate anymore. Similar to a
people. Buildings are fantastic metaphors
for people. Like before, some are wealthy,
healthy and secure, with homes to go
to. Others are hunched shivering in the
cold, rubbing their hands together over a
brazier that will soon die down.

with, someone who you can talk to and
hang out with.
If I were a building, I would be a
gymnasium, one with a basketball court
like the gym at Dominic College. A
building that has no floors. A building
that is destined to do one thing, but
capable of doing many, many things. A
building that is strong and steadfast, but
is in touch with its emotions. A building
that is steadfast and strong. Built for one
purpose, but appealing to many people.

But ultimately, the building you would
be is the person you want to be. The
qualities in a building can all be stencilled
onto the blank page of your life, and the
person you want to be.

I am not the type of person who would
inhabit an office building. An office
building has many levels and can achieve
many things, but is only there for one
sole purpose. An office building is rich
and well paid. But it is held down by
rules, dress codes, and restrictions. A
gymnasium on the other hand, is free and
spirited. It is a tense, atmospheric place,
but then also an unrestrictive free place
where you can have fun and be with your
mates.

All the qualities I want to be, are all in
the building. I want to be steadfast and
strong, able to withstand storms and
high wind. At the same time I want to be
warm and comforting and show emotion.
I want to stand tall, be a leader, someone
people look up to. I want to have a
purpose, something I know I was meant
to do. But I want to be someone who
people want to come and visit and be

A gymnasium suits me because it suits my
personality. A gym is a free spirited place,
a place where you can hang out and be
yourself, a quality that I hope would
translate into my personality. A gym is a
place where anyone can come in and feel
welcome, a place generally of acceptance.
A gym is a place with a purpose, but a
place where you can feel relaxed, a place
of no pressure. For, on the contrary to

an office, a gym is a place where anyone
can feel welcome and accepted anytime.
A gym is a building that someone would
look forward to visiting. A gym is a place
where goals are reached, personal bests
broken, barriers surpassed.
A gym is the building I want to be. I
want to be a person who is approachable,
walk in. I want to be someone who is
free spirited and flexible. I want to be in
touch with my emotions. I want to be
capable of doing many things, but have
an ultimate purpose.
But any building takes months and even
years to build. Years of development,
correcting faults, finding leaky pipes,
warped roof beams. Those faults have
to be corrected, sometimes the structure
altered. Outside forces can impact a
building. If a building is not built with
care and thought, there will be many
flaws.
If a person is not treated well, they will
have many faults, flaws, and structural
problems. A person needs care, thought
and love. Like a building. And, like a
building, the outcome depends on the
construction.
Jak Gutteridge
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Pastoral Care
Across K-10, our students had
opportunities to engage in the
wider community. We had
over 120 students participate
in ANZAC Day services at
Glenorchy, Hobart, Pontville,
Lenah Valley and New Norfolk.
Our student leaders in both
Year 10 and Year 6 underwent
leadership formation at the
GRIP Leadership conferences,
and all Year 3 – 10 students
participated in our Goal Setting
Day. There were a number of
new and returning co-curricular
opportunities for students,
such as Tournament of Minds,
Chess Club, Robotics Club and
Debating. Our EMPOWER
Programs continued to grow,
with the restructuring of the
Year 7 Camp and redevelopment
of the Year 8 Camp, along with
a renewed focus on positive
psychology across all year levels.
Our Feast Day celebrations
were once again highlights, both
coming together as a community,
competing in fun activities and
celebrating the amazing talent
within our school community.
We also marked several
important events, such as our
annual International Women’s
Day and Men’s Day Breakfasts.
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K-6 Pastoral Care
It has been a wonderful year in K-6 Pastoral
Care with lots of adventures. We have
continued our work with EMPOWER and
encouraging students to be the best that they
can be.

Term Focusses
Each Term we have had a different positive
focus in Years K-6. Classes unpacked these
ideas and produced some wonderful work.
Competitions were held where students
produced posters that displayed their
understanding. These were amazing and
displayed in various locations around the
school and at St John’s Church.
Term 1 – Being a Bucket Filler
Term 2 – Kindness
Term 3 – Cyber Awareness
Term 4 – Being a Good Sport

Creative and Cool Kids
This year we opened up the Magone space
during lunchtime for students to come and
visit. They played games, created craft pieces,
sewed, relaxed and were able to develop
friendships and have a lot of fun.

Guest Speakers
Our Year 5 and 6 students attended Jonny
Shannon sessions on Cyber Awareness and
Bullying. This was an amazing opportunity
for students and they took away meaningful
strategies to help them.
Our Kinders – Year 3 participated in the
Bravehearts Program that looks at Personal
Safety and our Year 3-6 students participated
in the Circle of Life personal development
program.

Safer School Community Awards
Six Dominic K-6 students were nominated
for the Glenorchy City Council Safer
Schools Community awards. These are
awarded to students who are making a
difference for their school community. They
were Josie Stefankowski, Charlotte Geeves,
Jasmin Bailey, Montana Wright, Bianca
Russell and Kitean Aitken.

Grandparents Day
Grandparents Day was a huge event with
over 400 grandparents and special friends
visiting students for the morning and
participating in an assembly, morning tea
and classroom activities.
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Harmony Day and National Day
Against Bullying
Kinder – Year 6 participated in Harmony
Day and the National Day Against Bullying
by being involved in a number of activities.
‘Everyone belonging’ was a key message of
both events and students pledged to say No
to Bullying and to try and make the world a
better place.
Students are positive and working towards
the College’s four expectations. A huge thank
you to all of the amazing students who took
part in the Pastoral Care opportunities that
were available this year.

Opposite page: Year 6 Captains and Vice Captains. K-6 House Captains.
Above, left to right: Abigail and Lilliana are great friends. Kinder Mice students wonderful bucketfiller poster. Creative Kids Cup Challenge! Creative Kids
lunchtime games. Year 4 undertook some Cyber safety awareness. Swans supporters on Footy Colours Day! A beautiful Harmony Day in Year 3. Everyone
Belongs was the theme for Harmony Day. Happiness is Harmony! Year 6 students talk to Jonny Shannon after his presentation. William and Noah
representing the College. The K-6 Student Representative Council members.

Year 5 camp at Far South
Year 5 experienced their first Dominic camp when they spent three days at Far South Wilderness Lodge.
The theme of the camp was “Let Your Light Shine” and the students explored how they could let their inner selves shine in order to be more like
Christ. The many and varied activities that took place on camp included bushwalking, beach activities, campfire talks, toasting marshmallows,
sketching, Red Faces, swimming in Hastings Pool and taking a guided tour through Hastings Cave. For many students it was their first extended
time away from home.
Although some approached the camp with a little trepidation, the students returned full of joy and pride knowing that not only had they achieved a
special milestone, they had thoroughly enjoyed their time away with their friends!
When we got off the bus we walked down to Hastings Pool. It was a thermal pool, which means it was warm. It felt nice and cosy.
Everyone was swimming round and jumping up and down with their friends. Brooklyn Albiston 5B
I thought Hastings Caves was a magnificent experience because we got to see some fascinating structures. Inside the caves it was
freezing, but luckily I was wearing a warm jumper. Zoe Swan 5A
Joel, Isaac, Ethan and I went down to the campfire with Mr Cason and lit the fire. Ms Graham talked to us about the stars and
how the sun doesn’t rise, it is actually the earth moving. After that we roasted some gooey marshmallows. I loved all the flavours,
especially the white ones. I loved spending time with my friends around the blazing fire. Henry Sanford 5B
We had sandcastle competitions and races along Roaring Beach. I really enjoyed splashing with my friends in the water. I didn’t
even think the water was very cold! Bella Quinn 5A
On the last morning all the Year 5 went down to the lounge to have a prayer service. Ms Graham asked us to pick up a candle, a
booklet and a yellow piece of paper. We all gathered in a circle and we started the prayer service. There was some soothing music
playing and a few people read prayers. Before we ended the prayer service the teachers lit our candles and we placed them around
the prayer table. On our paper we each wrote down how we would let our light shine. We gently popped them around our prayer
space and left the lounge reverently. Chloe Howells 5B
After breakfast on Thursday we went on a bushwalk to Duckhole Lake. It was a beautiful experience because it was a very relaxing
walk. We saw a creek, giant trees, some little flowers, big bushes and lots of moss. When we got to Duckhole Lake we saw sprinkles
of water dropping down onto the lake. It looked fabulous. Youngjae thought it looked like fireflies on the water. Eric Waters 5B
Ms Michelle O’Grady & Ms Beth Graham (Year 5 Teachers), Mrs Allison Lowe (Coordinator of Pastoral Care K-6)

7-10 Pastoral Care
2017 was a year of continual development
of Pastoral Care and the EMPOWER
Programs.
We had two significant guest speakers in
Jonny Shannon and Mitch McPherson
(Speak Up & Stay ChatTy). Jonny spoke
with students and parents about Social
Media, Mental Health, Resilience and
Happiness – his presentations were engaging
and easy to apply. Mitch spoke about Youth
Suicide and the importance of looking out
for each other as friends and mates.
Changes to the uniform was a focus for the
7-10 Senate. The introduction of baseball
caps and compression tights have been very
exciting for the student body and we look
to introduce scarves and beanies for K-10 in
the coming weeks.
Fundraisers continued to bring excitement
and fun to the 7-10 campus. Footy Colours
Day, Spooktober, Stress Down Day and
Teacher Auctions brought opportunities for
engagement, fun and long lasting memories.
The EMPOWER Program continues to
develop and this year, we were honoured to
be chosen for the launch of Project Rockit
in Tasmania. Project Rockit have designed
a program for teens to tackle Cyberbullying
and we are looking forward to all Year 7s
participating in a free trial of this awesome
program in 2018.
From the World Challenge and a trip to
Cambodia, students will gain perspective
about other parts of the world, work within
a village and trek through the jungle. We
look forward to sharing how this trip goes
and relaunching for 2019.
The Relay for Life was a significant event in
2017. Following the shock news that our
loved Principal Ms Gilligan was unwell, we
raised over $15,000 and over 100 students

walked around the Domain all night to
support everyone in our community who has
been, and is, affected by cancer.
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Year 7 camp at Fortescue Bay
During camp one group undertook a really big hike, a 5km walk to and from Bivouac
Bay, to stay the night, and then a surf trip the next day. The other group did the same
activity in reverse order.
During our hike we faced some challenges but we pushed through. When we finally
reached the end, we prepared our sleeping gear then we had to get started on our tea
which the wonderful Mrs Davey helped prepare. The dinner was carbonara, so we needed
to chop the onions, mushrooms and bacon. Once we finished tea we cleaned up all our
mess!
For the group surfing, we got our gear and equipment ready for Eagle Hawk Neck where
there were very big waves. We had three amazing surfing instructors, two of them are in
the top 10 in the world. We knew we weren’t going to be the next Mick Fanning but we
caught some amazing waves. Surfing was a wonderful thrill, to get the feel of the ocean
and for the boards.
While some of us sang our hearts out on the bus home, others sat in peace. We had such
an amazing time - we can’t wait for Year 8 camp!
Sienna Scotney-Barron and Shakirra Cate, Year 7 students.

Sleeping under a tarp
Animals
Tents
Food
Friends
Bus trip
Anxiety
Hot & cold
Hurting myself
Story Line
PART 1
On the bus
Getting to the camp
packing for hike
Having lunch
Going on the hike
Reaching our destination
Setting up tarp
Getting beds ready
Getting water for washing hands
Anxious about home
Cooking dinner
Cleaning up from dinner
Went to bed
PART 2
Getting woken up by Montanna
Getting up getting dressed
Breakfast
Packing up our stuff
Going back
Unpacking bag
Handing over to Siena
Setting up tents
Having lunch
Going on the bus
Surfing
Animals
Bus ride home
Having tea
Circle time with Ms Brownrigg
Hot choc and marshmallows
Bed
PART 3
Waking up
Packing up
Kayaking
Beach activities
Having lunch with all Year 7s
Bus ride home
Seeing my family
Going to soccer and going to bed
Thanks to Mr Mackie, Miss O’Neill, the House Coordinators
and other staff who generously gave up their time to make
camp an Amazing Experience.
Jackie Van Lierop

Year 8 camp (2016)
Camp was a great experience for all of us, leading us to the beginning of our Year 9 Rite Journey.
For some students it was about overcoming fears, learning new things and having new experiences and for others it refreshed our minds, made us
think differently and have time to reflect on our Empower program at Dominic College.
The activities consisted of surfing, kayaking, raft building, reflection, cooking and hiking. Hiking was the biggest challenge for many people on
camp, however, it gave us time to connect with other students, teachers and push personal boundaries. Raft building was the most connecting
activity on camp because everyone’s opinion mattered to keep everyone afloat, however, most were not successful because it was difficult - but
extremely fun.
Both nights we walked to a beautiful place for a reflection by a staff member. We thought about for whom we were grateful and the graduation of
the Rock and Water Program. We created memories at camp with our peers and teachers. We developed new skills and tried new things. It was an
experience to remember thanks to all of the teachers on camp.
Promise Mudzingwa and Aynee Williams

Kindergarten

Kinder Bears
Teacher: Mr Michael Voss ; Teacher Assistant: Mrs Danielle Pullen
Back Row: Mr Michael Voss, Tyler Woodbridge, Mia Logan, Alka Sivananthakumar, Chelsea Bowerman, Alex Gesiotto, Nate Smith-King, Mrs Danielle Pullen.
Middle Row: Zoe Hickey, Xavier Smith, Sidney Fletcher, Eve McKellar, Emmett Boatwright, Mathew Olum Otto, Maya Carpenter, Jagger Blizzard.
Front Row: Lucas Haddrick, Zoe Kemp, Lily O’Brien, Sienna Schofield, Jett Bromfield, Jenny Park, Harry Eaves, Lenn Li, William Fox.

Kinder Mice
Teacher: Mrs Linda Douglas ; Teacher Assistant: Mrs Deb Gray
Back Row: Mrs Linda Douglas, Estelle Cooley, Talan Burcul, Sebastian Churchill, Abigail Robinson, Nathan Ong, Genevieve Anning, Matilda Randall, Mrs Deb Gray.
Middle Row: Anthony McPherson, Oliver Calvert, Jacob Lowe, Oliver Pfitzner, Vincent Davey, Judd Fehlberg, Connor Brophy, Maryanne Matthew, Jazmine Godfrey.
Front Row: Logan Dowd-Hansen, Hayden Brooks, Charlie Gregson, Charlie Medcraft, Alex Ransley, Alyssa Krasnicki, Yikai Liu, Max Loveless, Jade Dowd-Hansen.
Absent: Lilah Scott.
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Kindergarten
farewell
With sad, yet full hearts, it’s time
for us to say farewell to Kinder.
2017 has seen us grow in stature
and confidence as we have learned
to navigate school with kindness,
eagerness and a questioning mind.
We have learned about our school,
the world around us, played,
demonstrated loving kindness and
built lasting friendships.
We have tried our best in
everything that we have done and
we look forward to the adventures
that await us in Prep.

Left to right: Chelsea ready for her race in the K-2 Athletics Carnival. Students enjoy special games during the Dominic Day Cup on our Salesian Feast Day.
Jagger enjoys Palm Sunday liturgy in the Chapel. Kinder Bears love the wonderful world of books. Kinder girls are ready for their Cross Country Carnival
run. The Asian Festival week was very special. We will be in Year 1 the next time it is held! Playing with the fallen leaves in autumn – a beautiful experience
of nature. Charlie hard at work. Estelle and Ollie painting for the Asian Festival display. Jazmine loves our trees.

Prep

Prep A
Teacher: Ms Ruth Scanlon ; Teacher Assistant: Mrs Trish Coad
Back Row: Ms Ruth Scanlon, Peter Ho, Simron Khadka, Quinn Parkin, Hayley Bukowiecki, Joanna Alo-Aiken, Amelia Porter, Hannah Hawes, Chelsea Cooper, Annabelle Smith,
Jackson Nguyen, Mrs Trish Coad.
Middle Row: Sydney Howlett, Kate Cherney, Charlie Ledster, Joseph Abayo, Enrique Castaneda, Jonievis Kamara, Skylah-Anne Courtney, Carmen Gill, Margaret Agius, Xavier Carroll.
Front Row: Carter Spangler, Nina Smith, Mia Allen, Tom Jenssen, Eamon O’Leary, Abel Westwood, Declan Gadd, Elandra King, Bronte Cate, Lewis Quinn.
Absent: Oliver Rolls.

Prep B
Teacher: Miss Christina Venettacci ; Teacher Assistant: Mrs Trish Coad
Back Row: Mrs Trish Coad, Maxwell Golding, Angus Berry, Vani Patel, Olivia Riseley, Reece Menzie, Ellie Schulze, Ashleigh Green, Alexander McInnes, Lucy Engel,
Miss Christina Venettacci.
Middle Row: Ruby Crosswell, Molly Doran, Fletcher Ward, Elliott Bush, Ava Millington, Samuel Smith, Sophia Kokkinoftas, Gurnoor Kaur, Jett Umgeher.
Front Row: Lily Driver, Annabelle Bourne, Matthew Atkin, Lachlan McKay, Kathryn Colley, Ella Sibley, Alex Harper, Brandon Beattie, Lillie Reggie, Aurora Cosker.
Absent: Samuel Lukman, Lincoln Waters.
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Prep - Great
Expectations
It’s time to say goodbye.
Our year has come to an end.
We’ve made some cherished
memories
With all our Prep friends.
We’ve watched each other learn
and grow
And change from day to day.
We hope that all the things we’ve
done
Will help us along the way.
So it’s with happy memories
We all go out the door,
With great hope and expectations
For what Year 1 holds in store.

Left to right: Both Prep classes went on a bushwalk on kunanyi (Mt Wellington). Carter and Simron, learning about rabbits, during their science class
visiting the Animal Husbandry area. Eamon and Declan using tens frames to count. Nina and Bronte cooking in our Mamma Margaret Kitchen. Our
students love this program! Prep students visited the Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery for the tunapri exhibition. More bunny magic! We were all
wearing our pyjamas for our special after school night excursion. Relay action in our K-2 Athletics Carnival. There was time for some fun races, too, such
as the traditional sack race.

Year 1

Year 1A
Teacher: Mr Daniel Bellinger; Teacher Assistant: Mrs Colleen Ralph
Back Row: Mr Daniel Bellinger, Hoin Kim, Jacob Hargreaves, Lueth Ateny, Juliet Anning, Cooper Snyman, Isabella Triffitt-Haney, Harley Appleby, Lily Knight, Matilda Menzie,
Lucas Randall, Mrs Colleen Ralph.
Middle Row: Isabel Green, Liliana Escobar, Addison Duggan, Hudson Bernes, Luke Bromfield, Benjamin Atkin, Ella Burdon, Isabella Fisher, Lily Daly, Kane Tran.
Front Row: Tyson Gregson, Sophie Johansen, Charlotte Lacy-Jager, Piper Sullivan, Annabelle Pyke, Josie Stefankowski, Ella Oakley, Amelie McGann, Afsana Magar, Toby Saunders.
Absent: Chelsea Hawkins.

Year 1B
Teacher: Miss Annie Holborow ; Teacher Assistant: Mrs Colleen Ralph
Back Row: Miss Annie Holborow, Nicola Kelly, Oliver White, Gabriel Brophy, Bronwyn Agius, Ethan Barwick, Lily Brain, Callum Tonks, Holly Bedelph, Jordan Bannister, Neriiya
Kadisha, Mrs Colleen Ralph.
Middle Row: Noah Reardon, Izabella Tennant, Tanishka Kumrai, Georgia Kelly, Jackson McKenzie, Oscar Pohl, Eve Gerard, Lucy Martin, William Zeitzen, Chloe Austen.
Front Row: Ryan Johnson, Abigail McGovern, Caitlyn Ransley, Lucia Pasa, Grace Wilson, Brooke Hay, Maddison Fox, Aylah Harrex, Amelia Newman, David Prakash-Mathew.
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Year 1
Shining stars
There has been so much fun,
2017 in Year 1!
Shining stars are what we are,
Lighting up the sky!
After all we’ve learned this year,
It’s not surprising why!
Reading, Writing, Science,
Mathematics,
Japanese and Music too!
Spelling, sharing and so much
more,
will follow us all the way through.
Let laughter, love and friendship
and happy memories made,
find a way onto our faces
on any rainy day!
If we ever lose our way,
We’ll just cast our eyes above.
Because shining stars are what we
are,
and forever we will stay!

Left to right: Year 1A students celebrating Book Week. Getting into the spirit of Book Week: Wally is always a popular, and colourful, character. Just because
ti was Pyjama Day did not mean the learning stopped! Students in Year 1 helped celebrate NAIDOC Week and learnt about indigenous languages. Students
undertaking a mathematical challenge in building a tower. More students were building towers with spaghetti – architects at work? If we cook the spaghetti
we can also create interesting artwork! Visiting our animals during Science Week. After a Mamma Margaret Kitchen class students enjoy the fruits of their
labours – yum!

Year 2

Year 2A
Teacher: Ms Anna Attuoni
Back Row: Zac Forey, Sophie Ahern, Ronin Adams, Poppi Strachan-Smith, Ms Anna Attuoni, Oliver Mesic, Hayden Carpenter, Ruby Direen, Cooper Burdon.
Third Row: Hunter McInnes, Thomas King, Lindsay Stevanovich, Jack Jordan, Ellie Sproule, Alex Howlett, Marlin Umgeher, Lachlan Braslin.
Second Row: Mihaela Ashby, Olivia Rayner, Jaxon Chick, Arthur Stoddart, Noah Hamilton, Jay Robinson, Griffin Cosker, Lexie Sanford, Sebastian Smith.
Front Row: Daisy Lincoln, Samantha Lowe, Charlotte McKinlay-Geeves, Madeline Carroll.
Absent: Suraya Vincent, Holly Westwood.

Year 2B
Teacher: Mr Joe Moore
Back Row: Abigail Doran, Sally Ho, Maleeya Wiggins, Hamish Hawes, Jake Waller, Zac Pfitzner, Blake Bedelph, Lincoln Wojcik.
Third Row: Ethan Lacy, Casey Turnbull, Catherine Lenthall, Logan Beveridge, Mr Joe Moore, Declan Triffitt Haney, Lachlan Clark, Youngin Kim, Semhar Mefsen.
Second Row: Nicholas Hay, Constance Spangler, Tyler Dennison, Tyler Senese, Ava Lawler, Harry Wilby, Cameron Moase, Jolie Everett, Callum Kelly.
Front Row: Stephanie Harrison, Sophie Clay, Lucy Harper, Jasmine Cook, Evie Balmforth, Lucy Miller.
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Wonderful
Year 2
What a wonderful year we have
had in Year 2! The Cross Country
and Athletics carnivals were
our sporting highlights. During
Science Week in August, we visited
the Science Labs and had the
opportunity to see lots of animals
such as rabbits, lambs, alpacas and
chicks. During the Asian Festival
we learned about China and our
special visitor bought in a lion’s
head mask used in Chinese New
Year celebrations. We had fun
trying it on and dancing around in
it! Some of us were lucky to try on
one of Kumashiro Sensei’s kimonos.
They are beautifully made and so
colourful.
We also enjoy doing mindfulness
activities after lunch. This is a
peaceful and gentle experience for
us and we appreciate this time of
the day. We love our pets and some
of us have brought our pets in to
meet the class. Pets are such special
parts of our families. Grandparents
Day was also a memorable day for
us. We were very proud to sing
some of our favourite songs to our
grandparents. One of these was
Somewhere Over the Rainbow. We
pray each day for our grandparents
because we love them very much.
Ms Anna Attuoni and Mr Joe Moore

Left to right: Year 2 students are using Mindfulness Meditation to calm our minds. Some students were allowed to bring pets in to meet the class. During
Science Week we visited our school ponies, and the older students talked to us about their care. Kumashiro Sensei has some lovely kimonos. Year 2 students
love dressing up as their favourite characters for Book Week. Year 2B enjoyed cooking their yummy cooked cookies with Miss Gysen! Students learning to
use laptops – next year we will use them in class regularly. Year 2B enjoying reading time – we love to read!

Year 3

Year 3A
Teacher: Mrs Bradi McGee ; Teacher Assistant: Br. Michael Morrow
Back Row: Br Michael Morrow, Matilda Willson, Cooper Laycock, Michael King, Kirrawyn McNamara, Chloee Gadd, Billy Garforth, Jai Bayliss, Mrs Bradi McGee.
Middle Row: Vincent Anning, Lucy Schiebel, Juditte Uwineza, Mingus Breslin, Lucas Krasnicki, Rakshita Kumar, Georgia McPherson, Jack Austen.
Front Row: Grace Gallahar-Gore, Juliana Montenegro, Jack Dillon, Holly Cate, Ava Clark, Melody Gallegos Caldren, Samuel Anis, Laura O’Reilly, Gemma Mustchin.
Absent: Ryan Erends.

Year 3B
Teacher: Mrs Samantha Healy; Teacher Assistant: Br Michael Morrow
Back Row: Shane Randall, Kyan Cubit, Ella Hamilton, Millie Gerard, Mandela Young, Sophie Ransley, Alok Rai.
Middle Row: Mrs Samantha Healy, Seth Cockerill, Daniel Prakash Mathew, Samantha Clay, Charlotte Monroe, Mia Mackie, Parker Stephen, Maddison Jones, Gabriel Tichanow,
Br Michael Morrow.
Front Row: Mackenzie Ward, William Waters, Matilda Johnson, Aaliyah Knight, Jackson Dickson, Poppy Lincoln, Jemma Reid, Sebastian Bush, Sally Quinn.
Absent: Shiecha Bone.
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Exciting Year 3
Well, what a year it has been!
From our early days, adjusting
to being more responsible and
more independent, moving up
into the 3-6 learning group. It
was an exciting and rewarding
challenge. We moved on in a
splash, plunging into the pool
for the swimming carnival
and proudly represented our
houses. Learning Japanese in
the Japanese room and being
given the chance to join choir
and the DUCK club (ukuleles)
were just some of the perks of
being Year 3s.
When learning about Space
in Science, we travelled to
the Observatory and Grote
Reber Museum, and watched
some awesome 3D movies. We
also travelled to Molesworth
Environmental Centre to learn
more about the Indigenous way
of life for HASS.
This has been a time of growth
and challenge. We have
adapted to our environment
that in turn adapted to the
way we learn with our Flexible
Learning spaces. Stand up, sit
down spaces designed for us to
make the most of our learning
time. We even had a tent!
Most importantly, we learnt,
laughed and loved one another.

Left to right: Icecream poetry from Year 3A! Visiting the informative country displays during our Asian Festival. Facepainting during our special Molesworth
excursion. Year 3 students created a heart for Harmony Day. Creative cooking in Mamma Margaret Kitchen with Mr Golding. Reading with our Prep
buddies in our special place. Making damper! Easter bread dough creations during our cooking classes.

Year 4

Year 4A
Teacher: Ms Therese McDevitt
Back Row: Joshua McMaster, Mitchell Green, Jack Gilligan, Xander Roberts, Ms Therese McDevitt, Priyannika Kumrai, Sam McKenzie, Zak Balmforth, Kaylee Walker.
Middle Row: Charlotte Ransley, Klay Mustchin, Aurelia Pasa, Samuel Cherney, Cooper Beaton, Remi Holbrook, Harrison Mallay, Lucas Pyke, Caitlin Stevanovich, Jayden Buckley.
Front Row: River Collingz, Grace Fisher, Lara Hurd, Hailey Duggan, Noah Riddell, Ebony Sayer, Lilymay Ward, Charlie Goodman, Sophie Cowen.
Absent: Harrison Brown, Charlie Carr, Zoe Duggan, Charla Kendjer.

Year 4B
Teacher: Mrs Hayley Joyce
Back Row: Ebony Hargreaves, Mikayla Kelleher, Izak Fry, Ruby Brown, Mrs Hayley Joyce, Oliver Nicolle, Christian Wheeler, Sophia McLoughlin, Danika Wright.
Third Row: Bree Bester, Yiannis Nikitaras, Aivah Sproule, Aidan Rayner, Lily McConnon, Jack Miller, Christian Majchrzak, Jack Kelly.
Second Row:Bryon Shaji, Mitchell Eiszele, Brody Pettit, James Bannister, Taylah Bernes, Austin Senese, Joel Richards, Addison Tonks, Lucas Atkinson.
Front Row: Jasmin Bailey, Lucy Johnston, Danshi Bali, Anisha Thapa, Holly Watson, Emarli Lovell.
Absent: Mrs Dora Swan.
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Learning and growth Year 4
‘I have enjoyed Year 4 because we have
learned many new things’. – Yiannis
‘This year was amazing. I had the best
teachers and I’m so, so, so sad that the year is
ending. We had great excursions.’ – Lily M
‘This year was the best year ever. I really
liked having Mrs Joyce and Mrs Swan as my
teachers. I enjoyed going on the Lady Nelson,
going to the museum and much more. I am
so sad this amazing year will end. But I can’t
wait for Year 5.’ – Taylah B
‘My highlight of the year is definitely the
Athletics Carnival and Cross Country because
it is fun to participate and be encouraging,
even if your House doesn’t win.’ – Sophia
‘This year I enjoyed playing soccer with my
friends and being a good sport. It was fun and
I also liked writing with pen.’ – Jack K
‘During MMK we made some yummy foods.’
– Klay
‘Drama is the best because we use our
imagination, it’s active and you get to do
different things each time.’ – Xander
‘I liked going to Bonorong because we got
to see animals like Tasmanian Devils and
kangaroos.’ – Lara
‘Science with Dr John was great fun.’ – Noah
‘I liked the play we did of the Easter story.’
– Jack
‘Looking after the chicks was fun, especially
checking them each day to see what they were
doing.’ – Zak
‘The Tournament of Minds was an
amazing event with lots of teamwork and
encouragement.’ – Priyannika
‘The Japanese Speech Competition was really
fun, but I was very nervous.’– Aurelia

Left to right: Bonorong Wildlife Sanctuary visits are great learning experiences. Conducting experiments during Hands on Science. Marble runs are very
interesting. All students loved sailing on the Lady Nelson. Marli enjoying buddy time. Lily, Taylah and Lucy making Korean pots for the Asian Festival. PJ
day with hot chocolate and board games – perfect! Dressed up as aour favourite characters for Book Week.

Year 5

Year 5A
Teacher: Ms Michelle O’Grady
Back Row: Ellie Mills, Jack Webster, Isabella Strang-Quin, Jonty Zielinski, Amelie Gavan, Amelia Shelverton, Chloe Ahern, Benjamin Cooper.
Middle Row: Joshua McRoss, Cameron Cook, Hamish Wareing, Mollie Harris, Ms Michelle O’Grady, Austin Nilsson, Ryan Howlett, Henry Sanford, Isaac Cox.
Front Row: Ryan Grealish, Paige Thomas, Lucy Zogopoulos, Zoe Swan, Neena Fraser, Clair Rosevear, Maggie Wilby, Ethan Purton.
Absent: Agnes Nyirahabimana, Joel Bresnehan.

Year 5B
Teacher: Miss Beth Graham
Back Row: Chloe Tarvydas, Youngjae Kim, Zayne Cooper, Miss Beth Graham, Chloe Howells, Brodie Laycock, William Breward.
Middle Row: Ella Maw, Alarna Waller, Jessica Appleby, Roshan Khadka, Somyog Rai, Finlay Gutteridge, Roxie Moore, Noah Austen, Brooklyn Albiston.
Front Row: Brianna Patmore, Marina Cook, Harrison Johnston, Oscar McGann, Eric Waters, Kaine Andrew-Anning, Nikolas Andrew-Anning, Brianna Gadd, Kayla Loveless.
Absent: Samantha Erends, Beth Lowe.
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Year 5 - People
of Courage
Year 5 has enjoyed a rewarding year
full of rich learning experiences and
individual personal growth. Students
have developed their ability to draw
upon various types of courage during
times of challenge and try their best
in everything they do. We are proud
of the achievements of all Year 5
students.
Highlights of our year together have
included:
• Camp to Far South
• Stations of the Cross
• Reconciliation
• Port Arthur Excursion
• Year 5/6 Maths Relay
• Robotics Club
• Mamma Margaret Cooking
• Book Week Parade
• Footy Colours Day
• Terrapin Theatre Performance
• Grandparents Day
• Science Week
• Asian Festival
• Taster Day
• Girls Netball Round Robin
• Boys Football Day
• Yr. 3-6 Athletics Carnival
• Cross Country Day
• Swimming Carnival
• Count us in
• Buddy visits
• Dominic Community Fair

Left to right: Ms O’Grady, Henry Sanford, Ryan Howlett collecting rubbish on Clean up Australia Day. Year 5A students after initial preparation of George’s
Community Garden. Mrs Hawkins demonstrating to the class how to cook Japanese pancakes. Josh McRoss, Maggie Whilby, Jeremy Clark, Mollie Harris
pointing out a find during ‘The Great Race’. Will Breward, Brodie Laycock, Nik Andrew-Anning and Kaine Andrew-Anning exploring their accommodation
at Year 5 Camp. Roxie Moore using weights to measure the mass of her pencil case. Marina Cook enjoying time with family on Grandparents Day. Harry
Johnston and Oscar McGann re-enacting the Stations of the Cross on the College grounds at Easter.

Year 6

Year 6A
Teacher: Ms Barbara Moulton
Back Row: Sophie Cockerill, Sage Krejza, Rachael Glidden, Irene Acayo, Jasmine Good, Emily Self, Kitean Aitken.
Middle Row: Erin Richards, Montana Knight, Xavier Tonks, Jethro Plunkett, Ms Barbara Moulton, Cody Whittaker, Sascha Collingz, Jude Holbrook, Justin Nguyen.
Front Row: Sarah O’Reilly, Samuel Cox, Tynesha Clark, Oliver Geeves, Henry Edwards, Zoelle Lin, Bradley Roberts. Jenaiya Cleland.
Absent: Ronan Collins.

Year 6B
Teachers: Ms Sue Cunningham and Mr Martin Smith
Back Row: Storm Barron, Mitchell Brown, Hawi Bowerman, Lachlan Yaxley, Kenita Aitken, Max Peters, Blake Klaffer.
Middle Row: Mr Martin Smith, Riley Braslin, Briana Shaji, Noah Oliver, Sarah Wright, Jordan Harrison, Reese Cubit, Chelsea Smith, Ms Sue Cunningham.
Front Row: Kaylah Henderson, Aleena Joy, Chloe Bone, Harry Appleby, Akshat Kumar, Jordan Richards, Priyanka Jibi, Hannah Lane MacDonald, Charlotte Eiszele.
Absent: Phoenix Lorbach.
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Year 6C
Teachers: Mrs Allison Lowe and Mrs Olivia Stephen
Back Row: Georgia Nikitaras, Solomon Kidane, Erika Ledster, Lachlan Majchrzak, Rose Brophy, Benjamin Matthew, Taylah Chick, Montana Wright.
Middle Row: Elliot Skinner, Alexa Sayer, Mitchell Graham, Yianna Kokkinoftas, Mrs Allison Lowe, Joshua Willson, Isabella Gifford, William Smith, Jack Burdon.
Front Row: Xin Chan, Andrea Escobar, Jack Hurd, Katie Stefankowski, Jacob Cowen, Bianca Russell, Thomas Zogopoulos, Ashley Waters, Lily Bowerman.
Absent: Mrs Olivia Stephen.
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Year 6 success
2017 was a year of growth, not
only in stature but also in number
with three classes! Our rooms
were full of eager and energetic
young risk takers keen to further
their knowledge. There was a
wide variety of interests both
in and out of the classroom. A
year of challenges, rich learning
experiences and maturing
leadership skills. We wish students
every success for their continued
learning and growth as they
embark on the next phase of their
educational journey.

Bosco House
Bosco House has enjoyed another successful
year, coming together as a House, working
hard in all of our classes, participating in
community events and sharing success in
many areas of school life.
Bosco has had a great year in Sport once
again this year, particularly through our
participation. Bosco was challenged in Term
1 at the Athletics Carnival. With our heads
held high, we were proud to walk away with
a very close 2nd place overall.
Term 2’s Cross Country Carnival was full
of fun and enjoyment for students from all
Houses. Bosco’s outstanding attendance,
House spirit and gutsy performances, saw us
hold up the winner’s shield.
In the last carnival of the year, the
Swimming Carnival, Bosco’s high standards
of participation and effort were again on
show and we won the Girl’s Shield and
achieved 2nd overall in the Aggregate Shield.
This year, as every year, many Bosco students
were selected to compete in the SSATIS
and SATIS carnivals for Swimming, Cross
Country and Athletics. Being selected in
these teams is a testament to the dedication
of many Bosco students to their sport and
Dominic College.
Bradley Atkinson, Bosco Sports Captain
Bosco House performed exceptionally well
in the Creative Arts this year and we were
thrilled by the performances of many of
our 7-10 Bosco members in the numerous
drama productions, music and dance acts
and art shows.
Our 7/8 and 9/10 theatre sports team
stole the show this year both coming first,
winning the rubber chicken and bucket of
minties. Our 7/8 team did remarkably well,
with Emmett McShane-Goldsworthy being
awarded the magic moment award along
with the help of Lachlan Rowlands for their
act instructing how to make an omelette.
Dominic’s Got Talent was another highlight
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- the House singing competition, in which
the rapping talents of Alec Wilde and the
beatboxing skills of Brad Atkinson amazed
us. The inaugural Year 7 Lipsync Battle
allowed our newest Bosco members to let
down their hair and dazzle us with some of
the best dance moves Dominic has ever seen.
Well done and thank you to Mr Parkin for
getting this new venture off the ground and
we have no doubt it will continue to be one
of the most anticipated competitions for
years to come.
Tori-Ann Stringer, Bosco Creative Arts Captain
Bosco House is always proud of the
academic achievements of our students
and we love coming together to participate
in the various academic competitions,
including House quizzes, debating, the chess
competition and the Amazing Race.
Bosco House has won the Chess Tournament
in all three years since the competition was
introduced.
Our ever competitive and enthusiastic Year 9
girls dominated once again in the Amazing
Race and took out the title for the second
year in a row (2016 as Year 8s).
All Bosco students have continued to strive
to achieve their best results in all subject
areas, with another outstanding year of
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expectation reports. The number of Gold
and Diamond awards presented to Bosco
students has again increased this year and we
are proud of the way our students make the
most of all aspects of their schooling.
Lauren Banks, Bosco Academic Captain
We have made significant contributions to
the community; especially our homerooms
in their fundraising for Project Compassion
to ensure that we, as a Bosco family, look
after people near us and around the world.
Throughout 2017, many different activities
have taken place that have been a major
success in our school and our House. From
the Community Fair, in which over half of
all Bosco students participated in, to SYDC
and Vinnies. The endless hours that Bosco
has put into all these things is amazing; we
are such a great family.
Stacey Readman, Bosco Mission Captain

2017 was another awesome year
for Bosco and we are sure 2018
and beyond will be no different.
Keep up the amazing efforts Bosco,
maintain your spirit, keeping
looking after and working hard for
one another and remember “Soar
with wings like eagles”.

Bosco 1
Teacher: Mrs April Hooper
Back Row: Mikayla Carnes, Will Parkinson, William Burden, Alec Wilde, Lily Barwick, James Austen.
Middle Row: Emmett McShane-Goldsworthy, Sarah Hawkins, Melanie Cleland, Thomas Cornell, Mrs April Hooper, Chloe Cooper, Naomi Wakefield, Connor Ellis, Harrison Hyland.
Front Row: Mikaela Cruz, Laura Ackerley, Iliana Allocca, Blake Appleby, Lachlan Rowlands, Jessica Curtain, Belinda Gibbons, Maddison Wilton.
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Bosco House

Bosco 2
Teacher: Mr Ben Fulton
Back Row: Charlotte Lang, Cameron Page, Riley Wilson, Izaac Morrison, Thomas Atkinson, Dmitri Bean, Emily Klaffer.
Middle Row: Shanaya Young, Emily McSherry, Ella Fitzpatrick, Emma Jackson, Mr Ben Fulton, Jye Wakefield, Molly Warren, Lauren Banks, Maddison Bowerman.
Front Row: Patrick Cornell, Eugenia Sevastopoulos, Levi Dillon, Harrison Lelievre, William Thompson, Kaylebb Bygraves, Anit Saju, Tom Readman.
Absent: Alyssa Grealish.

Bosco 3
Teacher: Mr Warwick Cardamatis
Back Row: Eleanor Medhurst, Renae Wiggins, Bradley Atkinson, Alex Cleland, Sebastian Albiston, William Brain, Athos Pavlides, Bella Hannon.
Middle Row: Bianca Davidson, Aiden Waller, Sophie Ackerley, Zoe Appleby, Mr Warwick Cardamatis, Sarah Fitzpatrick, Brandon Oates, Hayley Curtain, Jake Carnes.
Front Row: Austin McGuinness, Abbi Smith, Sienna Scotney-Barron, Frankie Stringer, Abbey Turner, Stacey Readman, Stephanie Smith, Ethan Henderson.
Absent: Chanel Forster.
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Bosco 4
Teacher: Ms Sunita Kumrai
Back Row: Grace Curtain, Liam Grealish, Marahn Aitken, Samuel Vaszocz, Grace Jameson, Jasmine Skelly, Lochlan Connolly.
Middle Row: Kearna Warren, Brianna Oates, Chloe Richardson, Zali Jenni, Ms Sunita Kumrai, Olivia Peters, Rhianna Dean, Lily Cox, Madeline Curtain.
Front Row: Ashlee Bresnehan, Dylan Gangell, Ethan Medhurst, Shae Buckland, Renee Eiszele, Jack Lovell, Isaac Skinner, Isabelle Selby.
Absent: Joshua Titmus, Dylan Kay.

Bosco 5
Teacher: Mr Mike O’Brien
Back Row: Ty Turner, Thomas Allocca, Alex Wilson, Benjamin McRoss, Jacob Percy, Bradley Direen, Ursula Harris, Joel Ambrogio.
Middle Row: Demi Harding, Natalie Roland, Ellysse Eiszele, Indyanna Bolding, Mr Mike O’Brien, Tori Stringer, Amelia Hill-Mundy, Georgina Richardson, Thelma Bygraves.
Front Row: Neave Schofield, Kimberly Gent, Mitchell Cleland, Sarah Wright, Hannah Reid, Tyler Duggan, Lauren Gadd, Alyssa Haremza.
Absent: Dylan Eiszele.
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Guzman House
Guzman has had a great year in the Mission
field. We have many of our students in extra
curricular groups such as Vinnies or SYDC.
We did an excellent job of raising money
for Project Compassion this year and we
all contributed in donations to the Vinnies
Winter Appeal.
It has been an honour and a privilege to be
Guzman Mission Captain for 2017. I have
loved every minute of it and I could not be
prouder to be a leader of such a fantastic
group of students, who I know will strive for
more achievements in the years to come.
Cally Spangler, Mission Captain
Being a leader for Guzman has been such
a privilege, and leading in something
I’m passionate about made even more
memorable. Guzman has something about
it that just makes you love it and everyone
in it. It is fair to say that our House spirit
is close to unmatched. This year has been
outstanding and continues to get better and
better. We did an amazing job this year in
athletics, winning the Boys Shield, thanks to
the participation and effort from everyone
on the day and everyone in Guzman should
be commended.
Along with the Guzman Year 10s, Mrs
Jeffery is also leaving Guzman. This is sad to
see but we will always remember Guzman
with her as the coordinator, she has been a
terrific one. Thank you to all the students
and teachers in Guzman for making my four
years so enjoyable.
Dylan Price, Sports Captain
Being Guzman’s 2017 Academic Captain has
been such an honour. Guzman definitely had
a great Academic year with many receiving
well-deserved awards for working hard in
their studies and aiming for excellence. The
involvement regarding all House related
actives was fantastic and I am very happy to
have been a part of it all. Thank you to all
teachers and students who helped make my
last year the best year.
Stacey Mtwanda, Academic Captain

Being Guzman’s Creative Arts Captain for
2017 was an amazing experience. I have
dreamed of being elected one of the captains
since Year 7. Creative highlights for Guzman
have been being part of the Southern
Tasmanian Dancing Eisteddfod, the Music
and Dance Showcase and The Good Doctor
in Drama, competing in the Theatresports
and the House Feast Day Talent Show,
helping organise all different kinds of events
and fundraisers throughout the year and
leading the Guzman cheer team with pride
in our carnivals. I would like to thank every
member of Guzman house for being the best
family I could have ever asked for, my fellow
captains for helping me be the best leader
I could be, and Mrs Jeffery for getting me
through this year and never failing to make
me smile. Thank you all from the bottom of
my heart for this brilliant year, I wish all of
you the best for the future. And don’t worry
about us leaving, we will still always be crocs
at heart.
Alex Simpson, Creative Arts Captain
As another busy year ends, it is time to say
goodbye to our Year 10s and reflect on their
time here at Dominic College. It is also
time for me to leave the crocs and embark
on a new adventure. Guzman students past
and present have been part of my extended
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family and my heart for the last six years, but
I am leaving the House in the very capable
hands of Mr Brad Parkin. So for the last
time - Go Guzman!
Mrs Jo Jeffrey, Guzman House Coordinator

Guzman 1
Teacher: Mr Mark Nolan
Back Row: Connor Brown, Felicia Di Carlo, Kolbi Saltmarsh, Harry Guy, Martin Kaczorek, Alyssa Mustchin, Caledonia Atkin, Lara Graham.
Middle Row: Brianna Howard, Camden Clark, Amelie Brouwer, Shakaya Bolonja, Mr Mark Nolan, Kayley Biggar, Shabecah McWhirter, Phoebe Jablonski, Tahlia Kirkham.
Front Row: Angelo Gonzales, Halle Jenkins, Bradley White, Brittany Temple, Emily York, Alex Simpson, Grace Goodman, Nathan Bailey.
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Guzman House

Guzman 2
Teacher: Ms Alexandra Olejniczak
Back Row: Jack Howard, Zack Mansfield, Xanthe Brouwer, Thomas Allen, Leah Jones, Samuel Walker, Bailee Adams, Joshua Allen.
Middle Row: Lachlan Pullen, Melanie Casboult, Olivia Wiggins, James Foster, Ms Alexandra Olejniczak, Liam Cowen, Molly Gargett, Lucy Appleby, Hollee Charlton.
Front Row: Aliya Wilson, Erin Waters, Thomas Cooper, Jack Perry, Cameron Clark, Lachlan Kerstan, Isabella Roberts, Montanna King.
Absent: James Temple.

Guzman 3
Teachers: Mr Brian Brennan & Mrs Jessica Palermo
Back Row: Jesse Whittaker, Zeke Jenkins, Luke Jarvis, Jack Zhang, Adam Johansen, Benjamin Dowling.
Middle Row: Stacey Mtandwa, Isabelle Lucas, Alicia Smith, Max Deacon, Mrs Jessica Palermo, Piper-Jane Queen, Kate Townsend, Ashley Eyles, Conor Kelly-Lennox.
Front Row: Phoebe Le Fevre, Logan Nagy, Lindsay Wiggins, Deegan Lang, Alexander James, Ariarne Roberts, Campbell Wood, Georgia Enright.
Absent: Mr Brian Brennan.
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Guzman 4
Teacher: Mr David Reinbach
Back Row: William Meere, Jarrod Good, Dylan Price, Owen Hole, Cameron White, Jack Gordon.
Middle Row: Aimee Hogan, Jak Gutteridge, Grace Fredheim, Mr David Reinbach, Abbie Hayden, Gabrielle McGuire, Hayley Prestage.
Front Row: Jake Duggan, Georgia Hay, Angelica Matusewicz, Martin Patterson-Haney, Byron Lang, Libby Fry, Brielle Cusick, Khalil Moutwari.
Absent: Lajon Lorbach, John Singson.

Guzman 5
Teacher: Ms Jane Myers
Back Row: Nicholas Revell, Levi Kmet, William Heddle, Skye Webb.
Middle Row: Ella Rainbird, Josephine Beeton, Liam Harris, Ms Jane Myers, Sophie Van Tienen, Zac Butchart, Brooke Applebee.
Front Row: Michael Gherezgher, Makayla Modrijan, Connor Quarry, Amber Nagy, Cody Gay, Cally Spangler, Aren Gonzales.
Absent: Rhianna Hinson, Perri King.
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Savio House
Savio’s Creative Arts students have been
very active this year, with ‘DC’s Got Talent’,
Theatresports, “The Good Doctor”, and
Dominic’s first ever Music and Dance
Showcase. The Senior Drama classes have
put on multiple productions and the Dance
classes have worked very hard on pieces for
the Showcase and Eisteddfod, while the Art
and Media students produced films, and art
for the Royal Hobart Show.
This year, Savio House also ran Spooktober,
and there was a lunchtime concert to
celebrate. We also had many wonderful
performers at the College Fair, and at
International Women’s Day. Overall, it has
been a fantastic year for Savio’s Creative Arts,
and we cannot wait to see what 2018 brings!
We have had many Mission events and
fundraisers. With help from Vinnies and
SYDC groups, each Pastoral Group has
continued to raise money for both our
sponsor child and Salesian Schools in Samoa.
Savio House has had an excellent year
in sport. We managed to win the first
carnival of the year, the Athletics Carnival,
ending Bosco’s long winning streak. It was
memorable due to an exceptional turn out
from the members of Savio House, with
every spot filled in every event, helping us
get the win.
We also managed to win the Feast Day
Dominic Cup as well, which was a fun
afternoon for all. While we weren’t able to
win the cross country, the year of sports
events ended with a win at the swimming
carnival. All of this was achieved thanks
to the great participation levels we had
throughout the year and the Savio House
spirit that has been seen at every carnival.

Competition, with the Year 7/8 team
achieving second overall and the Year 9/10
team taking first place. Another amazing
effort that needs to be celebrated is the
fantastic effort our House showed in the
Dominic Day Quiz, with the competitive
spirit and hard work throughout the day,
Savio was able to win big in the quiz.
Our House has worked exceptionally hard
this year - it has been outstanding work from
Savio and everyone should be proud.
As House Captains we’d like to thanks
our dedicated Pastoral Teachers – Mrs Le
Rossignol, Mr Mangione, Ms Pearce and
Mrs O’Leary, Mrs Marcenko and Mr Harris.
Of course a big thank you to Mr Wright too,
our House Coordinator for his leadership
and guidance. Go Sharks!!!
Nicki Stanton, Lukas Bird, Ryan Gavan,
Megan Brennan

This year for Savio has been excellent in the
field of Academia. Many students receiving
academic excellences awards, along with
many Bronze, Silver, Gold and Diamond
expectation awards being presented to
our students. Another area that Savio has
excelled in this year is the House Debating
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Savio 1
Teacher: Mrs Kate LeRossignol
Back Row: Max Brideson, Joshua Howells, Kate Young, Rowan Sullivan, Eric Glover, James Lane MacDonald, Annabelle Tracey.
Middle Row: Lara O’Neill, Zachary Jones, Katie Kubach, Sean Wong, Mrs Kate LeRossignol, Isabella Cooke, Darwin Lashmar, Lily Applebee, Ella Mollineaux.
Front Row: Billie Green, Claire Farr, Spencer Harry, Megan Brennan, Jackie Van Lierop, Darcy Woolley, Rosaline Alo, Brady Hyland.
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Savio 2
Teacher: Mr Rocco Mangione
Back Row: Indy Brideson, Jake Chaffey, Christopher Judges-Abel, Maggie Baker, Adam Palmer, Khane Marley-Brooks, Ella Triffett, Jarvis Hyland.
Middle Row: Jacob Tarvydas, Sharni Stoward, Aynee Williams, Melanie Cook, Mr Rocco Mangione, Breanna Brennan, Faith Scotney-Barron, Ruffa Abay, Connor Fewkes.
Front Row: Samuel Anning, Ella McConnon, Katelyn Gallegos Calderon, Kelsea Cano Calderon, Ke-nnye Marantelli, Montanna Devine, Lea Krause, Ebony Bleathman-O’Neal,
Dylan Branch.

Savio 3
Teachers: Miss Jacinta Pearce & Mrs Sonia O’Leary
Back Row: Abbey Williams, Lukas Bird, Harrison Harper, Ryan Browning, James Stansbie, Maddison Cockerill.
Middle Row: Jessica Shelverton, Alec Mielke, Georgie Shaw, Tyler Clay, Annabelle Docherty, Akhila Joshy, Megan Steele, Eli Morrison.
Front Row: Connor Tomlin, Yi Chan, Makaila Bailey, Kate Mollineaux, Amber Burns, Georgia Amos, Cameron McMaster, Hamilton Lashmar.
Absent: Mrs Sonia O’Leary, Miss Jacinta Pearce.
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Savio 4
Teacher: Mrs Janet Marcenko
Back Row: Hannah Smith, Jake Stevenson, Joshua Phillips, Ryan Gavan, Jacob Steele, Kyle Daley, Daniel Nguyen, Asta Rowbottom, Colby Woolley.
Middle Row: Kasey Nikel, Daniel Watkins-Reynolds, Jorgia Golding, Jack Triffett, Mrs Janet Marcenko, Lachlan Bacon, Caitlin Diprose, Shiona Kondo, Liam O’Sullivan.
Front Row: Jaxson Barron, Sarah Fulton, Bree Golding, Holly Mollineaux, Takodah Conway, Paris Phillips, Libby Baker, Charlotte Sherriff, Alexander McMillan.
Absent: Emily Eady.

Savio 5
Teacher: Mr Graeme Harris
Back Row: Nikita Lane, Alessandro Zito, Aaron Wilton, Lachlan Riddell, Mitchell Zielinski, Daniel Hunniford, Lola Robinson.
Middle Row: Arianne Hoddy, Adam Moutwari, Montanna Walker, Nicki Stanton, Mr Graeme Harris, Sophie Valentine, Paris Ponting, Chloe Green, Phillip Maley.
Front Row: Ashley Cano Calderon, William Webster, Ewan Bacon, Jasmin Harrington, Emily Viney, Bryn Dare, Travis McCoy, Annalee Branch.
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Siena House
In 2017 Siena House entered a new era,
with Miss Brownrigg taking over the reins
as Siena House Coordinator from Mr
Pritchard. Siena saw many great changes this
year and we hope that we continue to grow
as a House.
We have always had a special connection to
Mission in our College. From being involved
with SYDC and Vinnies, to attending
Anzac Day parades and raising money for
Project Compassion, our House does it
all. We had another successful year with
Project Compassion, raising much needed
funds for people who are less fortunate than
ourselves. We also had many Siena students
from Year 9 and 10 participating in retreats
and heading on the annual trip to OzBosco
with our youth group, SYDC. Our faith and
service to others is a huge part of what makes
Siena House so great.
Kalia Combs, Mission Captain
Siena House shows a great dedication
towards Creative Arts, from Theatresports, to
Music, to Media Arts, to Drama, to Dance
and Visual Arts. Siena House is well known
for the creative students who show such
pride in what they love doing, from the art
created, to the participation in productions
and performances at Dominic College.
We could not be any more proud of all the
students who show such love and pride in
the Creative Arts.
Adrian Castaneda, Creative Arts Captain
Siena House tries their best at all times
and this year we saw participation in
school carnivals almost double. Superstar
performances on an individual level are
too many to mention but we thank our
athletes, and those who had a go, for
your contribution to Siena House Sport.
Those who played in teams, trained in the
mornings, participated in events that you
normally don’t, Siena House says thanks.
You are what makes us great. OUR TEAM
IS RED HOT!
Sofie Smith, Sport Captain

Chess competitions were popular in 2017
and although Bosco racked up the overall
points; we had our very own Ethan Holden
take out the competition as reigning
champion! The debating season kicked off
and the Siena teams proved to be strong
competitors. Both teams made the finals
undefeated, whilst arguing tough topics, and
our 7/8 team took the title!
This year brought many great things for
all of those in Siena House, but most
importantly it brought us all together as
one and created a family. The House spirit
and enthusiasm increased dramatically
from previous years and we couldn’t have
asked for much more! Sports carnivals and
House events can be daunting for some, but
having a whole House behind you makes it
so much easier. We are incredibly proud of
the way the House came together on these
days to support and encourage each other;
this has definitely been our best year! We
would also like to congratulate all those who
participated in interschool events such as
SATIS – you should be incredibly proud.
Annalise Ball, Academic Captain
In times when we haven’t been able to
achieve victory as a House, we rely on
the individual achievements of our peers.
Whether it be Diamond, Gold, Silver or
Bronze awards, ICAS results, sporting
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achievement, being a member of SYDC or
involvement in college productions, Siena
house does not waste any time celebrating
such success.
Finally, from all of the 2017 Captains: Siena
House will always have a special place in
our hearts. We are all so grateful for the
memories that we have been fortunate
enough to make as members of this family,
we will cherish being a part of it forever.
We give our best wishes to the rest of Siena
House, and we hope that you will be able to
carry on the spirit of Siena and pass it on to
the many year groups to come.
Keep the fire burning, dragons!

Siena 1
Teachers: Ms Audrey Durbridge & Mrs Christine Donnelly
Back Row: Rohan Dale, Jordan Day, Charles Holmes, Dylan Tubb, Doyle Browning.
Middle Row: Mrs Christine Donnelly, Tristan Carmichael, Alexander Bourne, Bella Lee, Katelyn Butler, Brianna Kelleher, Sidney Smith, Damian Howlett, Ms Audrey Durbridge.
Front Row: Emma Ayebare, Jude Saavedra, Promise Mudzingwa, Heidi Vucica, Jessica Doyle, Hayley Martin, Anita Cleaver, Harrison Wells.
Absent: Lily Waites.
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Siena House

Siena 2
Teacher: Mr Martin Kress
Back Row: Tara Davie, David Castaneda, Noah McGovern, Oliver Wareing, Hayden Kennedy, Ethan Holden, Flynne Bessell, Lily Cooper.
Middle Row: Mitchell Kennedy-Bannister, Jake Young, Annalise Ball, Grace Woolford, Mr Martin Kress, Ella Fisher, Connor Reeve, Indiana Cashion, Harry Breslin.
Front Row: Molly Everett, Riian McConnon, Liam Bosworth, Lucy Watson, Katelyn Sayer, Aidan Dwyer, Xavier Combs, Emily Munton.

Siena 3
Teacher: Ms Nicole Millikan
Back Row: Johanna Dodge, Mathew Sojan, Abby Muskett, Jack Breward, Jonah Ellis, Logan Griffiths, Chelsea Jones, Peter Swan.
Middle Row: Grace Burdon, Calyani Smith, Jazmyn Bartels, Rachel Netherton, Ms Nicole Millikan, Benjamin Scott, Julia Narracott,
Kalia Combs, Matilda McGovern.
Front Row: David Lawless-Thompson, Courtney Doyle, Cassandra McLoughlin, Zachary Holdsworth, Braedi Walsgott, Campbell Rhodes, Janaya Gustas, Hannah Maw, Oscar
Breslin.
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Siena 4
Teacher: Mr Fred O’Leary
Back Row: Jack Allen, William Hall, Connor Riza, Kirrily Garwood, Jacob Morse, Kellie Graham, William Medwin.
Middle Row: Noella Irumva, Lily Brown, Abbey Marriott, Adrian Castaneda, Mr Fred O’Leary, Ellie Newland, Macey Cook, Heidi McPherson, Ebony Madden.
Front Row: Seth Day, Campbell Whelan, Amie Myhowycz, Erin Passmore, Teyah Conley, Chey-Anne Davis-Williams, Jack Cassidy, Ashton Henderson.
Absent: George Pongco Jr.

Siena 5
Teacher: Mr Joshua Mackie
Back Row: Annalize Moase, Jack Mullen, Bayley Downham, Sofie Smith, Will Banks, Jack Bentley.
Middle Row: Christine Robinson, Connor Murray, Shardai Phillips, Matilda Watson, Mr Joshua Mackie, Oriel Estorninho, Sarah Grubb, Gedion Gebrezgabir, Maddison Smith.
Front Row: Nathan Causby, Jack Davie, Jaleea Gordon-Gurrin, Shakirra Cate, Maggie Carmichael, Tannah Bogacz-Cross, Connor Morris, Philip Kokkinoftas.
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K-6 Sport
Dominic College has one of the broadest and
most exciting sporting programs available
with opportunities to rival almost any school
in Tasmania.
These events and facilities allow us to give
opportunities to our students share their
talents with their peers and grow as a
sportsperson in a wide variety of sporting
realms.
In 2017 K-6 Dominic College Sport has
again provided amazing opportunities within
the exciting and diverse program we have for
our students.
This year saw more funding available to
the program and our students with the
Australian Government “Sporting Schools”
Funding being utilised in three terms to
provide extended and dynamic opportunities
in Orienteering, Gymnastics, Tennis and
Surfing.
Participation in sports was as good as any
previous year and students enjoyed the variety
of the Sports Program.
In 2018 we are looking to increase the
options and programs for the year again and
we will share with you in our newsletter some
exciting opportunities in the pipeline.
As usual volunteers have made the success
of the program possible so a huge thank you
must go out to all of those whom help make
the sports program successful.
Without these volunteers we could not
achieve the wonderful outcomes for students.
The images here are a very small snapshot
of some of the learning, fun and exciting
opportunities with which our students
engaged in 2017.

Year 6 Daily Fitness Leaders

7-10 Sport
In 2017, the Dominic College 7-10 sport
program has provided some fantastic
opportunities.
Dominic College has continued to build on
its proud and successful sporting history and
on the range of sports available for students,
so that the physical and social experiences
contribute to students’ personal development.
Congratulations to every student involved
in our school sports program for their
commitment, enthusiasm and dedication for
sports during the year. We had very positive
experiences and we had some very successful
teams and excellent personal individual
results in carnivals.
Thank you to our sports captains, and to the
many students, staff, old scholars and family
members who coached, umpired, scored,
assisted and supported our program.

K-6 Athletics Team
Front Row: Gemma Mustchin, Mitchell
Eiszele, Joel Richards, Paige Thomas, Joshua
McMaster, Caitlin Stevanovich, Samantha
Erends, Kaine Andrew-Anning, Lily
McConnon, Aivah Sproule, Oscar McGann,
Nikolas Andrew-Anning, Charlotte Ransley,
Remi Holbrook, Lucy Johnston, Lucas Pyke,
Taylah Bernes
2nd Row: Isaac Cox, Jack Gilligan, Brianna
Gadd, Henry Sanford, Jack Burdon, Finlay
Gutteridge, Priyanka Jibi, Zoelle Lin, Ella
Maw, Samuel Cox, Somyog Rai, Agnes
Nyirahabimana, Zoe Swan
3rd Row: Isabella Strang- Quin, Montana
Knight, Sage Krejza, Emily Self, Benjamin
Matthew, Max Peters, Lachlan Majchrzak,
Kenita Aitken, Hawi Bowerman, Blake
Klaffer, Sophie Cockerill, Kitean Aitken,
Brodie Laycock, Xavier Tonks

K-6 Cross Country Team
Front Row: River Collingz, Sally Quinn,
Taylah Bernes, Melody Gallegos Calderon,
Vincent Anning, Jack Austen, Lucy Schiebel,
Kayla Loveless, Seth Cockerill, Ryan Erends,
Samuel Anis, Laura O’Reilly, Aaliyah Knight,
William Waters, Gemma Mustchin, Grace
Fisher
2nd Row: Shane Randall, Harrison Johnston,
Jack Miller, Charlotte Ransley, Aivah Sproule,
Zoe Swan, Joel Bresnehan, Lily McConnon,
Aidan Rayner, Lucy Zogopoulos, Caitlin
Stevanovich, Jack Kelly, Klay Mustchin, Paige
Thomas, Georgia McPherson, Lucy Johnston
3rd Row: Jack Gilligan, Kaine AndrewAnning, Oscar McGann, Sophia McLoughlin,
Roshan Khadka, Finlay Gutteridge, Priyanka
Jibi, Chelsea Smith, Zoelle Lin, Jack Burdon,
Izak Fry, Tynesha Clark, Nikolas AndrewAnning, Ella Maw
4th Row: Xavier Tonks, Harry Appleby,
Amelie Gavan, Isabella Strang-Quin, Kitean
Aitken, Lachlan Majchrzak, Kenita Aitken,
Hawi Bowerman, Benjamin Matthew, Emily
Self, Sage Krejza, Riley Braslin, Chloe Ahern
K-6 Swimming Team
Front Row: Taylah Bernes, Poppy Lincoln,
Seth Cockerill, Lara Hurd, Lucy Schiebel,
Paige Thomas, Harrison Johnston, Klay
Mustchin, Bree Bester, Kayla Loveless, Joel
Richards, Ryan Erends, Melody GallegosCalderon
2nd Row: Samantha Erends, Henry Sanford,
Joel Bresnehan, Michael King, Ebony
Hargreaves, Ella Maw, Alarna Waller, Izak
Fry, Jack Gilligan, Lily McConnon, Brianna
Gadd, Caitlin Stevanovich, Jack Miller
3rd Row: Zoelle Lin, Harry Appleby, Yianna
Kokkinoftas, Brodie Laycock, Zayne Cooper,
Lachlan Majchrzak, Kenita Aitken, Chloe
Howells, Kitean Aitken, Storm Barron, Riley
Braslin, Erin Richards
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3-4 Gold Netball Team
Front Row: Grace Fisher, Matilda Johnson, Poppy Lincoln, Mackenzie Ward
2nd Row: Jasmin Bailey, Bree Bester, Ebony Hargreaves, Aivah Sproule, Mia Mackie

3-4 Maroon Netball Team
Front Row: Laura O’Reilly, Maddison Jones, Hailey Duggan, Jemma Reid
2nd Row: Danshi Bali, Kaylee Walker, Kirrawyn McNamara, Holly Watson, Matilda
Willson

5-6 Maroon Netball Team
Front Row: Samantha Erends, Chloe Bone, Jessica Appleby, Marina Cook, Kaylah
Henderson
2nd Row: Chloe Tarvydas, Reese Cubit, Irene Acayo, Kenita Aitken, Yianna Kokkinoftas

5-6 Black Netball Team
Front Row: Zoe Swan, Agnes Nyirahabimana, Andrea Escobar
2nd Row: Amelia Shelverton, Isabella Strang-Quin, Taylah Chick, Sage Krejza, Ellie
Mills

5-6 Gold Netball Team
Front Row: Sarah O’Reilly, Charlotte Eiszele, Jenaiya Cleland
2nd Row: Priyanka Jibi, Emily Self, Sophie Cockerill, Briana Shaji, Tynesha Clark

3-4 Boys Black Basketball Team
Front Row: Gabriel Tichanow, Samuel Anis, Sebastian Bush
2nd Row: Mandela Young, Kyan Cubit, Shane Randall
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3-4 Boys Maroon Basketball Team
Front Row: Christian Majchrzak, Samuel Cherney, Bryon Shaji
2nd Row: Aidan Rayner, Jack Gilligan, Oliver Nicolle, Jack Kelly

3-4 Girls Basketball Team
Front Row: Danshi Bali, Jasmin Bailey, Holly Watson, Mia Mackie
2nd Row: Aurelia Pasa, Bree Bester, Ebony Hargreaves, Priyannika Kumrai, Sophia
McLoughlin, Charlotte Ransley

5-6 Boys Basketball Team
Front Row: Riley Braslin, William Breward, Brodie Laycock, Jordan Richards
2nd Row: Thomas Zogopoulos, Kitean Aitken, Mitchell Brown, Lachlan Majchrzak,
Jude Holbrook 3rd Row: William Smith, Blake Klaffer

5/6 Girls Basketball Team
Front Row: Chloe Bone, Montana Knight, Bianca Russell, Marina Cook
2nd Row: Sage Krejza, Rose Brophy, Irene Acayo, Kenita Aitken, Storm Barron

3-4 Cricket Players
Front Row: Gabriel Tichanow, Grace Fisher, Sebastian Bush 2nd Row: Lucy Schiebel,
Vincent Anning, Charlie Goodman, Shane Randall, Brody Pettit 3rd Row: Bryon Shaji,
Jack Kelly, Jack Gilligan, Ebony Hargreaves, Sam McKenzie, Mandela Young 4th Row:
Mitchell Eiszele, Cooper Beaton, Aurelia Pasa, James Bannister, Kyan Cubit

5-6 Girls Cricket Team
Front Row: Brianna Gadd, Alarna Waller, Amelie Gavan
2nd Row: Reese Cubit, Rose Brophy, Bianca Russell
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Touch Football
Front Row: Chloe Bone, Mitchell Graham, Lucy Zogopoulos
2nd Row: Storm Barron, Lachlan Majchrzak, Irene Acayo, Chloe Howells, Mitchell
Brown

5-6 Indoor Cricket Team
Front Row: Mitchell Graham, Noah Oliver, Henry Sanford
2nd Row: Brodie Laycock, Blake Klaffer, Max Peters, Joshua Willson

Waterpolo Team
Front Row: Christian Majchrzak, Joel Bresnehan, Jack Gilligan, Joel Richards
2nd Row: Oscar McGann, Brodie Laycock, Chloe Howells, Lachlan Majchrzak, Henry
Sanford 3rd Row: Erin Richards, Zoelle Lin

Tee Ball
Front Row: Daniel Prakash-Mathew, Hailey Duggan, Lucy Schiebel, Sebastian Bush
2nd Row: Mandela Young, Remi Holbrook, Oliver Nicolle, Kyan Cubit, Jack Kelly

Tennis Players
Front Row: Lily Bowerman, Neena Fraser, Agnes Nyirahabimana, Andrea Escobar,
Harrison Johnston
2nd Row: Noah Oliver, Sarah Wright, Soloman Kidane, Rose Brophy, Briana Shaji,
3rd Row: Taylah Chick, Lachlan Majchrzak, William Breward, Georgia Nikitaras

3-4 Flippa Ball
Front Row: Poppy Lincoln, Lara Hurd, Joel Richards, Harrison Mallay, Lucy Schiebel,
Sophie Cowen, Sally Quinn
2nd Row: Brody Pettit, Harrison Brown, Jack Gilligan, Priyannika Kumrai, Michael
King, Anisha Thapa
3rd Row: Holly Watson, Danshi Bali, Christian Majchrzak, Jasmin Bailey, Millie Gerard,
Jack Kelly, Lilymay Ward
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5-6 Flippa Ball
Front Row: Oscar McGann, Erin Richards, Ellie Mills, Harrison Johnston
2nd Row: Chloe Tarvydas, Zayne Cooper, Chloe Howells, Lachlan Majchrzak
3rd Row: Mitchell Brown, Brodie Laycock

1-2 Girls Soccer Team
Front Row: Lucia Pasa, Isabella Triffitt-Haney,
2nd Row: Aylah Harrex, Lindsay Stevanovich, Holly Bedelph, Semhar Mesfen, Afsana
Magar

1-2 Boys Soccer Team
Front Row: Harry Wilby 2nd Row: Jacob Hargreaves, Lachlan Braslin, Luke Bromfield,
Benjamin Atkin, Lueth Ateny 3rd Row: Noah Hamilton, Declan Triffitt- Haney, Cooper
Snyman , Jake Waller, Logan Beveridge, Jaxon Chick 4th Row: Cameron Moase, Thomas
King, Casey Turnbull

3-4 Black Netball Team
Front Row: Lucy Johnston, Aurelia Pasa, Gemma Mustchin
2nd Row: Lily McConnon, Priyannika Kumrai, Caitlin Stevanovich

U7 Soccer Team
Front Row: Kane Tran, Sophie Johansen, Chloe Austen, Ryan Johnson
2nd Row: Oliver White, Georgia Kelly, Jordan Bannister, Nicola Kelly, Oscar Pohl, Noah
Reardon

Girls Soccer Team
Front Row: Andrea Escobar, Lucy Zogopoulos, Bianca Russell, Chloe Bone, Samantha
Erends 2nd Row: Priyanka Jibi, Reese Cubit, Irene Acayo, Hawi Bowerman, Sarah
Wright, Jessica Appleby 3rd Row: Sage Krejza, Emily Self, Sophie Cockerill, Chloe
Howells, Montana Wright
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3-4 Girls Soccer Team
Front Row: Grace Fisher, Laura O’Reilly, Melody Gallegos Calderon
2nd Row: Lucy Johnston, Remi Holbrook, Danika Wright, Holly Watson, Lucy Schiebel

U8 Soccer Team
Front Row: Jaxon Chick, Lachlan Clark, Noah Hamilton, Lachlan Braslin
2nd Row: Catherine Lenthall, Marlin Umgeher, Ruby Direen, Lincoln Wojcik, Lindsay
Stevanovich

U9 Soccer Team
Front Row: Jackson Dickson 2nd Row: Gabriel Tichanow, Samuel Anis, Vincent
Anning, Aaliyah Knight 3rd Row: Seth Cockerill, Lucas Krasnicki, Mandela Young,
Mingus Breslin, Jack Austen, Gemma Mustchin

U10 Soccer Team
Front Row: River Collingz 2nd Row: Bryon Shaji, Samuel Cherney, Klay Mustchin,
Mitchell Eiszele, Noah Riddell 3rd Row: Lucas Pyke, Christian Majchrzak, Sam
McKenzie, Xander Roberts, Aidan Rayner, Zac Balmforth, Jack Kelly

U11 Soccer Team
Front Row: Joel Richards, Charlotte Ransley, James Bannister, Yiannis Nikitaras
2nd Row: Joshua McMaster, William Breward, Zayne Cooper, Jonty Zielinski, Lily
McConnon 3rd Row: Harrison Brown, Roshan Khadka, Adrian Bannister (Coach) Jack
Gilligan, Mitchell Green

U12 Soccer Team
Front Row: Oliver Geeves, Noah Oliver, Montana Knight, Jack Burdon
2nd Row: Jack Hurd, Montana Wright, Lachlan Majchrzak, Max Peters, Mitchell
Brown, William Smith
3rd Row: Sarah Wright, Blake Klaffer
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7-10 Swimming Team
Top Row: Chloe Cooper, Thomas Atkinson,
James Foster, Bailey Downham, Harry Guy,
Joshua Allen, Aaron Wilton, Sofie Smith,
Rachel Netherton, Katie Kubach.
Middle Row: Mrs Natalie Davey, Lucy
Appleby, Jacob Tarvydas, Renee Eiszele,
Bella Hannon, Madeline Curtain, Hayley
Curtain, Jack Cassidy, Jake Young, Mr David
Reinbach.
Bottom Row: Bianca Davidson, Brianna
Oates, Kelsea Cano Calderon, Ashley Cano
Calderon, Billie Green, Emmett McShaneGoldsworthy, Katelyn Gallegos Calderon,
Cally Spangler, Ashlee Bresnehan, Hannah
Maw.
7-10 Athletics Team
Back Row: Mr Josh Mackie, Thomas
Atkinson, Abby Musket, Dylan Price, Ryan
Gavan, Riley Wilson, Bradley Atkinson,
Bayley Downham, Samuel Walker, Zeke
Jenkins, Ty Turner, Jacob Steele, Owen Hole,
Thomas Allen, Alec Wilde, Lily Barwick,
Sofie Smith, James Stansbie, Hannah Smith,
Mrs Natalie Davey, Mrs Jessica Palermo, Mr
Cameron Golding.
3rd Row: Mr Aaron Davey, Olivia Smith,
James Foster, Darwin Lashmar, Xanthe
Brouwer, Brianna Oates, Lachlan Pullen,
Max Brideson, Jai Wakefield, Hayley Curtain,
Megan Steele , Bella Hannon, Peter Swan,
Felicia Di Carlo, Alyssa Mustchin, Connor
Fewkes, James Austin, Matilda Watson,
Daniel Nguyen, William Brain.
2nd Row: Emmett McShane Goldsworthy,
Hannah Maw, Annalize Moase, Jackie Van
Lierop, Montanney Walker, Chanel Forster,
Ella, Fitzpatrick, Indianna Brideson, Naomi
Wakefeild, Annalise Ball, Darcey Woolley,
Brandon Oates, Camden Clark, Lily Cox,
Jacob Tarvydas, Ella Triffett, Max Deacon,
Renee Eiszele, Daniel Watkins-Reynolds.
Front Row: Shakirra Cate, Ewan Bacon,
Bianca Davidson, Georgia Enright, Ashley
Cano Calderon, Zachary Holdsworth, Jude
Saavedra , Ethan Medhurst, Laura Ackerley,
Heidi Vucia, Teyah Conley, Jake Young,
Brooke Appleby, Kelsea Cano Calderon.
7-10 Cross Country Team
Back Row: Mr Aaron Davey, James Foster,
Thomas Atkinson, Bayley Downham,
William Banks, Bradley Atkinson, Thomas
Allen, Ryan Gavan, Jacob Steele, Alec Wilde,
Benjamin McRoss, Joshua Allen, Aaron
Wilton, Rachel Netherton.
3rd Row: Byron Lang, Olivia Wiggins,
James Austin, Montana Walker, Brandon
Oates, Max Brideson, Max Deacon, Alyssa
Mustchin, Felicia Di Carlo, Hannah Smith,
Sofie Smith, Liam Cowen, Ella Fitzpatrick,
Shabecah McWhirther
2nd Row: Madeline Curtain, Dylan Branch,
Jessica Curtain, Brianna Oates, Lachlan
Rowlands, Ewan Bacon. Darwin Lashmar,
Hayley Curtain, Megan Steel, Sarah
Fitzpatrick, Annalise Ball, Deegan Lang, Cally
Spangler, Abby Hayden.
Bottom Row: Bianca Davidson, Georgia
Enright, Ashley Cano Calderon, Zachary
Holdsworth, Emmett McShane Goldsworthy,
Shakirra Cate, Teyah Conley, Chanel Forster,
Kelsea Cano Calderon, Jacob Tarvydas, Ethan
Medhurst, Billie Green, Ethan Henderson.
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7-10 All Schools Cross Country Team
Back Row: Brianna Oates, James Foster,
Bradley Atkinson, Joshua Allen, Darwin
Lashmar, Felicia Di Carlo, Mr David
Reinbach.
Front Row: Zachary Holdsworth, Dylan
Branch, Cameron Clarke , Max Deacon,
Sarah Fitzpatrick, Ella Fitzpatrick, Jacob
Tarvydas, Kelsea Cano Calderon, Ashley
Cano Calderon.

7/8 Boys AFL:
Back Row: Jye Wakefield, Liam Harris, Ty
Turner, Kolbi Saltmarsh, Lajon Lorbach,
Liam Cowen.
Middle Row: Xavier Coombs, Martin
Patterson-Haney, Connor Tomlin, Camden
Clark, Mr Aaron Davey, Brandon Oates,
Cameron Clark, John Singson, Harrison
Wells.
Front Row: Logan Nagy, Lachlan Pullen,
Aiden Waller , Zachary Holdsworth,
Lachlan Rowlands, Emmett McShane
Goldsworthy, Ethan Henderson.

9/10 Boys AFL
Back Row: Joshua Howells, Ryan Gavan,
Jacob Steele, Jack Breward, Dylan Price,
Alec Wilde.
Middle Row: William Banks, Zeke Jenkins,
Bradley Atkinson, Mr Aaron Davey
(Coach), Owen Hole, Sebastian Albiston,
Samuel Walker.
Front Row: Ethan Holden, Thomas Allocca,
Thomas Allen, Benjamin McRoss, James
Foster, Darwin Lashmar, Aaron Wilton.
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Girls AFL
Back Row: Kayley Biggar, Perri King,
Hannah Smith, Sofie Smith, Kirrily
Garwood, Sophie Valentine.
Middle Row: Mr Aaron Davey, Amie
Myhowycz, Faith Scotney-Barron, Naomi
Wakefield, Charlotte Lang, Georgie Shaw,
Annalise Ball, Jazmine Bartels , Skye Webb,
Amber Nagy, Mr Josh Mackie.
Front Row: Maggie Carmichael, Lucy
Watson, Brianna Oates, Jasmine Skelly,
Ruffa Abay, Promise Mudzingwa, Cassandra
McLaughlin.

Year 7 Div 1 Maroon Netball
Back Row: Lily Cox, Brooke Applebee, Katelyn Butler, Jackie Van Lierop, Ella Rainbird.
Front Row: Siena Scotney-Barron, Amelie Brouwer, Frankie Stringer, Kelsea CanoCalderon, Shakirra Cate.

Year 7 Div 2 Netball Gold
Top Row: Kate Young, Chloe Ahern.
Bottom Row: Annalee Branch, Matilda Watson, Montana Walker, Oriel Estorninho,
Teyah Conley.

Year 8 Div 1 Netball Maroon
Back Row: Abbie Hayden, Sarah Fitzpatrick, Ella Fitzpatrick, Zoe Appleby.
Front Row: Alyssa Haremza, Angelica Matusewicz, Kasey Nikel, Tannah Bogacz-Cross,
Hayley Martin.

Year 8 Div 2 Netball Gold
Back Row: Maddison Cockerill, Olivia Wiggins.
Front Row: Jasmine Harrington, Annalize Moase, Katelyn Gallegos Calderon, Ella
Triffett, Sarah Fulton.
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Year 10 Div 1 Netball
Back Row: Asta Rowbottom, Kirrily Garwood, Sofie Smith, Brianna Kelleher.
Front Row: Caledonia Atkin, Naomi Wakefield, Faith Scotney-Barron, Lily Barwick,
Grace Jameson.

Year 9 Netball Div 1 Maroon
Back Row: Abby Muskett, Chelsea Jones, Xanthe Brouwer, Kayley Smith.
Front Row: Ashley Cano Calderon, Lucy Appleby, Jessica Shelverton, Ella Mollineaux,
Ashley Eyles.

Year 9 Div 2 Netball Gold
Top Row: Lily Cooper, Isabella Cooke, Mr David Reinbach, Sarah Hawkins, Tara Davey.
front Row: Courtney Doyle, Amber Nagy, Ellysse Eiszele, Noella Irumva, Anita Cleaver.

Girls Netball Firsts
Back Row: Brianna Kelleher, Hayley Curtain, Alyssa Mustchin, Abbey Williams, Olivia
Peters, Mrs Natalie Davey (Coach).
Front Row: Ellie Newland, Brianna Oates, Felicia Di Carlo, Renee Eiszele, Megan Steele.

Year 7 Boys Basketball
Back Row: Tyler Duggan, William Brain
Front Row: Cameron McMaster, Camden Clark, Mr Aaron Davey (Coach), Campbell
Whelan, Ewan Bacon.

Year 7 Girls Basketball:
Back Row: Matilda Watson, Chloe Cooper, Amelie, Brouwer.
Front Row: Janaya Gustas, Jackie Van Lierop, Jazmyn Bartels, Lara O’Neil, Teyah
Conley.
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Girls 7/8 Representative Basketball
Back Row: Perri King, Alyssa Mustchin, Lucy Appleby, Olivia Wiggins.
Front Row: Lucy Watson, Georgie Shaw, Mr Aaron Davey (Co-Coach), Megan Steele,
Lara O’Neil.

Boys 7/8 Representative Basketball
Back Row: Bradley Direen, Luke Jarvis, Mr Bradley Tuffin (Coach), Thomas Atkinson,
Liam Cowen. Front Row: Campbell Whelan, John Singson, Lachlan Pullen, Lachlan
Rowlands, Jude Saavedra.

Year 8 Boys Basketball
Back Row: Luke Jarvis, Mr Josh Mackie (Coach), Huihua Zhang,.
Front Row: Billie Green, Lachlan Rowlands, Dylan Branch, Liam Cowen.

Year 9 Boys Basketball
William Hall, Sebastian Albiston, Jake Carnes.

Boys 9/10 Representative Basketball
Back Row: Joshua Howells, Mr Bradley Tuffin (Coach), Dylan Price.
Front Row: Matthew Sojan, Samuel Walker, Alec Wilde, Alex Wilson, Byron Lang.

Girls 9/10 Representative Basketball
Back Row: Jasmine Skelly, Maggie Baker, Felicia Di Carlo.
Front Row: Georgia Hay, Grace Curtain, Mr Aaron Davey (Coach), Annalise Ball,
Georgia Enright
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Year 9/10 Girls Basketball
Back Row: Ellysse Eiszele, Xanthe Brouwer.
Front Row: Abbi Smith, Holly Mollineaux, Ella Mollineaux, Amie Myhowycz, .

Year 9-10 Boys Basketball
Back Row: Jordan Day, Samuel Walker.
Front Row: Matthew Sojan, Alex Wilson, Byron Lang.

Year 10 Boys Basketball Div 1
Back Row: Joshua Howells, Dylan Price, Jacob Steele, Mr Josh Mackie (Coach)
Front Row: Deegan Lang, Ethan Holden, Alec Wilde, Byron Lang.

Year 10 Boys Basketball Division 2
Back Row: Alec Wilde, Riley Wilson, Mr Josh Mackie (Coach)
Front Row: Bradley Atkinson, Thomas Allen, Cameron White.

Equestrian
Mr Mark Nolan, Neave Schofield.

Girls Hockey
Georgia Amos, Naomi Wakefield, Calyani Smith, Amie Myhowycz.
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7/8 Boys Water Polo:
Back Row: Brandon Oates, William Brain, Ty Turner.
Front Row: Emmett McShane Goldsworthy, Jack Cassidy, Jacob Tarvydas, Harrison
Wells, Jake Young.

9/10 Water Polo
Aaron Wilton, James Foster.

Year 8 Boys Badminton
Jack Lovell, Angelo Gonzales

Year 9 Boys Badminton
Mr Brian Brennan (Coach)
Campbell Wood, Thomas Cornell, Martin Kaczorek, Mathew Sojan, Benjamin Scott

Year 9 Girls Badminton
Back Row: Renee Wiggins, Xanthe Brouwer.
Front Row: Sarah Hawkins, Amelie Brouwer, Ella Mollineaux.

Year 7 Boys Soccer
Back Row: Jye Wakefield, Lajon Lorbach, Connor Fewkes.
Middle Row: Lachlan Kerstan, Michael Gherezgher, Tyler Duggan, David Reinbach
(Coach), Brandon Oates, Jack Cassidy, Harrison Wells.
Front Row: Campbell Whelan, Logan Nagy, Khalil Moutwari, Jake Young, Xavier
Combs, Jack Davie, Riian McConnon.
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7/8 Girls Soccer
Back Row: Melanie Cleland, Kellie Graham, Ella Triffett, Maddison Cockerill, Annalize
Moase, Kasey Nikel. Front Row: Shae Buckland, Sarah Fulton, Frankie Stringer,
Montanna Walker, Macey Cook, Emma Ayebare.

Year 8 Boys Soccer
Back Row: Daniel Watkins- Reynolds, Ryan Jones, Ryan Browning, Thomas Atkinson,
Daniel Nguyen, Max Deacon. Front Row: Angelo Gonzales, Zachary Holdsworth,
Darcey Woolley, Phillip Marley, Emmett McShane-Goldsworthy, Ethan Henderson.

Year 9/10 Girls Soccer
Back Row: Jessica Shelverton, Sophie Valentine, Abby Muskett, Kirrily Garwood,
Xanthe Brouwer, Grace Curtain, Naomi Wakefield.
Front Row: Ashley Cano Calderon, Katelyn Gallegos Calderon, Kelsea Cano Calderon,
Mr Elmer Cano Calderon (Coach), Ruffa Abay, Georgia Enright, Amie Myhowycz.

7-10 Futsal
Back Row: Bayley Downham, Charles Holmes, Zeke Jenkins, Lachlan Bacon.
Front Row: Connor Fewkes, Campbell Rhodes, Gedion Gebrezgabir, Byron Lang,
Hamilton Lashmar.
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7-8 Girls Cricket
Back Row: Ella Triffett, Katelyn Butler , Annalize Moase.
Front Row: Kellie Graham, Lucy Watson, Cassandra McLoughlin, Lily Cox, Amelie
Brouwer.

Grade 9/10 Girls Cricket:
Back Row: Kirrily Garwood, Leah Jones
Front Row: Ellysse Eiszele, Chloe Richardson, Xanthe Brouwer, Ruffa Abay, Naomi
Wakefield

Girls Water Polo
Bella Hannon, Felicia Di Carlo, Rachel Netherton.
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Dominic Old
Scholars Association
The Dominic Old Scholars
Association (DOSA) represents
ex-students from Dominic College
and its forerunners, Boys’ Town, St
John’s, Savio College and Holy Name
School. Dominic College helped
form the group to maintain contact
with Old Scholars and to make it
easier for ex-students to keep in
touch with one another.
Membership is free, and there are no
commitments or rules or compulsory
meetings. DOSA members connect
with each other and the school
community at regular events and
celebrations including the Dominic
College Fair, historical occasions,
class reunions, sports events and the
special DOSA Christmas Eve Mass in
the College Chapel.
DOSA presents all Year 10 students
with a commemorative key-ring at
their Graduation Mass as a symbol of
their induction into the Association.
DOSA sponsors and presents the
Br Peter Dezani Award to the
student who has achieved overall
academic excellence supported by
an active school spirit in leadership,
community service or sports success.
The DOSA Committee is currently
made up of Dominic College
Principal, Ms Beth Gilligan,
Coordinator, Mr Mark Dillon, and
old scholars, Chairman Mr Tony
Webb (1963), Mr John Stevenson
(1957), Ms Maryanne Jackson
(Delany, 1968), Ms Diane Cerritelli
(1971), Ms Leesa Baker (1986) and
Ms Nicole McKay (Glover, 1994).
The Committee would welcome
further volunteers to join them.
The Committee meets every second
month for a meal at the College
while planning events.

Old scholars stay in touch with the College
through our publications, our social media,
our DOSA football team, community
events, reunions and historical celebrations.
Old scholars have visited the school in a
range of roles, from seeking information
about the experiences of their childhood
to helping current students learn about the
past, undergo courses and gain practical
experience of teaching, as well as mentoring
students in their future pathways. They have
also come back here to work, both as part of
the builders and tradesman who have been
extending our facilities, and as teachers and
trainees.

Community events
2016 concluded with the traditional old
scholars Christmas Eve carols, mass and
supper, enjoyed by all, with special thanks
for the organisation and care to Tony Webb
and Diane Cerritelli.
Carols were launched at 9.30pm led by the
beautiful choir with thanks to Ann Loring
at the helm, ably assisted by Tony Gregs on
keyboard.
Fr Peter Rankin SDB celebrated the Mass,
beginning with a candlelight entrance
procession. The special atmosphere and
congregation singing was lovely. During the
Mass, Fr Peter blessed the new Stations of
the Cross in the Chapel and turned on their
back lights for all to appreciate.

College Colours Event
Following on from Dominic College’s
successful regeneration of the annual
Combined Southern Tasmanian
Independent Schools Old Scholars
Associations Committee “College Colours”
cocktail evening in 2015, St Virgil’s Old
Virgillians and Collegiate old girls co-hosted
the event in 2016 at GYC’s Hobart campus,
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in the old St Virgil’s boarding dining room.

International Women’s and Men’s
Days
These two days are very significant events on
the annual College Calendar, and are now
a traditional opportunity for old scholars
to meet and listen to a special old scholar,
as well as joining with current students and
parents. This year, our special guests were Dr
Naomi Tomlinson (1995) for the Women’s
Breakfast in February, and Professor James
Vickers (1981) for the Men’s Breakfast in
November.

Hall of Achievement
Ceremony 2017
Four more distinguished old scholars were
awarded a trophy and certificate, and
inducted into the Dominic College Hall of
Achievement 24 February in a whole school
ceremony held in the Savio Centre.
• Fr Denis Allen, Boys’ Town 1947-1950 Human Spirit
• Dr Ian McShane, Savio College and
Dominic College 1969-1974 - Academia
• Dr Olivia Rundle, Dominic College 19861991 - Academia
• Dr Karen Westwood, Dominic College
1983-1986 - Academia
Each recipient also received a special limited
edition framed print of a painting of Boys’
Town tower and landscape. Congratulations
to Fr Denis Allen, Dr Ian McShane, Dr
Karen Westwood and Dr Olivia Rundle, on
their induction into Dominic College’s Hall
of Achievement.
The inductees have joined the previous
Hall of Achievement members, whose
accomplishments are significant and varied
across many fields. You can read more on

Left to right: Leesa Baker, Maryanne Delaney, Tony Webb and Beth Gilligan at the College Colours function. Fr Denis Allen, Dr Ian McShane, Dr Olivia
Rundle and Dr Karen Westwood cut their commemorative Hall of Achievement cake. Old scholars and friends attend the Christmas Eve Carols and Mass in
the College Chapel, with the new Stations of the Cross in the background. Anne Loring and Tom Jarvis catching up. Brendan Bannister and Michael Tong
Lee also in Grantleigh after the Mass. The Class of 2007 reunion in October. The Class of 1977 reunion out the front of Grantleigh. At the old scholars wine
and beer stall in the College Fair: Diane Cerritelli, Leesa Baker, Clinton Baker, John Stevenson and Tony Webb.

each of these old scholars on our Hall of
Achievement web page in the Community
section of our website, including biographies
of each individual as composed at the time
of their award.
Our 2017 ceremony was held before the
assembled Year 5-10 students and staff, and a
large group of special guests including family
and friends of the inductees as well as a range
of earlier Hall of Achievement members.
The 2017 ceremony forged a strong bond
between old scholars, students and honoured
recipients. Mr Tony Webb, Chairman of the
Dominic Old Scholars Association (DOSA)
committee, presided over the ceremony, with
dash.
Prayers and welcome, introductions and
acknowledgements were conducted by
student leaders. Each of the four honoured
old scholars was presented to the school
assembly and made a significant speech to
the students about their lives and the way
the College helped shape them.

Significant retirements
At the end of this year, Mr Paul Williams
and Mrs Janine O’Hea will retire from
teaching. Significant school and community
celebrations commemorating their lifetime
of service to Catholic education, and
especially to Dominic College, are scheduled.

Reunions and visitors
We enjoyed a number of visits from some
significant old scholars including Ross
Martin (Boys’ Town 1949-1952), Stefan Le
Mottee (1987), Andrew Casey (1989) and
Les McGuire (1946, 1949-53).
We were able to have four Boys’ Town
old scholars, Peter Allsopp, Peter Hawtin,
Michael Harvey and Frank Lewis speak to
our Year 10 students about child migration
and their experiences of the 1950s. We were

able to assist a variety of old scholars with
copies of records for their research.
Reunions of the Year 10 classes of 1977,
1987 and 2007 were held. DOSA supported
the College Community Fair and were
present for graduation ceremonies for the
Class of 2017. Mr Tony Webb extends an
invitation to all to attend the Old Scholars
Christmas Eve Mass in the College Chapel
from 9.30pm 24 December.

Contacts
Membership of the Dominic Old Scholars
Association is free and without obligation.
Our annual magazine Veritas, is posted to
those whose addresses are held. Old scholars
are invited to stay in touch with our news by
visiting our College website, and by liking
and following us on Facebook. Old scholars
can register their details at
www.dominic.tas.edu.au/community/
dominic-old-scholarsassociation/updatedetails or by email to
oldscholars@dominic.tas.edu.au
Mark Dillon, Old Scholars Coordinator

Above, left to right: Old scholar debutants in round one, Damon Curtain, Lucas
Henderson, Owen Arrowsmith and Trent Henderson. Justin and Laura Veitch. Trent
and Lucas Henderson with Beth Gilligan. James Cerritelli with his father Anthony.
Opposite: Brendan Loveless breaks Tom Jarvis’ games record for DOSA Football.
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DOSA Football Club report
place. In addition, several boys who had
played a lot of reserves footy stepped up
this year to lock in spots in the senior team,
which has been a real positive.
In light of the circumstances which faced us
in the off season, we consider that for both
sides to finish the home and away season on
top of the ladder was a solid achievement.

Although both sides fell short of
premierships in 2017, I am certain that we
have a great club, and are heading in the
right direction.
At the end of 2016 we assessed our list and
concluded that we needed to rejuvenate. The
loss of Association Best and Fairest winner
Michael Fisher to the TSL and a few other
senior players to retirement also forced us
to consider the direction in which we were
heading.
We were excited when Justin Veitch
recommitted to the role of Senior Coach and
when we secured the services of TSL players
Jake Briggs and Gareth Delaney to support
him as assistant coaches.
Jake has been arguably our most consistent
player this year, and although Gareth has
battled injury, his experience and insight off
the field has been a great asset.
We also appointed Aaron Davey to return
to the role of Reserves Coach (having
previously coached our reserves to the 2012
premiership), hoping he could call upon his
links to Dominic College to encourage some
old scholars to the Club.
The arrival of teenagers Damon Curtain,
Liam Wakefield, Josh Roberts, Daniel
Warwarek, Owen Arrowsmith, Ben and Josh
Glancy and Trent and Lucas Henderson has
added a refreshing perspective around the

We also celebrated a major milestone for
the club in Round 1. Club legend Brendan
“Snowy” Loveless broke the great Tom Jarvis’
longstanding games record of 362 games.
This was a fitting achievement for a club
stalwart who has been a tireless contributor
on and off the field for over 20 years.
As with any volunteer organisation we could
not operate without the tireless efforts of our
volunteers and I wish to extend a heartfelt
thankyou to those who have assisted in
2017.
I would particularly like to thank our
committee, namely Vice presidents Cameron
Golding and Brendan Loveless, Secretary
Hayley Absolom, Treasurer Kat Carroll,
Patrick Carroll, Elizabeth Loveless, Todd
Curtain, Tim Golding and Michael Pace.
An extra special mention to Hayley Absolom
and Scott Bryan for their tireless work
running our canteen, Gary Absolom and
Scott Ewington for looking after our bars on
game day, Mick Golding and Mick Glancy
for holding down the match managers roles,
Jack Golding for escorting the umpires each
week, Rodney Ferguson and David Bishop
for their time keeping roles.
Finally, a mention to my lovely and patient
wife Kelly (and our kids), and to all the
WAGS, for the support and tolerance
throughout the year.
I would like to thank the coaching staff,
particularly Justin and Aaron for running a
professional program this year, and to the
trainers, Chris and Ritson, thanks for your
efforts.

As you may have heard, Justin Veitch has
put the club before his own ambitions to
allow Jake Briggs to take over the senior
coaching role in 2018. I know this was not
an easy decision for Justin to make, or for us
as a board to accept, but it is indicative of
the type of person Justin is, and Justin has
agreed to keep playing so we are happy he
has chosen to stay with DOSA.
Justin has exemplified the Rooster Spirit over
the last two years and we cannot thank him
enough for his contribution as custodian
of the senior coaching position during that
time. Up the little red rooster!
Mr Luke Golding, DOSA Football Club
President
Some of the highlights of the awards presented at
the DOSA Best & Fairest Dinner:

Bro Peter Dezani Medallion Senior Best
and Fairest: Mitch Reeve
Dooley Family Medallion Reserves Best
and Fairest: Lucas Henderson
Wayne Olding Trophy Senior Leading
Goal Kicker: Jake Briggs
Tom Jarvis Trophy Reserves Leading Goal
Kicker: Grant Wakefield
BJ Maxwell Senior Coaches Trophy:
Brendan Midson
BA Smith Reserves Coaches Trophy:
Joe Doyle
Ty Bennet Memorial Trophy Best First
Year Player: Jake Briggs
Andrew Dillon Memorial Trophy Most
Tenacious Reserves: Trent Henderson
Bill Caplice Memorial Trophy
Outstanding Achievement: Brendan
Loveless
Curtain Family Presidents Trophy:
Michael Golding
Whitmore Family Trophy Best Club
Man: Scott Bryan
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Capital Development
Creative Arts Project
A contribution of $450,000 towards our
Creative Arts Project was approved by
the Capital Projects Committee and the
Department of Education and Training in
2016 which has enabled us to both start
building works in January 2017 and have the
project completed by the end of the 2017
school year. This facility will be officially
opened in 2018 with classes scheduled in the
new facility from the start of Term 1 2018.
The Creative Arts Project will provide
students with two new fine arts classrooms,
two new sound proof music classrooms,
a new creative studio, seven new practice
rooms with adjoining recording room, print
making room, a new courtyard, an outdoor
walkway and improvements to the adjacent
landscaping.
To complement this new space, we have
also invested in new furniture, high grade
sound and audio recording equipment, and a
selection of new instruments so that we can
expand our music instrumental program into
Years 5 and 6.
Completion of the project will enable
the centralisation of creative arts facilities
allowing all K-10 creative arts subjects
to be taught from the one location and
ensure all students benefit from the capital
project. This is a very exciting project that
will significantly boost the quality of the
College’s creative arts facilities.

Playground Development
The College was successful in gaining a grant
from the Tasmanian Community Fund
as a contribution towards the installation
of Stage 1 of the new K-6 playground on
the edge of the main oval. We are very
thankful for Tasmanian Community Fund
for giving us the opportunity to provide our
Dominic College students and also the wider

community with this new play space. The
first stage was completed in January 2017
and was ready for use by our students when
they returned at the start of Term 1. This
included the installation of swings, a large
climbing net and rubberised soft fall.
Our Dominic College Parents & Friends had
also raised significant funds which enabled
us to complete Stage 2 of the playground
project before the end of Term 4. The
additional playground items installed as part
of Stage 2 included a Galaxy Alderbaran,
two slides, supernova, two spinner bowls
and additional rubberised soft fall. The
completion of Stage 2 has considerably
expanded the current structured play spaces
for our students providing them with access
to exciting contemporary and innovative
playground equipment when onsite at the
College.
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Animal Husbandry Program
In 2016 we decided to expand the
Science faculty by introducing an animal
husbandry program for our students. The
development of this program has required
the transformation of an underutilised
area outside the science laboratories into a
mini-farm capable of housing goats, sheep,
alpacas, cows, donkeys and a pony. We have
also transformed two sheds that were being
used for storage into homes for our prize
winning chickens, rabbits and guinea pigs.
These changes have created an area that is
now full of life and interesting educational
learning opportunities for our students, plus
it is a fun place for our younger students to
come and interact with the animals.
Dylan Chivers, Chief Financial and
Operations Officer

Opposite: Students enjoy the view from the new climbing frame. Above, left to right: The year has seen the new Creative Arts facilities grow from conception
to major construction and soon to be completion. Business Office staff. The major expansion of our playground equipment has been much appreciated by
students. All students have been able to learn about our animals in the new Animal Husbandry development. Property team members, Darren Lonergan, Ian
Buckley and volunteer, Peter Allsopp erecting marquees for the Fair. The eLearning team.

Parents and Friends
With the wonderful support of the P&F
Committee and the school community, the
Dominic College Parents & Friends has had
a prosperous and productive year. It always
amazes me what a small, dedicated group of
people can do when they are willing to make
their child’s educational experience just that
little bit easier and more enjoyable.
This is what I feel the essence of volunteering
at Dominic College and being a part of the
P&F Community is really all about. The
P&F are more than just a group of parents
getting together once a month to discuss
fundraising opportunities, listen to guest
speakers and exchange ideas. We are a voice
for the community and living proof to our
children that volunteering in any capacity is
a worthwhile and amazing experience.
We know there is always something else we
could be doing rather than attending P&F
or Fair meetings, cooking a sausage sizzle or
wrapping gifts for the Easter Raffle but in
the end it comes down to making a choice
- that we care about our children, their
education and giving them opportunities to
make a difference in the community. Being
part of the P&F is our chance to make a
difference.
I would like to thank Anne Lacy for being
my Vice President this year. Her advice,
support and bargain hunting skills have
been invaluable to me and I could not have
gotten through this year without her by my
side. I would also like to thank Christine
Smith for stepping up again to be our
Secretary. Dedicated General Committee
members who have assisted this year are Pam
Cosker, Sharon Cook, Sharyn Majchrzak,
Leesa Baker and Mary Moase.
If it was not for your hard work, enthusiasm
and dedication we would not have a P&F
Community.

Our main fundraising events this year
included the very successful Easter Raffle,
the K-6 Spooky Disco, Mother’s and Father’s
Day Raffles and finally our Community
Fair. We have also organised our well loved
Mother’s and Father’s Day stalls, Pyjama
Day, the Sports Day BBQ and the Family
Photo Day. We also ran a canteen for the
inaugural Music and Dance Showcase which
was a fantastic night and a very successful
new venture.
The K-6 Spooky Disco was also a special
night. There were lots of amazing costumes,
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the tuckshop was a hit with all students and
the addition of glow sticks and finger lights
made for a fantastic atmosphere in each
disco.
The additions of a Mother’s and Father’s
Day raffle were well supported by the school
community and will hopefully be back next
year with some new prizes.
Our major achievement in the last
12 months has been the design and
installation of the second stage of the K-6
Playground. The first stage went in as a

Opposite page, P&F Community Fair volunteers did a great job getting everything ready. This page, left to right: The Dominic College P&F organised many
activities and fundraisers throughout the year, including the big Easter Raffle, the Spooky Disco, the Mother’s Day stall and the canteen at the Dominic
College Music and Dance Showcase. Attractions at the Fair included mini-jeeps, the Gee-Whizzer ride and the ever popular Chocolate Wheel, hand-made
by the Magone students of 2016.
Overleaf: Rohan and Jack battle out in Sumo Suits, our delicious nachos stand and the SYDC Treasure Island buried treasure hunt.

partnership between the College and the
Tas Community Fund last year but Stage
2 was entirely funded by the wonderful
parents of the school community. We have
installed a new Climbing Frame, two slides,
a Supernova and two spinner bowls and we
can’t wait to see all the students using and
enjoying the equipment.
We have also spent $10,000 to furnish the
Library hub with bean bags, chairs, outdoor
seating and cushions which will make it a
relaxing, comfortable and vibrant space.
Other achievements include new Sandpit
toys for K-2 and wet weather board games
and activities for K-10 including new table
tennis equipment for the Rua Hub.
We also put aside some funds each year to
help with the sponsorship of the Dominic
College awards, our annual donation to the
Sister Athanasius Fund, end-of-year icypoles
for all K-9 students, Christmas craft funds
for K-6 students and much more.
Our Fair Committee, made up of Nicola
Rayner, Anne Lacy, Christine Smith,
Sharyn Majchrzak, Pam Cosker and Sharon
Cook, deserve high commendation for
their dedication, hard work and hours
of organisation that went into this year’s
Community Fair.
The weather forecast predicted
thunderstorms, constant rain and hail but
the whole school community still turned out
in droves to support the event and the day
was a great success.
We had a great mix of old favourites like
Lucky Jars, Showbags, Chocolate Wheel,
Snow cones and Fairy floss as well as some
new entertainment and food stalls including
Blazer Mini Jeeps, Fishcare, Aldi Mini Roos,
Hot Dogs, Popcorn and Badge Making. The
Animal Husbandry Petting zoo was very

popular and a fabulous opportunity for Jane
Myers and her students to showcase their
diverse range of animals.
The addition of a trailer as first prize on
the Fair raffle was a fabulous idea by the
Committee and resulted in our most
profitable Fair Raffle in recent years.
Thank you to the Maintenance team for all
their hard work with both set up and pack
up on Fair Day and to all the volunteers,
teachers, office staff and students who make
the Community Fair a highlight of the
school year.
The Parents & Friends AGM will be held
at our first meeting in February 2018 and I
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would encourage all parents, grandparents
and carers to think about being part of
this amazing dynamic group. Everyone is
welcome to attend a meeting or volunteer at
one of our yearly events as any involvement
you can give makes a lasting impact.
Thanks again to everyone who have
supported the P&F this year whether it
was through participation, donations or
volunteering your precious family time and I
hope to see you all in 2018 for another great
year!
Mrs Nicola Rayner, Parents & Friends
Community President 2017
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Mrs Frances Archer

Mrs Belinda Atkinson

Ms Anna Attuoni

Mr Clinton Baker

Mrs Jacalyn Baker

Mr Daniel Bellinger

Mr Brian Brennan

Miss Jessica Brownrigg

Mr Ian Buckley

Mr Rodney Butterworth

Mrs Kathleen Caplice

Mr Warwick Cardamatis

Fr Nick Castelyns SDB

Ms Anna Cazaly

Mr Dylan Chivers

Mrs Patricia Claridge

Mrs Patricia Coad

Ms Sue-Ellen Cunningham

Mr Aaron Davey

Mrs Natalie Davey

Mr Ian Davidson

Mrs Veronica Davoren

Mrs Natalie Diprose

Mrs Christine Donnelly

Mrs Linda Douglas

Mrs Nanette Dowling

Mrs Jane Doyle

Ms Audrey Durbridge

Miss Kiera Farr

Mrs Ganga Fraser

Mr Benjamin Fulton

Ms Beth Gilligan

Mr Cameron Golding
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Ms Beth Graham

Mrs Deborah Gray

Mrs Angela Gurney

Mrs Michele Guy

Miss Jane Gysen

Mr Graeme Harris

Miss Leesa Harrison

Mrs Roslyn Hawkins

Mrs Samantha Healy

Miss Katherine Hewitt

Mrs April Hooper

Mrs Catherine Howells

Mrs Joanna Jeffery

Mrs Annie Jordan

Mrs Hayley Joyce

Mrs Jane Kilpatrick

Mrs Selina Kinne

Mr Martin Kress

Mrs Belinda Kumashiro

Ms Sunita Kumrai

Mrs Kate Le Rossignol

Mr Darren Lonergan

Mrs Allison Lowe

Mr Joshua Mackie

Mr Rocco Mangione

Mrs Janet Marcenko

Miss Lisa McConnon

Ms Therese McDevitt

Mrs Bradi McGee

Miss Patricia Meaney

Miss Nicole Millikan

Mr Joseph Moore

Br Michael Morrow SDB

Ms Barbara Moulton

Ms Jane Myers

Mrs Sally Napthali
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Mr Mark Nolan

Mrs Charmienne O’Brien

Mr Michael O’Brien

Ms Michelle O’Grady

Mrs Janine O’Hea

Mr Frederick O’Leary

Mrs Sonia O’Leary

Ms Tyler O’Neill

Ms Alexandra Olejniczak

Mrs Amanda Page

Mrs Jessica Palermo

Mr Bradley Parkin

Miss Jacinta Pearce

Mr Andrew Pritchard

Mrs Danielle Pullen

Mrs Colleen Ralph

Mr David Reinbach

Mrs Margaret Rootes

Mrs Kim Salter

Mrs Judith Scaife

Ms Ruth Scanlon

Mr Martin Smith

Miss Stephanie Stacey

Mrs Olivia Stephen

Mrs Rosemary Street

Mr Robert Sullivan

Mrs Dora Swan

Mr Timothy Swan

Mr Matthew Taylor

Miss Christina Venettacci

Mr Michael Voss

Mr Paul Williams

Mr Christopher Wright
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Ruffa Abay
Pastoral Group: V2
Started at Dominic College: 8
Favourite moments: Thank you to the three
teachers who have made a difference in my overall
academic improvement, Mrs Fraser, Mr Harris
and Mr Nolan. Although they all teach different
subjects, they have one thing in common: they
care and go out of their way for each student.
Mrs Fraser has made a huge impact in my school
life and she is definitely most caring. I’d also like
to thank Mr Wright, Mr Davey, Mr Mackie,
Ms Myers and Ms Olejniczak for supporting all
students and being so benevolent.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to go to university for
either forensic studies or outdoor ed teaching. I
also would love to travel to Fiji and Bali. I hope
to become a good role model for the younger
generation.
Favorite Quote: Saturdays are for the girls. Ruffa
Abay

Thomas Allen
Pastoral Group: G2
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: I am grateful for making
lifelong friends. I have enjoyed coming to school
everyday, meeting new people and trying new
things. Without the help of Mr Williams, Mr
Reinbach, Mrs Jeffery, Ms Olejniczak and Mr
Davey for pushing me out of my comfort zone, I
don’t know what I’d be like today.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to stay happy and
healthy during the future
Favorite Quote: It is what it is. It was what it
was. It will be what it will be. Don’t stress it.
livelifehappy.com

Sophie Ackerley
Pastoral Group:
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: I know it may seem school
is not my most favorite thing in the world, I
wouldn’t trade it for anything. I’m most grateful
for the people I got to know and who I now
consider my friends, the activities I was able to
contribute in and the things I was taught. Thank
you to the students and teachers for making
my school experience a great one and very
memorable.
Ambitions or goals: I honestly don’t have any
goals just yet. At first I wanted to be a movie
expert and still do, but I don’t think it’ll work out,
but hey, there’s still time.
Favorite Quote: My favorite quote would have to
be ‘To live by truth and justice’ because it shows
that the students at this school are loyal and
trustworthy.

Thomas Allocca
Pastoral Group: B5
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: I am grateful to Dominic
College for the education they have given me
and helping me overcome difficulties in school. I
would like to thank all the teachers for helping me
and making me the person I am today. Without
Mr Davey, Mr O’Leary, Mrs Le Rossignol and
many other teachers I wouldn’t know where I
would be today. And a special mention to Mr
O’Brien for putting up with me for the last 4
years in Homeroom. I couldn’t do it without him.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to finish school and
become an apprentice builder, becoming a fully
qualified builder. I would like to join the Army
reserves as a rifle man or engineer technician.
Favorite Quote: When you walk up to
opportunity’s door... Don’t knock it. Kick it in,
smile and introduce yourself. Dwayne Johnson

Bailee Adams
Pastoral Group: G2
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: My highlights are the
experiences: the chance to experience the SATIS
athletics carnival, playing Volleyball for the school
and winning the championships with my friends,
entering a film into the Mystate Film Festival and
to learn how to surf, kayak, rock-climb and more.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to complete all my
subjects with good grades, study law to became
part of the police department. I have a dream to
be able to travel and enjoy life.
Favorite Quote: F.E.A.R has two meanings,
Forget Everything And Run or Face Everything
And Rise. The choice is yours.

Rosaline Alo
Pastoral Group: V1
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: Year 10 Japan Trip was a
highlight, as well as the 2016 and 2017 Japanese
Speech contests. I have enjoyed the Adventure
Rec excursions, performing in Midsummer
Night’s Dream, Women’s Day breakfasts, school
assemblies and Creative Arts Festivals. Very special
has also been Taiko Drumming and making
lifelong friendships, being taught by Miss Hewitt,
Kumashiro Sensei and all of the other amazing
teachers who continue to inspire me.
Ambitions or goals: To travel the world and study
abroad.
Favorite Quote: Darkness cannot drive out
darkness; only light can do that. Hate cannot
drive out hate; only love can do that. Martin
Luther King Jr

Joshua Allen
Pastoral Group: G2
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: Athletics carnivals, adventure
rec and athletic development are the best
memories; as well as just mucking around with
mates at lunch.
Ambitions or goals: To travel.
Favorite Quote: L.I.T. Danielle Bregoli

Caledonia Atkin
Pastoral Group: G1
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: I am so grateful to everyone
at Dominic College and how they have affected
my life over the 4 years. My friends have given me
amazing support and have made the experience
even greater. I have achieved so much and want
to thank everyone who helped me. I want to give
a special thanks to Mr Kress for making me enjoy
English a lot more than I have in previous years.
I would also like this opportunity to tell everyone
that school is what you make of it, there is no
point stressing and feeling down about what really
isn’t going to affect you in the future, so make
every day interesting and enjoy every last bit!
Ambitions or goals: I hope to go to university and
study to become a teacher and/or psychologist.
I would love to travel and experience different
cultures.
Favorite Quote: The darkest nights, produce the
brightest stars. John Green
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Bradley Atkinson
Pastoral Group: B3
Started at Dominic College: 4
Favourite moments: I’m grateful for all the
sporting opportunities we are offered and
the amount of effort the teachers and sports
coordinators put into the carnivals. I’m proud of
my friends for all making it to the end of Year 10
and creating great memories.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to complete Year 12
and get a job in landscaping and hopefully in 10
years time, own my own business.
Favorite Quote: Who’s more foolish the fool, or
the fool who follows him? Obi-wan

Will Banks
Pastoral Group: S5
Started at Dominic College: 6
Favourite moments: Thanks Mr Harris for making
Maths good.
Ambitions or goals: When I leave school I hope to
get an apprenticeship in greens-keeping. I would
like to start in Tasmania and then hopefully get
more of an opportunity on the mainland.
Favorite Quote: Just because my path is different
doesn’t mean I’m lost. Gerard Abrams

Annalise Ball
Pastoral Group: S2
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: Firstly I would like to
especially thank Mrs Fraser, Mrs Kumrai,
Mr Davey, Miss Brownrigg and Mr Kress for
encouraging and supporting me in every aspect
of my schooling. Also to the class of 2017,
who have made it through mainly the ups and
the occasional downs. Two highlights would
be travelling to the Northern Territory and
taking part in the Year 9 Rite Journey; in both
experiences I created strong friendships and in
doing so I discovered a lot about myself. The most
significant moments that I’ve had at Dominic
would be the days that I presented my College
Captain and House Captaincy speeches. On
both days not only did I feel proud of what I had
achieved, but I felt like I truly belonged. I have
few regrets of my journey through Dominic,
I only wish I could’ve done more and that I
didn’t have to go so soon. I will never forget the
feeling of belonging I will forever be a part of the
Dominic College community.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to go to university to
study something I enjoy that will lead me into
a career. I wish to take road trips around our
country. Also to travel beyond Australia’s shores,
exploring different cultures and environments,
whilst helping out in disadvantaged communities.
Favorite Quote: Always remember, your focus
determines your reality. George Lucas

Lily Barwick
Pastoral Group: B1
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: My greatest highlight have
to be the Northern Territory trip in Year 9. It
was the best experience by far, I made so many
new friends and had so many new experiences. I
have been incredibly lucky to be at school with so
many great people and teachers. Special mention
to Mr Davey who has pushed me to always do my
best and to Mrs Davey and Miss Brownrigg for all
the support they have given my friends and I to
get through this year together. I am very grateful
for all of the opportunities Dominic has been able
to give me, especially Adventure Recreation last
year. Huge thank you to Mr Mackie for pushing
me. The friendships I have made at Dominic are
ones I won’t forget.
Ambitions or goals: My ambition is to successfully
complete year 11 and 12, then complete an
animal studies VET course and continue on into
the animal industry doing something I love or
going into the police force. I also wish to travel
the world.
Favorite Quote: Spend a little more time trying to
make something of yourself and a little less time
trying to impress people. Breakfast Club

Lauren Banks
Pastoral Group: B2
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: I have been given many
opportunities which have made my time so
enjoyable. The friendships I will have for a
lifetime along with the memories I have created.
I am grateful for all of the experiences. Thanks
to Mr Davey, Mrs Davey and Ms Brownrigg for
being there for me each day andis going the extra
mile. I appreciate it.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to continue on further
to university, being successful in whatever path I
choose to follow.
Favorite Quote: Put a bit more mayo on it.
Unknown

Josephine Beeton
Pastoral Group:
Started at Dominic College: 9
Favourite moments: Dominic College is the most
welcoming school I have been in. The moment I
set foot in class there was someone who invited
me to sit in their group. Everyone made sure I was
fitting in just nicely. All the teachers I had made
sure I understood my work and got it in on time.
Ambitions or goals: I plan to become an animator
and sell my art.
Favorite Quote: Stop looking for happiness in the
same place you lost it.
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Flynne Bessell
Pastoral Group: S2
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: Dominic College has
provided me with some incredible connections.
The friendships I’ve made and the amazing people
I’ve met, endless opportunities I’ve been given. Ms
Durbridge and Mr Cardamatis were my favorite
teachers at Dominic. They encouraged and helped
me to strive to do my best. Mr Davey is a very
honourable mention also, he has helped me get
through my years at Dominic, being one of the
kindest and most supportive teachers I’ve ever
had. I have met so many amazing people at this
school, and the friendships that have developed
here will last a lifetime.
Ambitions or goals: I am extremely passionate
about helping others, I would love to go to
university to study Nursing or work my way into
the Police Force.
Favorite Quote: Never Feel Guilty For Starting
Again. Rupi Kaur

Jack Breward
Pastoral Group: S3
Started at Dominic College: 4
Favourite moments: Relay for Life, Year 7 &
8 camps, Rite Journey, playing AFL, Cricket,
Basketball, and Touch football for the school.
Also participating in Tournament of Minds,
Brain Bee Challenge, Da Vinci Decathlon, and
leadership conferences. A major highlight for me
was the Northern Territory trip and the memories
and friendships made. I’d like to thank Miss
Brownrigg, Mr Davey, Mr Pritchard, Miss Farr,
Mr Mackie, and Mr Golding for the life lessons
they have taught me and for all the banter. Thanks
to Mr Mangione and Mr Butterworth for four
great years in the workshop. Cheers to the boys
for the wicked memories.
Ambitions or goals: I will complete VET
Engineering in College. I will go on to own
my own business, or businesses, to keep life
interesting. I will go back to the NT with
mates from the trip and take more time to take
everything in and do and see more of what I
want.
Favorite Quote: Brewy Sinks Cans.

Lukas Bird
Pastoral Group: V3
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: My highlights are the people
I have met and the teachers who have supported
me throughout my journey. The best memory I
have here is doing all the drama productions as
they express the best parts of being at Dominic.
I met new friends, learned new skills and was
praised for the hard work that I put into each
production.
Ambitions or goals: I want to go to University of
Melbourne and get my Bachelor of Arts and if
I get lucky with an audition I want to become
an actor.
Favorite Quote: Do or do not, there is no try.
Yoda, Star Wars

Indy Brideson
Pastoral Group: V2
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: My Mathematics and Science
teachers have had the most impact. Mr Harris, Ms
Kumrai, and Ms Myers really helped nourish my
love for Maths and Science; thank you for helping
me reach my potential. I was very fortunate to
have Mr Wright as my House Coordinator; thank
you for your kindness and continued support. LJ
at lunch time was a highlight but certainly not an
achievement; I am terrible at basketball.
Ambitions or goals: I will throw Discus at the
Olympic Games. I wish to study medicine at
UTAS and later specialise in anaesthetics.
Favorite Quote: Where do I get my pizza from?
Mr Kress

Breanna Brennan
Pastoral Group: V2
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: One of my biggest highlights
at Dominic College is making amazing friends
and how they have supported and helped me. I’m
grateful for all the teachers who have taught me,
and the ones who have made my time here fun.
I also love the teachers who tried so hard to be
funny, and made me laugh because their jokes are
so bad. (Mr Parkin) Dominic College has been
an amazing experience, I’m glad that I had the
chance to come to this school.
Ambitions or goals: My ambitions are to go to
university, to travel and explore new places.
Favorite Quote: The best preparation for
tomorrow is doing your best today. H. Jackson
Brown, Jr.

William Burden
Pastoral Group: B1
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: Every aspect of Dominic is
great: the people, sports, Houses, friends and most
importantly Rachel Netherton who has and will
continue to play a huge part in my life. All these
things have helped me get to where I am today
and the goals I have achieved and the person I
am today.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to complete an
apprenticeship as a diesel mechanic . Effort and
work is everything once I have achieved this goal
I hope to have a home and one day have a family
of my own.
Favorite Quote: I never dream about success; I
work for it.

Megan Brennan
Pastoral Group: V1
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: My time at Dominic College
has been memorable, filled with excitement and
love. I have had so many amazing experiences
here I never dreamed possible; and from these I
have learnt so much. I would like to mention Mr
Wright, for all the support and guidance, he made
life at Dominic full of fun and positivity. Dominic
College has given me the courage to chase my
dreams; I cannot express how grateful I am to
everyone who supported me. I will definitely
never forget Dominic College.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to go to university and
study Medical Research and Surgery. I want to
also travel and volunteer to help those in need.
Favorite Quote: Sometimes you will never know
the value of a moment until it becomes a memory.
Theodor Seuss Geisel

Maggie Carmichael
Pastoral Group: S5
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: My life at Dominic College
from Kinder Mice to Year 10 has made me who I
am today. DC has taught me to love, work hard
and to make the most of any situation; I’ve made
friends here I never want to lose. My highlights
at Dominic College were definitely Adventure
Recreation in Year 9. I learnt so much from the
experiences, I learnt to venture out of my comfort
zone and do things that make me happy. I want
to thank Mr Mackie for being my homeroom
teacher, my footy coach, my PE teacher and my
Adventure Rec. teacher.
Ambitions or goals: My ambition is to travel and
explore the world I live in; I want to then study
something in the medical field, I am not sure
what yet.
Favorite Quote: Be fearless in pursuit of what sets
your soul on fire. Unknown
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Mikayla Carnes
Pastoral Group: B1
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: The past 12 years at Dominic
have honestly flown right by, I have so many
amazing memories and life long friends. Going
to the Sports Carnivals, Feast Days, Relay for Life
(2017), joining clubs and making new friends
were the highlights. I have had many ups and
downs during my time here and I want to thank
all of my past teachers for supporting me during
the tough times; without you all I wouldn’t be the
person I am today.
Ambitions or goals: I hope I go well in college, so
I can go ahead to University. But I would like to
have a gap year and travel around the world.
Favorite Quote: For every dark night, there’s a
brighter day. Tupac Shakur

Alexander Cleland
Pastoral Group:
Started at Dominic College: 4
Favourite moments: The person who made the
greatest impact on me was my Empower and
Athletic Development teacher, Mr Davey. He
always listened and was supportive of what I
needed and tried to help me wherever he could,
showing me that it only takes one person to make
a positive difference in someone’s life. I made
some great lasting friendships at Dominic and
I was the person my friends came to for advice
or when they just needed someone to talk to.
My favourite subjects were Maths, Athletic
Development and Science.
Ambitions or goals: My ambition is to become a
veterinarian or a zoologist.
Favorite Quote: God placed the best things in life
on the other side of terror, on the other side of
your maximum fear are all of the best things in
life. Will Smith

Melanie Casboult
Pastoral Group: G2
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: I am very grateful for
everything. My favourite highlights are all the
singing and performances and being able to be a
part of the new Animal Husbandry elective. I have
gained so much confidence and done so many
things that have let me grow as person. Two of
the teachers who have made Dominic amazing
and have pushed me outside my comfort zone are
Miss Hewitt and Ms Myers so I would just thank
them for everything they have done. I have made
so many good memories and I have met so many
valuable friends. I just want to thank everyone for
making the school such a happy place to be.
Ambitions or goals: I would love to go to
University so that I can become a Primary School
teacher. I also hope to own a pony later in my
life so that I can continue learning about and
from them. I also hope to one day be singing in
a musical.
Favorite Quote: The biggest adventure is to live
the life of your dreams. Oprah Winfrey

Kalia Combs
Pastoral Group: S3
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: I have had countless
experiences I will treasure forever. Some of
these include the Northern Territory trip, both
OzBosco trips, the MUNA weekend and being
a part of SYDC. I am extremely grateful for all
the friends I have made, a special mention to
Stress 3, the best homeroom friends anyone could
have, and for the teachers who have supported
me. Particularly to Mrs Kumrai for helping me
to get through Methods, to Mr Swan for always
believing in me, and encouraging me to do my
best, always, and to Miss Brownrigg, for without
her, I am not sure I would be here today, she has
kept me together, and been an amazing support,
as a teacher and a House coordinator.
Ambitions or goals: I have two main ambitions,
I hope to travel, to be able to leave Australia and
experience the rest of the world, and to go onto
university and complete a degree, possibly in Law.
Favorite Quote: Never doubt that you are
valuable, powerful and deserving of every chance
and opportunity in the world to pursue and
achieve your dreams. Hillary Clinton

Adrian Castaneda
Pastoral Group: S4
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: The Music and Dance
Showcase would have to be one of my most
memorable highlights. This was a wonderful
experience for me as I’m a fan of creative arts. It
would not have been possible without the support
of Ms Gilligan, Ms Hewitt and the wonderful
Mrs Evans, I’m forever grateful for these teachers
and for having the wonderful experience to be
able to perform my talents up on stage.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to be able to attend
university and study herbalism and naturopathy to
be able to become a naturopath/herbalist. I would
like to travel around the world with my family
and friends, and to make the most of my life.
Favorite Quote: Optimism is the faith that leads
to achievement. Nothing can be done without
hope and confidence. Helen Keller

Jake Chaffey
Pastoral Group: V2
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: I remember in Adventure
Recreation after a hike on the “Three Capes
Track” we sat down to reflect and we were dead
silent, the feeling of accomplishment and triumph
was complemented by the feeling of belonging to
that group, sitting there, silent with me.
Ambitions or goals: I want to get to the age of
50/60 and look back knowing I’ve made the most
of what I was given, I’ve travelled where I wanted
to go, experienced new things and stood by what
I believe in.
Favorite Quote: Life’s too short, make the most of
it. Tom Cassell
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Lochlan Connolly
Pastoral Group: B4
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: Some of my highlights
include; playing soccer for the school and meeting
some of my best mates. I am thankful to Ms
Durbridge for making me produce some of my
best work. I would also like to thank Ms Kumrai
for taking my homeroom for the past few years.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to go to uni to become
a primary school teacher.
Favorite Quote: Those who do not bring positivity
into your life, do not deserve to be in it.

Rhianna Dean
Pastoral Group: B4
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: I have had some great times
at Dominic College and have learnt much. It has
taught me how to be confident in myself and that
you can achieve anything you want - but only
if you try. I have made many lifelong, amazing
friends who always make me laugh and smile.
There have been many teachers who have helped
me through this journey and I am very thankful
for them.
Ambitions or goals: I will be attending GYC next
year, studying Art and Animal Studies. I hope
to either follow the path of an artist or obtain a
job as a vet nurse or somewhere working with
animals.
Favorite Quote: Life only comes around once,
so do whatever makes you happy, and be with
whoever makes you smile. Unknown

Annabelle Docherty
Pastoral Group: V3
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: I have enjoyed my time
at Dominic College, with many opportunities
and experiences. The Northern Territory trip
and being involved with drama performances
were highlights. I would like to thank Miss
Brownrigg for the time and effort she spent to
make every student feel special. Also Mr Wright
for the constant support and always pushing me
to achieve my best, you have been a huge role
model. Mrs O’Leary thank you for all the advice
and letting me do the same prayer every morning.
Dominic College has had such a big influence on
the person I have become.
Ambitions or goals: I would like to further my
studies in acting after I finish college and travel to
New Zealand. I hope to move out of state when
I am older. I want to make an impact on the
younger generation like my parents are doing.
Favorite Quote: Do Jesus proud. Christine Ellis

Felicia Di Carlo
Pastoral Group: G1
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: I have been at Dominic
College since Kindergarten and I am grateful
for everything. My teachers have been amazing,
but Mrs Kumrai has definitely been a highlight.
Another would be Mr Nolan who is the best
homeroom teacher ever. His music in the
mornings always made my day. My favourite
songs he played was ‘Spirit in the sky’ by Norman
Greenbaun. ‘Stairway to heaven’ by Led Zeppelin
came as a close second. I have achieved many of
my goals at Dominic College and can’t wait for
the future.
Ambitions or goals: Besides becoming a spy. I
hope to go to University and study medicine. I
also hope one day I get the chance to travel and
explore different parts of the world. Places such
as Egypt, Jamaica and Italy all fascinate me. As I
have a passion for sewing and designing clothes,
I’d like to design practical clothes that would be
beneficial for the less fortunate.
Favorite Quote: You’re gonna miss me when I’m
gone. The Killers

Benjamin Dowling
Pastoral Group: G3
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: I was a little brat in primary
school and some teachers might say I still am.
However, I am very appreciative of all my teachers
putting up with me and helping me. I am grateful
to Mrs Davey and Mr Parkin for all the dodgeball
my class has played over the years. I am grateful
to Miss Hewitt for all the times she convinced me
to perform in a soiree or a concert when I didn’t
want to, but ended up enjoying the experience.
I am grateful to Mrs Kumrai for making Maths
and Methods fun and for giving me the best
advice. I am grateful to Kumashiro Sensei for help
learning Japanese, and to her and Mrs Kinne for
two of the best weeks of my life in Japan. Lastly
I’d like to thank Mr Brennan and Mrs Palermo
who were two of the best homeroom teachers
anyone could wish for. I will miss seeing them in
the mornings. Thank you to everyone at Dominic.
I would individually thank you all, but there is a
word limit.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to be living in Japan
one day, maybe teaching English while learning
more Japanese. I also would like to volunteer in
the Cagliero Project.
Favorite Quote: Think! Ms Kumrai

Rohan Dale
Pastoral Group: S1
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: My most memorable
moment was my trip to OzBosco, a trip I will
forever hold close to my heart. Above all I will
remember the people who made an impact on
who I became, who have helped me when I
stumbled and lifted me up when I succeeded.
I’m grateful for those who made my life infinitely
better. Mr Davey, Miss Brownrigg, Mr Pritchard,
Ms Gilligan and Ms Durbridge have been my
biggest support and inspiration, backing me up
every step of the way and making me a better
person. My friends are invaluable to me, helping
shape me to who I am today.
Ambitions or goals: My ambition is to study
psychology at university. I hope to be able to help
people, to give them some support when times
are tough. I want to work with kids who have
otherwise been given a tough run and give them
a home where they can feel safe and secure. I
would like to publish books that inspire the future
teenagers of the world.
Favorite Quote: But you know, happiness can be
found even in the darkest of times, if one only
remembers to turn on the light. J.K. Rowling,
Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban

Jonah Ellis
Pastoral Group: S3
Started at Dominic College: 9
Favourite moments: I’m thankful for all my
teachers, especially Miss Brownrigg, as I wouldn’t
be where I am without them. I want to thank
everyone at Dominic for welcoming me last year,
and making this year the best I’ve had. Cheers
guys.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to go to University in
Melbourne and study Architecture and Design. I
then hope to start a Design company. I also hope
to travel heaps, and settle down in Queensland.
Favorite Quote: I just came here for a good time.
Annabelle Docherty
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Isaac Fassina
Pastoral Group: S1
Started at Dominic College: 10
Favourite moments: I just arrived here in Term 3
but already I made many new friends in Dominic.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to live and work in the
USA and get a degree in criminology and work in
the policing field.
Favorite Quote: I have a great relationship with
the Mexicans.

Kirrily Garwood
Pastoral Group: S4
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: My most memorable
moments would have to be the Northern Territory
trip in Year 9 with an amazing group of people
which led to new friendships and an overall great
experience in an incredible place. School camps
and Adventure Rec with Mr Mackie which not
only took me out of my comfort zone but led to
some amazing experiences and representing Siena
and Dominic at Sport Carnivals. I am grateful
for all the friendships especially to the friends
who have stayed by my side. I am thankful for
all the teachers who not only believed in me but
pushed me to do my very best inside and outside
of school.
Ambitions or goals: My main ambition is to enjoy
the path I decide to take in the future, whatever
that path may be. I plan to travel around Australia
and I hope to attend University.
Favorite Quote: What consumes your mind,
controls your life. Joubert Botha

Eric Glover
Pastoral Group: V1
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: I have spent 12 years of my
life at Dominic College, learned a whole lot,
and have become somebody who I am happy
with. My overall highlight for the year had to
be MUNA (Model United Nations Assembly)
in Deloraine back in May. I had the privilege of
going to the Magone Program for my Year 8 year
of schooling, and there I learned what it takes to
be a competent, and self-reliant person. Doing
drama with Mr O’Brien taught me how to be
outgoing and helped me to make the friends I
have today. With the support from all of the great
teachers here at Dominic, I have been able to
grow and learn within the safe community that is
Dominic College.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to go to university and
study Marine Biology, and environmental issues.
I hope my career will take me to Antarctica and
help me work on issues involving global warming.
Favorite Quote: My fellow people, ask not what
your country can do for you, Ask what you can do
for your country. John F. Kennedy
Bree Golding
Pastoral Group: V4
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: My time at Dominic
College has been amazing, I couldn’t ask for
better teachers and experiences. I have had many
opportunities, however my favourite and most
enjoyable experience would be going on the
Northern Territory Trip in Year 9. I couldn’t
be more grateful for Ms Kumrai, for being
the best maths teacher for the past two years.
Her continuous support and her belief in me
is what pushed me to achieve my best. Also to
Mrs Marcenko for being the best homeroom
and English teacher, my high school experience
wouldn’t have been the same without her.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to achieve well and my
ambition is to become an accountant and study
business. I hope to one day own and run my own
business, ideally in the accounting industry. I also
hope to travel around Tasmania before settling
down and then later around Australia.
Favorite Quote: Success does not lie in results,
but in efforts. Being the best is not so important,
doing the best is all that matters. Unknown.

Ryan Gavan
Pastoral Group: V4
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: Since starting in
kindergarten, I’ve had many highlights. They
include being with my mates, going on school
trips, playing school sports and being part of
SATIS carnivals. I’ll also never forget the best
experience of my life which was going to the
Northern Territory in Year 9. I’d like to thank all
my teachers, especially my amazing homeroom
teacher, Mrs Marcenko.
Ambitions or goals: I plan to continue to work
hard and become a mechanic or join Tasmania
Police. I also want to live a happy and fulfilling
life.
Favorite Quote: “Happiness can be found even
in the darkest of times, if one only remembers to
turn on the light.” - Albus Dumbledore

Name: Aren
Surname: Gonzales
Pastoral Group: G5
Started at Dominic College: 6
Favourite moments: I would like to thank my
homeroom for their company, which I enjoy every
morning. I would also like to thank my teachers
for helping me learn new things. I enjoyed those
moments when we all had a laugh together.
Ambitions or goals: I plan to go to university and
I aim to be a registered nurse to help people. I
would like to travel the world with my friends
and family.
Favorite Quote: I see now that the circumstances
of one’s birth are irrelevant, it is what you do
with the gift of life that determines who you are.
Takeshi Shudo

Kimberly Gent
Pastoral Group: B5
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: I have spent so much of my
life at Dominic. It’s really hard to pinpoint one
specific event that was a highlight. There have
been better days than some, but I think every day
I’ve spent here is one massive highlight.
Ambitions or goals: All I really want to do in
life is become a pediatric doctor and save young
children’s lives.
Favorite Quote: It always shocked me when I
realized that I wasn’t the only person in the world
who thought and felt such strange and awful
things. John Green, Looking for Alaska

Logan Griffiths
Pastoral Group: S3
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: I would like to thank Mr
Williams for the contribution and effort put in
towards helping me achieve my goals and being
there for me. I would also like to thank all of my
mates for giving me a great year. The laughs we
have shared and the moments too are ones I will
never forget.
Ambitions or goals: In the future I want to
become an apprentice in the Automotive industry.
I plan to hopefully make quite a good living for
myself.
Favorite Quote: Life is about moments: don’t wait
for them, create them. Tony Robbins
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Harry Guy
Pastoral Group: G1
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: I am grateful for the teachers
who have impacted my life at Dominic and
cared for me as a person and not just a student. I
would like to thank Mrs Fraser, Mr Golding, Miss
Hewitt for looking out for me. I would also like
to thank all of my mates. My favourite class was
the Year 9 Empower program where I made lots of
new memories.
Ambitions or goals: In the near future I would
like to get an apprenticeship in a trade, preferably
plumbing.I intend to go on a 4WD trip around
Austrialia.
Favorite Quote: Start by doing what’s necessary;
then do what’s possible; and suddenly you are
doing the impossible. St Francis of Assisi

Demi Harding
Pastoral Group: B5
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: The school has offered
great opportunities to me and all students. The
teachers who I am grateful is Mrs Marcenko, she
has believed in me and also understood and was
always there to help. Mr Davey has also had a
big role - when I have had problem I would go
talk to him and he would make it better by the
end. I am proud of the gold awards and academic
achievement awards I have received.
Ambitions or goals: I would like to go to
university and become a PE teacher. I enjoy
sports and teaching so I would like to go down
that path.
Favorite Quote: Dreams and dedication are a
powerful combination.

Arianne Hoddy
Pastoral Group: V5
Started at Dominic College: 9
Favourite moments: The Year 9 basketball was
good.
Ambitions or goals: I would love to travel the
world and see what other countries have to
offer. For my careeer, I would love to work with
children so I will do a childcare course.
Favorite Quote: Whatever you are, be a good one.

Aimee Hogan
Pastoral Group: G4
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: Being at Dominic since
kindergarten my most memorable highlight
would be the friendships I have made here.
Ambitions or goals: I’d like to travel, then settle
down.
Favorite Quote: What we think, we become.

Ethan Holden
Pastoral Group: S2
Started at Dominic College: 10
Favourite moments: I came to Dominic in Year 10
and I was really nervous because it was a massive
change for me. I was scared and didn’t want to
switch schools but coming to Dominic was the
greatest thing to happen to me. Everyone is so
accepting and welcoming and made me feel as
part of the family right away. I loved everyone
I met and now wish I came earlier. I appreciate
all the opportunities here in such a short time
like school basketball, football and chess. I’d
like to thank everyone and all the memories
they have already given me, I’d like to thank all
my teachers but a massive thank you Mr Davey
for having such a positive impact on me and
helping me become more motivated, he is the
most motivational person I have ever witnessed.
Also like to thank Mr Kress for being my homie
and putting up with my shenanigans all the time
and making us laugh with your Funny Fridays
and great stories. Thank you Dominic College I
can’t thank you enough for accepting me into the
greatest community I could possibly imagine.
Ambitions or goals: To play basketball at a high
level or be a sports teacher/coach as well as a
positive impact to people around me.
Favorite Quote: All the hard work that I’ve done,
all the people that told me that I wouldn’t amount
to anything I couldn’t care less about proving
them wrong, I proved myself right. Jimmy Butler
Owen Hole
Pastoral Group: G4
Started at Dominic College: 4
Favourite moments: I am grateful to the whole
Dominic community for the way they’ve
shaped me and to Mr Mangione for being a
great instructor in woodwork and metalwork
which I have been successful in. His classes have
inspired my future to become a tradesman in the
construction industry. I am grateful for all the
mates I’ve made while I’ve been at Dominic, I
am sure we will be mates for many more years to
come. I am proud I went to Dominic, I couldn’t
have asked for a better school.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to complete my
VET pathway in Construction and get an
apprenticeship with a great construction company.
With the skills I learn along the way I hope to
build my own house.
Favorite Quote: In my experience, there is no such
thing as luck. Obi-wan
Brianna Howard
Pastoral Group: G1
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: Dominic has been my second
home for 12 years and I’ve loved it. Year 8 was
by far my favourite year, I have so many fun
memories from classes and activities. My favourite
highlight was the Creative Arts Festival; fun stuff
to do and the amazing artwork. The teachers have
been so helpful, and the people are all amazing.
I’ll never forget the great times I’ve had at this
school.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to go to university and
study Architecture or Fine Arts. I want to travel
around the USA and UK. I hope to just have fun
and enjoy what life throws at me.
Favorite Quote: When nothing is happening that’s
when everything is happening. Unknown
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Jarvis Hyland
Pastoral Group: V2
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: I have made many great
friends and lots of memories. I have found it easy
to fit in with students and teachers. I enjoyed all
my classes with all my teachers, especially having
Mr Kress as an English teacher for 3 years. I
couldn’t have asked for a better experience than
the one here at Dominic. I thank all my teachers
for setting me up for my future and helping me
set and pursue my goals.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to be happy and
healthy in the future. I hope to keep all my
friendships, finish college and find a career that I
have a passion for.
Favorite Quote: The Kress way, is the best way.
Marti Spinardi

Grace Jameson
Pastoral Group: B4
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: My favourite highlights
at Dominic College would be meeting lifelong
friends and the Northern Territory trip which was
such an unforgettable experience. Some of the
most memorable teachers for me were Mr Davey
and Mrs Kumrai.
Ambitions or goals: I would like to go to
university and study medicine or become a
beautician. I would also like to travel the world.
Favorite Quote: If you can dream it, you can do
it. Walt Disney

Emma Jackson
Pastoral Group: B2
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: Thank you to everyone at
Dominic College who inspired me and helped
me mature into the lady I am today. I would
especially like to thank Mr Davey, my House
coordinator for three years and for helping me
with all my troubles. Mrs Davey as well, my
House coordinator this year has been amazing.
Mr Fulton, thank you for being my homeroom
teacher for four years. You have always helped
me and made homeroom amazing (for the two
minutes that I am in there.) Miss Brownrigg,
having you as my English teacher in Year 9 was
amazing, being able to connect with a teacher on a
different level. One of the best experiences I have
had was last year in Year 9 when I was awarded
a highly recommended on my photography, that
showed me that anything is possible. Thank you
to every single person at SYDC for accepting
me and making me feel welcome. Lastly I want
to thank all of my good friends, Chelsea, Amie
and Lauren for always being there for me. They
have been my backbrace and I am very grateful,
especially for my best friend Abbey. I am so
grateful for her. I wish all the Year 9s good luck
next year and hope they take all the chances
they get.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to get a job with
a youth group and continue to help everyone
around the world as much as I can.
Favorite Quote: Always remember you are braver
than you believe, stronger than you seem, smarter
than you think and loved more than you know.

Leah Jones
Pastoral Group: G2
Started at Dominic College: 8
Favourite moments: I am grateful for the great
friends I have made at Dominic and all of my
teachers for the support they have given me.
Thank you to Mr Swan and Lisa for making
SYDC as amazing as it is, I have so many great
memories from SYDC that I will remember
forever.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to go to university and
study teaching. I hope to then become a primary
school teacher.
Favorite Quote: Let your smile change the world
but don’t let the world change your smile.

Alexander James
Pastoral Group: G3
Started at Dominic College: 6
Favourite moments: The best thing about
Dominic College is the community. It is such
a happy place, full of accepting people. I am so
grateful for the amazing friends I have and all of
the teachers that have made me the person I am.
Shout out to Mr Kress, who I had for English in
Year 7. He always made class a great place to be,
he is the funniest lad, by far!
Ambitions or goals: I am looking forward to what
the future brings. I hope to stay self employed by
owning my own businesses with my brother. I
would love to move to Canada eventually, but in
the meantime I want to travel back to Romania
with my family and have a nice holiday there. I
also aim to own a nice property with my mum
and my brother, with a garage full of the family’s
BMWs. Overall, I aim to live a happy life and a
life where I am grateful for everything.
Favorite Quote: It’s a good day to start living
your dream.
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Zachary Jones
Pastoral Group: V1
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: I am very thankful for being
able to be a part of the Dominic College family
for the past 12 years. I would like to thank all my
teachers who have supported me and pushed me
to be the best I can be. Special shout out to Miss
Brownrigg, Mrs Fraser, Mr Wright, Mr Mackie
and Mr Golding for being awesome teachers
who have helped me through a lot. I have many
highlights: the NT trip, Adventure Rec, all the
camps and excursions and just spending time and
having a laugh with all my mates.
Ambitions or goals: After College I want to join
the Australian Defence Force to help people from
around the world.
Favorite Quote: Obi-Wan Kenobi: A great leap
forward often requires first taking two steps
back. Anakin Skywalker: And sometimes all it
requires is the will to jump. From Star Wars: The
Clone Wars _ Season 1 Episode 18: Mystery of a
Thousand Moons’
Akhila Joshy
Pastoral Group: V3
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: Some of the highlights
I’ve had are making new friends and having
opportunities to experience new things. I’m
grateful for all my teachers who helped me
get through. I would like to say thanks to Mrs
Kumrai who has been my maths teacher for most
of my years at Dominic. Maths used to be difficult
but your teaching helped me get better marks and
have more confidence in maths. Each term I get
a Gold Award, I appreciate all the teachers who
helped me get those awards.
Ambitions or goals: I hope that one day I could
get into Medicine and become a Doctor. It’s been
my dream since I was young to help people.
Favorite Quote: Live as if you were to die
tomorrow. Learn as if you were to live forever.
Mahatma Gandhi

Brianna Kelleher
Pastoral Group: S1
Started at Dominic College: Prep
Favourite moments: The highlights of my time
at Dominic would have to be playing in the firsts
netball team and all the sport carnivals and feast
days we have had over my 11 years here. I am so
grateful for all of the new friends I’ve made, for
always being there for me and putting a smile on
my face. Also a big thank you to Mr Davey for
being an awesome teacher and making my final
year a great one.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to go to university get
a psychology degree and eventually have my own
business from home being a psychologist. I would
also love to travel to different countries in Europe
and eventually have a family.
Favorite Quote: The one who falls and gets up is
so much stronger than the one who never fell.

Nikita Lane
Pastoral Group: V5
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: The best thing about this
school is the friends I have made here. I couldn’t
be more grateful for meeting them. I’ve looked
forward to every recess and lunch when I get to
hang out with them and tell stories and jokes.
I’m also grateful for the amazing teachers I have
had, especially Mrs Kumrai, who is one of the
best math teachers anyone will ever meet, and Mr
Harris, who always says hi to me as I walk into
homeroom and is able to help with any problem,
math related or not!
Ambitions or goals: I hope that one day, I can
help with scientific advancements, especially
with astronomy. One of my dreams, however
impossible it may be, is to help humanity get to
Mars. I also hope that one day I can be a hobby
artist, and make a comic book or web series.
Favorite Quote: No amount of gold on Earth can
buy originality. Bill Cipher (Gravity Falls)

Tahlia Kirkham
Pastoral Group: G1
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: My most memorable
moments at Dominic College have been SYDC
trips and retreats. Mr Swan and Lisa helped me
in so many ways. I’m so close with everyone in
homeroom including Mr Nolan, He was there
for me my whole four years. The teacher who
has influenced me the most would be Mr Davey.
without his support and motivation, I wouldn’t be
where I am today. Thank you.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to go on to study
further in English and become a well known
author. I find comfort in writing and to have
people read my personal thoughts and ideas
would be an amazing opportunity.
Favorite Quote: The word “fear” has two
meanings: fear everything and run, or face
everything and rise.

Deegan Lang
Pastoral Group: G3
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: I really enjoyed the Northern
Territory Trip in Year 9. I want to thank all the
teachers who have supported me throughout
school and especially the sport teachers for the
sporting opportunities that I loved doing.
Ambitions or goals: I want to go to university to
become a successful PE teacher.
Favorite Quote: Nobody is gonna stop you from
being you, but yourself. Kyrie Irving

Shiona Kondo
Pastoral Group: V4
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: Spending my high school
years at Dominic College has been one of the
greatest experiences. I’ve been lucky enough to
have met some amazing people and have made
my closest friends here. All the staff at this school
are wonderful and dedicated to what they do, and
I’m glad to have been taught and guided by such
great teachers. My fondest moments at this school
would definitely be the moments spent with my
friends. I’m grateful to have been at Dominic and
wish everyone the best of luck for the future.
Ambitions or goals: My mains hopes for the
future are to travel and experience the most out
of life. I’d also like to go to University and study
Medical Science once I finish College.
Favorite Quote: Keep smiling, because life is
a beautiful thing and there’s so much to smile
about.

Abbey Marriott
Pastoral Group: S4
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: My favourite memory is
when I was on the Northern Territory trip and we
were woken up at 2.00am due to being soaking
wet from the floods and having to sleep on the
bus. So many people had to get changed, even
Miss Brownrigg when we had to hold up towels
to cover her. I have so many other memories from
Dominic College but this is my favourite!
Ambitions or goals: I hope to make it to university
to study animal and child care. My biggest dream
in life is to give back to the world what I have
received and open an animal shelter to do my best
to care for these animals.
Favorite Quote: It’s okay to be a glowstick;
Sometimes we need to break before we can shine.
Unknown

Kathleen Kubach
Pastoral Group: V1
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: Dominic has given me a great
school experience. The opportunity to go on the
Northern Territory as well as being a part of the
swimming team for four years are highlights. I
am very grateful for my amazing group of friends,
but especially my closest friends, Eleanor, Jacob
and Leah. Mrs Fraser was an amazing homeroom
teacher and she has always been there to help
me. My time at Dominic has been an amazing
experience.
Ambitions or goals: My ambition is to become
a Marine and Antarctic Scientist or to continue
swimming, perhaps the 100m breaststroke for
Australia.
Favorite Quote: Don’t touch me, I’m a Virgo.
Jenna Marbles

Noah McGovern
Pastoral Group: S2
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: There is so much to be
grateful for at Dominic; our fantastic teachers
who have supported us and become trusted
friends, our mates who we’ve shared great times
and the occasional lunchtime with, and of course
the countless experiences I’ve been given as both a
student and a leader. Much love to Mr Kress, S2’s
homeboy and love guru.
Ambitions or goals: I want to complete college
before moving to the mainland to attend ADFA,
where I hope to move into aviation and serve
as a pilot.
Favorite Quote: Diamonds are made under
pressure. Unknown
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Gabrielle McGuire
Pastoral Group: G4
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: I have met some really great
people here at Dominic and have made some
amazing, lifelong friends. I am extremely grateful I
have had so many helpful teachers throughout the
years. I’ve been challenged and taught so much
and will leave here with so many great memories.
Ambitions or goals: I would like to possibly
get into criminal or forensic psychology. If not
psychology then something that involves animals.
I would love to volunteer to look after and help
animals around the world. Once I have a job
and have my life semi-sorted out, I really want to
travel to Ireland and Scotland and then hopefully
around the world. But most importantly, I want
to live a long, healthy and happy life surrounded
by my family and friends.
Favorite Quote: It’s okay to be a glow stick.
Sometimes we have to break before we shine.
Unknown.

Izaac Morrison
Pastoral Group: B2
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: Dominic was a good time
hanging with friends having a blast in class.
Everything wasn’t always great but it was never
too bad. It was nice have people to talk to like
Harry, John, Sam and Emma even my home room
teacher Mr Fulton. Mr Fulton would always go
out of his way to help me, no matter what. He has
always been welcoming to me and to everyone.
It was a bit intimidating when I have to go to
an interview for the first time with Ms Gilligan
but she made me feel like Dominic was a second
home. I loved being here. Thank you to all of
my friends and to Ms Gilligan, Mr Fulton and
Mr Davey.
Ambitions or goals: In the future I want to be a
freelancer, own a house and have a family of my
own. Have some nice cars, live somewhere warm
and travel the world.
Favorite Quote: Life is too short and I got no time
to sit around and just wasting it. Eminem.

Benjamin McRoss
Pastoral Group: B5
Started at Dominic College: 5
Favourite moments: My friends were very helpful
throughout my years. I had great teachers who
helped me to progress and had a great influence
on me. I enjoyed playing sports for the school and
representing in carnivals. Bosco House also had a
great influence on me through the years.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to go on to University
to study PE teaching. I hope to bring influence to
those I teach, to bring students together to play
sports. I would like to go to Melbourne and watch
a famous grand final.
Favorite Quote: A trophy carries dust. Memories
last forever. Mary Lou Retton

Stacey Mtandwa
Pastoral Group: G3
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: Dominic College has been
the highlight of my life so far. I’ve experienced so
much and have learnt a great deal. I has honestly
been an amazing four years. The friends l have
made I will stay with for a very long time. They
made school a great place to be, they filled my
days with happiness. I am proud I was able to
represent the school as an Academic Captain
and was able to learn the qualities of leadership
that I will surely use later on in life. I’m thankful
to my teachers, most importantly Mr Kress for
making English the best class to be in. Because of
him it has become one of my favourite subjects.
The memories l have made I will cherish forever.
Thank you, Dominic College.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to go to university
and study medicine to help those who are sick.
I would also love to tour Asia to experience and
learn more about all its people and its different
cultures and, of course, its food.
Favorite Quote: My mission in life is not merely
to survive, but to thrive; and to do so with some
passion, some compassion, some humour, and
some style. Maya Angelou

Emily McSherry
Pastoral Group: B2
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: There have been many
memorable moments. I started at Dominic in
Kinder and throughout I’ve made many friends
who I’ll cherish for life. My time at Dominic
has been enjoyable and I’ve participated in
most carnivals and events. One of my favourite
highlights from Dominic would be the school
fairs.
Ambitions or goals: My ambitions in life are to
become a Pastry Chef and have a good life.
Favorite Quote: Be fearless in the pursuit of what
sets your soul on fire. Jennifer Lee

Eleanor Medhurst
Pastoral Group: B3
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: I am grateful for many
things. Some of my highlights were meeting my
now best friends Jacob, Leah and Katie. Being
a part of the Netball and Soccer teams, and
Mr Cardamatis for always making me laugh in
homeroom. I am thankful Mrs Jeffery and Mr
Davey helping me through the tough times.
Coming to school every day and knowing that
I have amazing people to be around was my
favourite.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to have a happy home
and family. I want to work with disadvantaged
children or with animals that have been
abandoned.
Favorite Quote: It’s about being who you are. If
people can’t accept it, too bad. Kylie Jenner
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Jack Mullen
Pastoral Group: S5
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: My favourite moment is
hard to choose. But my top moment has to be
when I performed at the Showcase with one of
my good mates, Sean Wong. We had to write and
perform a song - I remember I was feeling pure
fear. That feeling of then getting over it was one
of the best feelings I’ve ever had in my life. Also
shout out to all the great teachers I have had over
the many years, and a special thanks to Lukas
Bird, Jack Perry and Julia Narracott for making
English bearable. Also for all my good friends
who I sit with every recess and lunch. I’m talking
to you Zac, Breanna and Shiona. Thanks for the
memories Dominic, See you all soon!
Ambitions or goals: I hope to become a successful
Film Director. I dream of travelling the world.
Favorite Quote: You cannot put a ceiling to your
dreams. Tyler Joseph

Emily Munton
Pastoral Group: S2
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: Going to the Northern
Territory in Year 9, making new friends though
out the years, starting Young Vinnies. It was a lot
of fun, to be able to be a good friend to all my
friends. Also thanks to all the teachers who have
helped me.
Ambitions or goals: I want to be a chef but also
a photographer, so I can share my work around
to inspire people and also to make amazing food
for people. I also dream of going to America or
somewhere in Australia to become a well known
chef and photographer.
Favorite Quote: I’m taking this moment to live in
the future. TwentyonePilots

Rachel Netherton
Pastoral Group: S3
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: A highlight of the year for
me was making the Water Polo Grand Final. I am
grateful that Dominic College provided me with
such good learning opportunities. Mr Davey is
one of the teachers who has stood out. He goes
above and beyond for all of the students. He has
always pushed me to become the best person I
could be and for that I am very thankful. Another
special person who made coming to school
everyday so much better is Will Burden, my rock
and my best friend. I will forever be grateful for
him and all that he has done.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to go on to University.
After University I would like to get a job teaching
Health, Physical Education and Sport Science.
Favorite Quote: Winners never quit and quitters
never win. Vince Lombardi

Connor Murray
Pastoral Group: S5
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: Dominic College was a
big break for me. I met a lot of new people and
made so many friends. Coming to this school
I was lonely but now I’m not. I would like to
thank Miss Brownrigg for always being there
for me when no one else was and her amazing
laugh. That was absolutely the highlight of Year 9
English. Also I would like to thank Ms Durbridge
for her dedication towards all of her students and
by teaching me how to be creative. This has been
the best four years of my life and I appreciate
everyone I have met and the achievements I have
made.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to go to university and
study Microbiology and Genetics, so that one day,
I can help those people who are extremely sick.
If that doesn’t go to plan, possibly the chance to
study Psychology. I hope to travel the world and
visit those in need. One day I hope that I can
open a cafe that is Not-For-Profit and all funds go
to Suicide and Depression prevention groups.
Favorite Quote: I’m not a Facebook Status, you
don’t have to like me. Leonardo DiCaprio

Ellie Newland
Pastoral Group: S4
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: I have made lifelong
friendships with some amazing people, who made
school a complete and utter joy.I also want to
acknowledge three teachers who made my school
experience one to remember. Firstly, thank you,
Mr Swan, for being the funniest and sweetest
homeroom teacher. You always managed to put a
smile on my face, even on the gloomiest of days.
Ms Durbridge, your excitable and passionate
nature made art a complete joy, and I will always
remember your witty personality. A sincere thank
you to Mr Kress for making English thoroughly
entertaining with your fascinating humour.
Ambitions or goals: To create ahappy and fulfilled
life for myself and everyone around me.
Favorite Quote: May our daily choices be a
reflection of our deepest values, and may we use
our voices to speak for those who need us most,
those who have no voice, those who have no
choice. It’s up to us to create the world we want
to live in; if not you, who? If not now, when?
Colleen Patrick-Goudreau

Julia Narracott
Pastoral Group: S3
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: I’m eternally grateful for
my friends who have been with me throughout
this entire journey (they know who they are).
Ms Millikan was such a delightful homeroom
teacher, making S3 a family I’ll never forget.
My ‘Stress 3’ crew are simply awesome. Going
to the Melbourne Writers Festival in Year 7 was
an absolute ball, where I spent time with the
beautiful Mrs Marcenko, and really got to know
the amazing Miss Brownrigg. I also thank Mr
Pritchard and Miss Brownrigg for leading Siena
over the past four years and making us feel like we
belong. Each and every single drama production
I have been involved in since Year 7 has been
so memorable - a special thanks to Mr O’Brien
for getting me involved in it all! Thanks to Mr
Fulton, for coaching me and helping debate my
way through Years 8-10. A thank you to Mrs
Kumrai, for making maths so much fun, keeping
us motivated and always thinking. A huge thanks to the incredible Mr Davey, for making me work up
a sweat in Year 9 PE, for helping me as a leader and for being there when times were extra tough. Also
to Miss Hewitt, for helping me develop as a musician, for pushing me out of my comfort zone, helping
me express my passion and love for music, and most importantly: believing in me since day one. Choir
at lunchtime will always be a favourite of mine. The Northern Territory trip was one that I will never
forget. Exploring that part of Australia was such a special experience I am eternally grateful for. Oz
Bosco 2016 and 2017 are also eternally engraved in my heart. I met so many incredible people who all
shared Don Bosco’s love and spirit. I am forever grateful for every single opportunity I have encountered.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to go to university and complete a Business or Music degree, as long as it
makes me happy. I plan to travel the world, by myself, with my soul brother, and my friends. I’d like to
go back to the Philippines, visit my family and explore the thousands of islands I’m yet to see. I would
like to be married some time in the future, to have a beautiful family, and finally get the dog I’ve been
waiting for my whole life. Most importantly, I would like to stay happy and work hard to achieve all of
my goals.
Favorite Quote: You can. You should. And if you start, you will. Be humble. Be hungry. Always be the
hardest worker in the room. Unknown

Jacob Percy
Pastoral Group: B5
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: I am grateful for many
things throughout my time at Dominic, I had
the amazing opportunity to be the president of
the Youth group SYDC. I am thankful for many
teachers, especially Mr O’Brien, for helping
me improve my acting and being an amazing
homeroom teacher, I am also thankful to Mr
Swan and Lisa for being amazing youth group
leaders and helping me get through a tough time.
But mostly I am thankful my wonderful friends,
Eleanor, Cally, Abbey and Katie for making my
last year of high school one to remember.
Ambitions or goals: My ambition is to be
successful in my career, in the fashion industry as
a editor or a stylist. I also hope to get into RMIT
and complete a degree in fashion merchandising.
Favorite Quote: Who calls you the queen Khloe Kardashian. Every single person on
Instagram,Twitter and anyone that meets me.
Kourtney Kardashian
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Jack Perry
Pastoral Group: G2
Started at Dominic College: 3
Favourite moments: I’m really grateful for
everything this school’s given me. This college has
given me an opportunity to learn and prosper and
given me a new hopeful perspective on everything.
The 2017 trip to Japan was a wonderful
opportunity that I’m really glad I went. Beautiful
scenery and new things, and even though it was
pretty hard to speak to the locals it was still really
fun to spend time with the trip members and
the teachers who came along, Mrs Kinne and
Kumashiro Sensei as well as those who joined our
group temporarily such as Kumashiro Sensei’s
niece and our guides. Every other opportunity
the school has offered me has been wonderful
experience and I’d like to live it all through again.
Ambitions or goals: After leaving school, I hope
to enter the police force in Tasmania and plan to
graduate University through the police force. I’m
not looking for a lot in life, just a happy job that I
like and a life I enjoy.
Favorite Quote: I know I handle some things
immaturely, I know that I need to grow in
maturity, I ain’t gon’ walk on these stages, in front
of these people and act like I live my life perfectly,
that doesn’t work for me. Nathan Feuerstein
George Pongco Jr
Pastoral Group: S4
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: I’m very grateful for my
parents for giving me the opportunity for the best
education. Dominic College has supported and
cared for me throughout my four years. I have
had so many amazing experiences with friends at
school events. It’ll be never be forgotten. I also
want to mention Mr Swan, I’m so thankful for
him for being our Pastoral Teacher. He was very
loving and thoughtful, and simply down to earth.
Ambitions or goals: My ambition is to finish
university well and to live a happy life.
Favorite Quote: We kill billions of animals,
destroy rainforests, poison the environment and
sell you products that are killing you. Thanks for
the support! The Meat Industry

Paris Ponting
Pastoral Group: V5
Started at Dominic College: 2
Favourite moments: Year 9 basketball was really
good.
Ambitions or goals: I want to travel and see other
parts of the world.
Favorite Quote: Don’t count the days, make the
days count. Muhammad Ali

Hayley Prestage
Pastoral Group: G4
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: I am grateful for the College.
When I first came to Dominic I wasn’t a good
student. All the teachers whom I have had have
all taught me something in my life and in a few
years I cant wait to look back on Mr Williams.
He has helped me with maths from Year 9 and
has improved my grades - I remember getting my
first B! Another person I would look back on is
Mr Davey and Mrs Jeffrey who have helped me a
lot. I don’t think I would be here today without
their help.
Ambitions or goals: When I leave school I want
to become a hairdresser by doing a VET course in
hair and beauty next year.
Favorite Quote: Don’t compare your life to
others. There’s no comparison between the sun
and the moon they shine when it’s their time.

Dylan Price
Pastoral Group: G4
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: I’ve had many highlights in
my four years, being with friends and teachers at
school and on camps. I would particularly like
to thank Mr Davey: my school work improved
because he was one of my teachers in Year 9. He
also gave me the confidence to run for leadership
positions, and I ended up getting one. He is the
reason who I am today. I would also like to thank
the boys for making school enjoyable and always
providing a laugh. I would also like to thank the
whole Dominic community, my time here is
going to be something I will remember as a good
time for the rest of my life.
Ambitions or goals: I am looking to head into the
direction of physiotherapy, exercise physiology
or PE teaching. So university is definitely a part
of the plan.
Favorite Quote: Don’t let Brad find out. Tanya
from the Canteen
Piper-Jane Queen
Pastoral Group: G3
Started at Dominic College: 3
Favourite moments: I will remember most
about Dominic College is what it has taught
me and all the friends I have made. Whether we
stay in contact or not I will always be grateful
for the memories we have made together. My
main highlight from my time was the Northern
Territory Trip, truly an eye-opening experience. I
am so grateful for all the teachers I have had but
I am especially grateful for Mr Davey, Mrs Davey
and Miss Brownrigg. Thank you for your constant
support and everything you have done for me
over the years.
Ambitions or goals: To live a life full of happiness
and purpose, and to make all of the people that
have believed in me over the years proud.
Favorite Quote: Hardcore Fast. Asta Rowbottom
2016

Stacey Readman
Pastoral Group: B3
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: The best highlights I have
had was the NT trip, all of the camps, being a
part of every carnival dressing up in my blue
and having a go. Some teachers I have to thank
for helping me on my journey are Mr Davey for
always being there for me, Mr Mackie for being
an amazing person and showing me new things
and letting me push myself out of my comfort
zone. The one person I have to thank, this year
especially is Mr Pritchard I cannot thank him
enough for caring for me, looking after me and
always making me feel better. I would also like to
give a mention to all my friends and family, thank
you for being a major part of my life throughout
the years.
Ambitions or goals: I hope that I go on to
University to study Psychology and then major in
Sport Psychology. I am also interested in personal
training or nutrition.
Favorite Quote: Be who you are and say what you
feel, because those who mind don’t matter and
those who matter don’t mind. Doctor Seuss
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Nicholas Revell
Pastoral Group: G5
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: The Central Australia trip.
Best time of my life, it is a great experience for
anyone who wants to go, if I could go on the
trip again I would. I really enjoyed making some
great friends over the years here. Lukas, you are
honestly one of the greatest people I have met,
you can turn a bad day into a good day. I am very
grateful for getting to know you. Ethan, you are
one funny guy and you will go far in life. Deegan,
you are probably the funniest guy I’ve met. I
would like to thank the boys, you are the greatest
bunch of blokes I have ever met. There are so
many of you to name, so thank you, thank you
for being great friends with me that is something
I’ll never forget. Teachers, I would like to thank all
my teachers over the years, I am very grateful for
your time and effort you have spent with me over
the years to explain things I wasn’t quite sure of, in
particular, Mr Parkin: thank you for helping me
this year with Maths and Physical Science. I have
learnt so much from you and I am very thankful
for that. Mr Kress thank you for the three years
I’ve had you for English. It has been a pleasure. As
we say ‘the Kress experience is the best experience’.
All my teachers I am always thankful for your
time and commitment to me.
Ambitions or goals: After I graduate college, I
would like to move to Melbourne and study to
become a Physiotherapist.
Favorite Quote: Every kid in life has said they’ve
hated school, but its 14 years of your life, for
your life.
Chloe Richardson
Pastoral Group: B4
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: The past 12 years at Dominic
College have been a blast, I have loved every
moment of it. I have made many memories
with my friends and teachers. I’m lucky for all
the teachers who have taught me and had an
influence on me. I have learnt the values you need
out in the big world. I really enjoyed Adventure
Recreation and I’m immensely grateful to Mr.
Mackie, who guided me when I thought I couldn’t
do it, encouraged me get out of my comfort zone
and helped me for the better good. I’ve loved
being a part of Bosco.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to go to University and
study teaching. I also want to travel all over the
world for the experience.
Favorite Quote: It always seems impossible until
it’s done. Nelson Mandela

Lola Robinson
Pastoral Group: V5
Started at Dominic College: 8
Favourite moments: My time at Dominic College
will definitely be memorable. I participated in
most carnivals and a SATIS athletics carnival. I
went to OzBosco in 2016 and 2017 which was
a major highlight for me. OzBosco was a really
great place to be to make and meet new friends
and there’s definitely something for everyone. I
also went to Summer camp for SYDC in 2017. I
started at Dominic In Term 3, Year 8. When I first
arrived, everyone made me feel really welcome
and I settled in fine. Going to homeroom every
morning is something that puts me in a good
mood for the rest of the day because most
mornings I go have a chat with Mr Harris who
is one of my favourite teachers, and he always
does his best to make sure you’re okay. Dominic
is a welcoming community and there’s always
someone you can go to if you need something. I
have a lot of good memories here and I’ll really
miss it.

Asta Rowbottom
Pastoral Group: V4
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: I have been so fortunate with
the opportunities presented to me by Dominic,
my absolutely beautiful friends I have made
along my journey and my supportive teachers.
Special mention to Mrs Marcenko, Mr Wright,
Mr Mackie, Miss Brownrigg and Mr Davey for
supporting me and all pushing me to the best
of my ability academically and physically. I am
grateful to be finishing off with such a great
group of friends and support network. A massive
highlight for me would be the Northern Territory
Trip in Year 9 and the Rite Journey. All the laughs
and memories made along the way will always be
close to my heart.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to travel around the
world and follow my dreams, wherever they may
lead me. I hope one day I will be blessed with
a beautiful family of my own and be successful
in whichever career path I choose. I hope I will
have a positive impact and change on the world,
helping people one step at a time.
Favorite Quote: What do we live for if not to
make life less difficult for each other? George Eliot
Faith Scotney-Barron
Pastoral Group: V2
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: I’m grateful for being able
to come through high school with the best group
of people and with the most supportive teachers.
I’m also grateful for all the amazing opportunities
I’ve been given. Mr Davey was one of my biggest
supporters: he always believed in me and pushed
me to be the best I could. He always had my best
interests at heart. I can’t thank him enough for
everything.
Ambitions or goals: My ambition is to discover
what my passion is and work my hardest to
pursue it. I want to have a beautiful family. I want
to travel the world and help the less fortunate. I
want to make a difference.
Favorite Quote: What you do makes a difference
and you have to decide what kind of difference
you want to make.

Alex Simpson
Pastoral Group: G1
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: Being a member of the
Dominic College community has been the best
thing that has ever happened to me. I have loved
every moment here so much but some of my
favourite academic moments were being apart of
the drama productions “Aftershocks” and “The
Good Doctor”, being in the brilliant dance team
for Year 8 and 10, performing in the Music and
Dance Showcase this year, the awesome 9/10
music class with Miss Hewitt and being in Mr
Cardamatis’ English class 3 years in a row. When
it comes to my favourite moments at DC out of
the classroom I would have to say I really loved
Choir, hanging out in the Savio Hub every day,
going on Year 7 and 8 camp, meeting all of the
new students each year, singing in front of people
for the very first time in Year 9 and of course
becoming Guzman’s Creative Arts Captain.
Finally I just wanted to thank Miss Brownrigg,
Miss Hewitt, Mr O’Brien and Miss Gilligan for inspiring me to be my best and helping me realise that
teaching was what I wanted to do with my life, Elliot Fisher for teaching me how to be happy again
and really love life, Jack Perry for being my best friend and never leaving my side in these four years and
every single Dominic teacher and student who accepted and helped me during my transition.
Ambitions or goals: I aspire to go through University to become a teacher. I would love to teach in the
drama and music department at any school I could, but my real dream is to come back and work as a
teacher here at Dominic College.
Favorite Quote: I think being different, going against the grain of society is the greatest thing in the
world. Elijah Wood

Ambitions or goals: I hope to be able to finish school with good grades and a career pathway. I want
to go to University to study medicine because I love helping people and it’s something I’m passionate
about. I want to be able to travel the world and I’ve always dreamt about climbing Everest. I aspire to
help stop world hunger and I want to make this world a better place.
Favorite Quote: That wasn’t like high school musical at all. But it was good?
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Jasmine Skelly
Pastoral Group: B4
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: I am grateful for all the
opportunities I have had throughout my time
at Dominic. I am grateful for the teachers who
genuinely cared about me and my learning,
especially Mr Davey and Ms Kumrai. My school
highlight would be the Northern Territory Trip,
Year 8 camp and just coming to school everyday
and being surrounded by the most amazing
people - it has gone hardcore fast!
Ambitions or goals: I hope to go on to complete
university and study Health and Physical
Education teaching. I hope to travel, have a family
and laugh along the way with good mates.
Favorite Quote: Doubt kills more dreams then
failure ever will. Unknown

Hannah Smith
Pastoral Group: V4
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: My best moments at
Dominic would have to be the sporting carnivals,
winning the GRANNY for the first time for girls
footy with Mr Mackie and Mr Davey. Doing
Adventure Recreation in Year 10 with great group
of people and the best teacher ever, Mr Mackie.
The best part about Dominic was making all my
friends.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to go to university in
Melbourne to have a career in AFLW working
with players and club education and development
programs.
Favorite Quote: It’s not the will to win that
matters, everyone has that. It’s the will to prepare
to win that matters. Paul Bear Bryant

Sofie Smith
Pastoral Group: S5
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: I have had so many
wonderful opportunities and met so many great
people that I will remember for a lifetime. Some
of my best experiences have been the Northern
Territory trip, Adventure Rec camps and House
carnivals and events. I’d also like to thank the
teachers who have supported me and kept me
in line. A massive shout out to Mr Mackie for
making me smile on the daily. Thank you to all
my friends - although we have had our ups and
downs, I wouldn’t change a thing.
Ambitions or goals: At the moment I have no idea
of what I want to do! All I know is that I would
love to travel and make a difference in the world.
Favorite Quote: School is like needing to pee,
when you gotta go - you gotta go!

Stephanie Smith
Pastoral Group: B3
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: I am so grateful for the
friends I have made here at Dominic College. A
huge thanks to Mr Davey for putting up with me
for the four years I have been here, I really don’t
know how you’ve done it. Also a special thanks to
Lisa and Mr Swan for making SYDC as amazing
as it is, I am truly going to miss the memories I
have made there.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to complete a VET
course in working with children and community
services. I then want to have a career working with
younger children.
Favorite Quote: People will hate you, rate you,
shake you and break you. But how strong you
stand is what makes you. Khloe Kardashian.
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Cally Spangler
Pastoral Group: G5
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: My highlight has been being
a part of SYDC and having the opportunity
to go to Oz Bosco. It was amazing to meet
Salesians from all around Australia and a bit of an
awakening for me to realise how easily people can
influence your life in a good way. I met so many
people in the short span of three days and I made
some great friends. It encouraged me to be less
shy and go out of my way to meet new people.
I am extremely grateful for Miss Brownrigg and
Mr O’Brien. These two teachers have helped me
to be confident in myself and in my work. Miss
Brownrigg was my Year 7-9 homeroom teacher.
Mr O’Brien made me realise that if I want things
to work sometimes I have to set an example and
take the lead instead of hanging behind and
getting distracted. I had a bit of a rough start to
2017 and I had two friends who were always there
for me and cheered me up when I wasn’t feeling
like myself: Nicki Stanton and Jacob Percy, I am
so grateful for them!
Ambitions or goals: I want to live in the USA and
become an actress or a makeup artist.
Favorite Quote: Life is not measured by the
number of breaths we take, but by the moments
that take our breath away. Maya Angelou
Nicki Stanton
Pastoral Group: V5
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: I’m blessed to have been a
Savio House captain, with Megan, Lukas and
Ryan. I’ve performed with my best friend Jules,
Aynee, Sean, Adrian, and other legends. My best
memories were in the Oratory - Mr O’Brien gave
me some unforgettable characters, but I’ve also
made lifelong friends in Will, Prom and Cally.
Special mention to my media boys. I’m grateful
for my friends in V5, and Mr Harris, but I really
owe so much to Miss B, Mr Davey and Mr
Wright. Thank you.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to go to uni and study
behavioural science and someday to have a family.
Favorite Quote: Don’t let anyone ever make you
feel like you don’t deserve what you want. Patrick
Verona

Jacob Steele
Pastoral Group: V4
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: School has never ceased to
amaze me, from the weird things we got up to in
our breaks to camps and carnivals. I have made
so many great friends and gathered a lot of very
fond memories. I’d like to say thank you to all my
teachers especially Mrs Marcenko for helping me
with my school work and being the best home
room teacher out, and Mr Davey for always being
fun to be around.
Ambitions or goals: To do well in life.
Favorite Quote: Roses are Red, Violets are Blue,
Sophie Cooper, I Love You. Jacob Steele

Tori-Ann Stringer
Pastoral Group: B5
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: I really enjoyed being a part
of SYDC and Vinnies, and all the fundraisers I’ve
been a part of really helped me make friends with
other students from different year levels. Also
playing sports for the school, either basketball or
netball, I’ve always felt proud and happy to be
representing the school. But most of all my friends
were my highlights, all the funny moments.
School is where you find your true friends and
I’m so grateful for them. Before College, I will be
going to Cambodia with a group of students with
World Challenge. I am looking forward to this
because it will be a great experience and give me a
new and positive outlook on life.
Ambitions or goals: I’ll be taking VET course
in business along with accounting. With these
courses, I hope to learn how to administrate
and take care of a business financially. I will be
either going to TAFE or a university to carry on
my work in Finance and Business. I will still be
playing netball career with OHA and wish to
play for TNL.
Favorite Quote: We can only be what we give
ourselves the power to be. Native American
proverb
Dylan Tubb
Pastoral Group: S1
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: I would like to thank all
my best mates for looking out for me over the 4
years, and I would like to thank the teachers who
pushed me to get my grades up. I had a great four
years with the athletics, camps and just getting
involved with everything.
Ambitions or goals: I am aiming to own my
business and become a qualified 4WD mechanic.
Favorite Quote: When you’re about to quit,
remember why you started.

Samuel Vaszocz
Pastoral Group: B4
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: Northern Territory in Year 9,
and going to Japan in Year 10. Banter and roasts
in English. My memorable teachers at Dominic
were Mrs Durbridge for Media, Miss Brownrigg
for English, Mrs Kumashiro for Japanese. Thanks,
too, to Mrs Kumrai and Mrs Mansfield, Mr J
Wright, Mrs Doyle for Year 2, Mrs Cunningham
for Year 5, Mrs Guy for bailing me out of school
when I was sick and finally Fr Frank Bertagnolli!
I made it into the B final for rowing, I walked
down the Mountain for the Rite Journey.
Ambitions or goals: My ambition is to be the best
person I can be and not to limit myself.
Favorite Quote: Rowers... can do it all, and they
do it well. Joining the rowing team will be the
greatest decision you will ever make, if you choose
to accept the harsh realities of the sport. By doing
so, you will understand the incalculable value of
indomitable sprit, and you will learn, above all,
that your achievements in life are limited only
by the magnitude of your drive to achieve them.
Amy Yao

Lillian Waites
Pastoral Group: S1
Started at Dominic College: 8
Favourite moments: I’m very grateful for all
the Drama productions I’ve been involved in:
AFTERSHOCKS, Stories of Suburban Road, The
Good Doctor. They’ve helped me gain confidence
and enhanced my ability. I’m also very grateful to
Ms Durbridge and Mr Pritchard, who’ve helped
me out these past few years.
Ambitions or goals: I would like to become an
author, and if not an author, a teacher of Creative
Writing or English.
Favorite Quote: Books and cleverness? There are
more important things: Friendship and bravery.
Hermione Jean Granger (Harry Potter)

Naomi Wakefield
Pastoral Group: B1
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: I have made many memories:
OzBosco, SYDC and summer camp helped me
to gain new friendships with people I would
never have expected to be friends with and now
will be remembered forever. I also loved playing
school football and volleyball, I looked forward to
playing every week. The teachers who made every
day more fun and bearable are Mrs Fraser, Mr
Cardamatis and Mr Davey
Ambitions or goals: To travel and live life.
Favorite Quote: Appreciate this moment. Stop
and look around you. Be thankful for all you have
and where you are because this time next year,
nothing will be the same.

Molly Warren
Pastoral Group: B2
Started at Dominic College: 6
Favourite moments: It’s been a pleasure to attend
Dominic College and the opportunities and
experiences very special. The Animal Husbandry
elective, the camps, carnivals and the NT trip are
all highlights. Special thanks to Mr Davey, Mrs
O’Hea, Mr Voss, Mr Nolan, Ms Myers and Mr
Butterworth.
Ambitions or goals: Now that I have gained my
employment on a dairy farm I would like to
continue to learn as much as I can in that area for
my self-improvement.
Favorite Quote: Be fearless in the pursuit of what
sets your soul on fire. Jennifer Lee

Cameron White
Pastoral Group: G4
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: Soccer, athletics carnival and
Empower classes, have been great. Special thanks
to Mr Reinbach. I was very happy to receive a
Silver Award in my Expectation Report!
Ambitions or goals: I want to finish college and
maybe even go to university.
Favorite Quote: Stop that, now. Myself
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Alec Wilde
Pastoral Group: B1
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: I am very grateful for the
past 12 years at Dominic, all the great friendships
I’ve made and all the learning opportunities I
had been offered shaped the person I am today.
Learning so much through various sports such as
basketball, football, cricket and soccer has given
me good skills for working in a team and learning
from others, I have truly enjoyed my time at
Dominic and I will never forget all the memories
I’ve made and shared with so many wonderful
people. Definitely going to miss it here!
Ambitions or goals: I hope to play at a senior
level in football, start a career in the sporting
world somehow, give back to my family however
possible and to start a family and keep close with
my mates.
Favorite Quote: You’ve got to crack a few eggs to
make an omelette. Marcus Wilde

Sean Wong
Pastoral Group: V1
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: By far my highlight would
be the NT trip. The friends and teachers who
I’ve met and bonded with have been incredible.
Massive love for my friendship group, home
room crew, SYDC, Year 10 English class and
Music class. Thank you to role models such as Mr
Wright, Mr Mackie, Miss Brownrigg, Mr Swan,
Mr Golding, Mr Davey, Mr Williams. Shout
out to Mrs Fraser for being an amazing friend
in homeroom. And thank you Ms Gilligan for
making this all possible.
Ambitions or goals: I aim to attain a high rank
in National Service, then attend university for
a career in Marine Biology. I’d like to live near
some good surf, somewhere where I can work and
live. A music and photography career wouldn’t
hurt, too.
Favorite Quote: I believe in Christianity as I
believe that the sun has risen: not only because
I see it, but because by it I see everything else.
C.S. Lewis

Abbey Williams
Pastoral Group: V3
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: I really enjoyed my time at
Dominic. Some of my highlights have been going
to OzBosco, sport carnivals, Feast Days, school
sport and meeting new people. I would like to
thank my teachers for pushing me to try my best
in everything and encouraging me to try new
things such as new sports. I would also like to
thank everyone in my homeroom for many great
memories.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to do well in college
and then go to University. I would also love to
travel.
Favorite Quote: Don’t chase people. Be yourself,
do your own thing and work hard. The right
people, the ones who really belong in your life will
come to you. And stay. Will Smith

Colby Woolley
Pastoral Group: V4
Started at Dominic College: 7
Favourite moments: Some of my all time favourite
moments from Dominic are the camps and
especially the NT trip - the people with me
made it so good. Shout out Lochie Connolly
for keeping me entertained the whole trip with
his complaining. I would like to thank all my
teachers I have had through the years and some
honourable ones would be Mr Parkin, Mr
Brennan, Ms Palermo, Mr Kress and Mr Pritchard
for making my years even better and a special
thanks to all my friends.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to get an electrical
apprenticeship and once I’ve got that I want to
buy myself a motorbike specifically a Ducati
Hypermotard and travel the world snowboarding.
Favorite Quote: Enjoy your faults, that’s what
separates you from the rest of the world, and that’s
what makes you special. Marilyn Manson

Riley Wilson
Pastoral Group: B2
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: My time at Dominic College
has been fantastic. 12 years at this beautiful school
has made me into the big boy I am today. I would
like to thank Mr Kress, the Big Dog, Mrs Kumrai,
the Math Wiz and Mr Fulton, the best homeroom
teacher ever! I would like to give a mention to the
S2 Plant EAFEN. Also to all the teachers because
Dominic wouldn’t be the same without them. I
have also enjoyed being around my friends and
the banter.
Ambitions or goals: I am hoping to go to
university and complete a science degree.
After I will travel the world seeing and having
new experiences. I am hoping to get a job
and hopefully help the world but also the
environment, making it cleaner.
Favorite Quote: New situations can be
intimidation. But y’know meeting them head-on,
charging into em like a bull, that’s how we grow as
people. Rick Sanchez.

Melody Youhannes
Pastoral Group: S4
Started at Dominic College: 10
Favourite moments: I’m grateful for the school
because I met a lot of new friends. We do a lot
of funny things even when they were helping
me when I was new to the school. I’m really
appreciative of all of them. I’m really grateful
for the teachers and my favourite teacher is Mr
Williams because he is a really good maths teacher
and person.
Ambitions or goals: I hope to go to a university
and study metal work because in the future I want
to be a mechanic.
Favorite Quote: People change, things go wrong,
but remember life goes on. Chris Brown

Aaron Wilton
Pastoral Group: V5
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: I have enjoyed Dominic very
much and I couldn’t have imagined myself being
at any other school for the past 12 years. It was
easy to fit in at Dominic with such a welcoming
community. I personally mostly enjoyed Media
Arts with Ms Durbridge in Year 9 - she helped
me grow so much, and having Mr Kress for three
years he made my least favourite class fun and
exciting, never having a dull moment. Making so
many friends has been a blessing in such a friendly
and safe environment with amazing teachers and
fellow peers. I have been given all the tools I need
to have a happy and successful life.
Ambitions or goals: After Year 12 I hope to either
complete a TAFE or university course.
Favorite Quote: People change, things go wrong.
Just remember, life goes on. Chris Brown

Alessandro Zito
Pastoral Group: V5
Started at Dominic College: KG
Favourite moments: The top highlight for me
would be the Year 8 camp when I forgot my
sleeping bag and had to hike about 5km to only
realize that I’d forgotten it back at base camp.
Since then, I still get called “sleeping bag.” I am
grateful for all the teachers who have helped me
and also being accepted at the school for who
I am as a person. The teachers who I am extra
grateful for are Mr Mangione for assisting me in
gaining my skills I need for my joinery career, Mr
Wright for helping me with my Maths in Year 7,
8 and 9 and Mr Harris for putting up with me in
homeroom for four years.
Ambitions or goals: After leaving school, I will be
looking forward to starting my apprenticeship as a
joiner and gaining more skills at Tafe.
Favorite Quote: Where there’s failure, there’s
success. Where there’s sorrow, there’s happiness.
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Kinder to Year 10
Back row: Noah McGovern, Alec Wilde, Riley Wilson, Harry Guy, Jacob Steele, Ryan Gavan, Eric Glover, Thomas Allen, Aaron Wilton.
Third row: Felicia Di Carlo, Asta Rowbottom, Jack Mullen, Benjamin Dowling, Samuel Vaszocz, Lily Barwick, Mikayla Carnes, Rachel Netherton, Zachary Jones.
Second row: Chloe Richardson, Emily McSherry, Aimee Hogan, Lachlan Connolly, Indy Brideson, Allesandro Zito, Ellie Newland, Brianna Howard, Kalia Combs.
Front row: Rosaline Alo, Cally Spangler, Kimberley Gent, Maggie Carmichael.
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Student listing
Genevieve

Anning

K

KM

Xavier

Carroll

P

PA

Lily

Brain

1

01B

Hayden

Carpenter

2

02A

Jagger

Blizzard

K

KB

Enrique

Castaneda

P

PA

Luke

Bromfield

1

01A

Madeline

Carroll

2

02A

Emmett

Boatwright

K

KB

Bronte

Cate

P

PA

Gabriel

Brophy

1

01B

Jaxon

Chick

2

02A

Chelsea

Bowerman

K

KB

Kate

Cherney

P

PA

Ella

Burdon

1

01A

Lachlan

Clark

2

02B

Jett

Bromfield

K

KB

Kathryn

Colley

P

PB

Lily

Daly

1

01A

Sophie

Clay

2

02B

Hayden

Brooks

K

KM

Chelsea

Cooper

P

PA

Eshaan

Dhaliwal

1

01B

Jasmine

Cook

2

02B

Connor

Brophy

K

KM

Aurora

Cosker

P

PB

Addison

Duggan

1

01A

Griffin

Cosker

2

02A

Talan

Burcul

K

KM

Skylah-Anne

Courtney

P

PA

Liliana

Escobar

1

01A

Tyler

Dennison

2

02B

Oliver

Calvert

K

KM

Ruby

Crosswell

P

PB

Isabella

Fisher

1

01A

Ruby

Direen

2

02A

Maya

Carpenter

K

KB

Molly

Doran

P

PB

Maddison

Fox

1

01B

Abigail Rose

Doran

2

02B

Sebastian

Churchill

K

KM

Lily

Driver

P

PB

Eve

Gerard

1

01B

Jolie

Everett

2

02B

Estelle

Cooley

K

KM

Lucy

Engel

P

PB

Isabel

Green

1

01A

Zac

Forey

2

02A

Vincent

Davey

K

KM

Declan

Gadd

P

PA

Tyson

Gregson

1

01A

Noah

Hamilton

2

02A

Jade

Dowd-Hansen

K

KM

Carmen

Gill

P

PA

Jacob

Hargreaves

1

01A

Lucy

Harper

2

02B

Logan

Dowd-Hansen

K

KM

Maxwell

Golding

P

PB

Aylah

Harrex

1

01B

Stephanie

Harrison

2

02B

Harry

Eaves

K

KB

Ashleigh

Green

P

PB

Chelsea

Hawkins

1

01A

Hamish

Hawes

2

02B

Judd

Fehlberg

K

KM

Alex

Harper

P

PB

Brooke

Hay

1

01B

Nicholas

Hay

2

02B

Sidney

Fletcher

K

KB

Hannah

Hawes

P

PA

Sophie

Johansen

1

01A

Sally

Ho

2

02B

William

Fox

K

KB

Peter

Ho

P

PA

Ryan

Johnson

1

01B

Jack

Jordan

2

02A

Alex

Gesiotto

K

KB

Sydney

Howlett

P

PA

Neriiya

Kadisha

1

01B

Callum

Kelly

2

02B

Jazmine

Godfrey

K

KM

Tom

Jenssen

P

PA

Georgia

Kelly

1

01B

Youngin

Kim

2

02B

Charlie

Gregson

K

KM

Jonievis

Kamara

P

PA

Nicola

Kelly

1

01B

Thomas

King

2

02A

Lucas

Haddrick

K

KB

Simron

Khadka

P

PA

Hoin

Kim

1

01A

Ethan

Lacy

2

02B

Zoe

Hickey

K

KB

Elandra

King

P

PA

Lily

Knight

1

01A

Ava

Lawler

2

02B

Zoe

Kemp

K

KB

Sophia

Kokkinoftas

P

PB

Tanishka

Kumrai

1

01B

Catherine

Lenthall

2

02B

Alyssa

Krasnicki

K

KM

Charlie

Ledster

P

PA

Charlotte

Lacy-Jager

1

01A

Daisy

Lincoln

2

02A
02A

Lenn

Li

K

KB

Samuel

Lukman

P

PB

Afsana

Magar

1

01A

Charlotte

McKinlay-Geeves

2

Yikai

Liu

K

KM

Alexander

McInnes

P

PB

Lucy

Martin

1

01B

Semhar

Mesfen

2

02B

Mia

Logan

K

KB

Lachlan

McKay

P

PB

Amelie

McGann

1

01A

Oliver

Mesic

2

02A

Max

Loveless

K

KM

Reece

Menzie

P

PB

Abigail

McGovern

1

01B

Lucy

Miller

2

02B

Jacob

Lowe

K

KM

Ava

Millington

P

PB

Jackson

McKenzie

1

01B

Cameron

Moase

2

02B

Maryanne

Matthew

K

KM

Jackson

Nguyen

P

PA

Matilda

Menzie

1

01A

Zac

Pfitzner

2

02B

Eve

McKellar

K

KB

Eamon

O’Leary

P

PA

Amelia

Newman

1

01B

Olivia

Rayner

2

02A

Anthony

McPherson

K

KM

Quinn

Parkin

P

PA

Ella

Oakley

1

01A

Jay

Robinson

2

03A

Charlie

Medcraft

K

KM

Vani

Patel

P

PB

Lucia

Pasa

1

01B

Lexie

Sanford

2

02A

Lily

O’Brien

K

KB

Amelia

Porter

P

PA

Oscar

Pohl

1

01B

Sebastian

Smith

2

02A

Milton

Olum Otto

K

KB

Lewis

Quinn

P

PA

David

Prakash Mathew

1

01B

Constance

Spangler

2

02B

Nathan

Ong

K

KM

Lillie

Reggie

P

PB

Annabelle

Pyke

1

01A

Ellie

Sproule

2

02A

Jenny

Park

K

KB

Olivia

Riseley

P

PB

Lucas

Randall

1

01A

Lindsay

Stevanovich

2

02A

Oliver

Pfitzner

K

KM

Oliver

Rolls

P

PA

Caitlyn

Ransley

1

01B

Arthur

Stoddart

2

02A

Matilda

Randall

K

KM

Ellie

Schulze

P

PB

Noah

Reardon

1

01B

Poppi

Strachan-Smith

2

02A

Alex

Ransley

K

KM

Ella

Sibley

P

PB

Toby

Saunders

1

01A

Declan

Triffitt Haney

2

02B

Bella

Richardson

K

KB

Annabelle

Smith

P

PA

Cooper

Snyman

1

01A

Casey

Turnbull

2

02B

Abigail

Robinson

K

KM

Nina

Smith

P

PA

Josie

Stefankowski

1

01A

Marlin

Umgeher

2

02A

Sienna

Schofield

K

KB

Samuel

Smith

P

PB

Piper

Sullivan

1

01A

Suraya

Vincent

2

02A

Lilah

Scott

K

KM

Carter

Spangler

P

PA

Izabella

Tennant

1

01B

Jake

Waller

2

02B

Alka

Sivananthakumar

K

KB

Jett

Umgeher

P

PB

Callum

Tonks

1

01B

Holly

Westwood

2

02A

Xavier

Smith

K

KB

Fletcher

Ward

P

PB

Kane

Tran

1

01A

Maleeya

Wiggins

2

02B

Nate

Smith-King

K

KB

Lincoln

Waters

P

PB

Isabella

Triffitt Haney

1

01A

Harry

Wilby

2

02B

Tyler

Woodbridge

K

KB

Abel

Westwood

P

PA

Oliver

White

1

01B

Lincoln

Wojcik

2

02B

Joseph

Abayo

P

PA

Bronwyn

Agius

1

01B

Grace

Wilson

1

01B

Samuel

Anis

3

03A

Margaret

Agius

P

PA

Juliet

Anning

1

01A

William

Zeitzen

1

01B

Vincent

Anning

3

03A

Mia

Allen

P

PA

Harley

Appleby

1

01A

Ronin

Adams

2

02A

Jack

Austen

3

03A

Joanna

Alo-Aiken

P

PA

Lueth

Ateny

1

01A

Sophie

Ahern

2

02A

Jai

Bayliss

3

03A

Matthew

Atkin

P

PB

Benjamin

Atkin

1

01A

Mihaela

Ashby

2

02A

Shiecha

Bone

3

03B

Brandon

Beattie

P

PB

Chloe

Austen

1

01B

Evie

Balmforth

2

02B

Mingus

Breslin

3

03A

Angus

Berry

P

PB

Jordan

Bannister

1

01B

Blake

Bedelph

2

02B

Sebastian

Bush

3

03B

Annabelle

Bourne

P

PB

Ethan

Barwick

1

01B

Logan

Beveridge

2

02B

Holly

Cate

3

03A

Hayley

Bukowiecki

P

PA

Holly

Bedelph

1

01B

Lachlan

Braslin

2

02A

Ava

Clark

3

03A

Elliott

Bush

P

PB

Hudson

Bernes

1

01A

Cooper

Burdon

2

02A

Samantha

Clay

3

03B
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Seth

Cockerill

3

03B

Jack

Gilligan

4

04A

Amelie

Gavan

5

05A

Andrea

Escobar

6

06C

Kyan

Cubit

3

03B

Charlie

Goodman

4

04A

Ryan

Grealish

5

05A

Oliver

Geeves

6

06A

Jackson

Dickson

3

03B

Mitchell

Green

4

04A

Finlay

Gutteridge

5

05B

Isabella

Gifford

6

06C

Jack

Dillon

3

03A

Ebony

Hargreaves

4

04B

Mollie

Harris

5

05A

Rachael

Glidden

6

06A

Ryan

Erends

3

03A

Remi

Holbrook

4

04A

Chloe

Howells

5

05B

Jasmine

Good

6

06A

Chloee

Gadd

3

03A

Lara

Hurd

4

04A

Harrison

Johnston

5

05B

Mitchell

Graham

6

06C

Grace

Gallahar-Gore

3

03A

Lucy

Johnston

4

04B

Roshan

Khadka

5

05B

Jordan

Harrison

6

06B

Melody

Gallegos Calderon 3

03A

Mikayla

Kelleher

4

04B

Youngjae

Kim

5

05B

Kaylah

Henderson

6

06B

Billy

Garforth

3

03A

Jack

Kelly

4

04B

Brodie

Laycock

5

05B

Jude

Holbrook

6

06A

Millie

Gerard

3

03B

Priyannika

Kumrai

4

04A

Kayla

Loveless

5

05B

Jack

Hurd

6

06C

Ella

Hamilton

3

03B

Emarli

Lovell

4

04B

Ella

Maw

5

05B

Priyanka

Jibi

6

06B

Matilda

Johnson

3

03B

Christian

Majchrzak

4

04B

Oscar

McGann

5

05B

Aleena

Joy

6

06B

Maddison

Jones

3

03B

Harrison

Mallay

4

04A

Joshua

McRoss

5

05A

Erika

Kay

6

06A

Michael

King

3

03A

Lily

McConnon

4

04B

Ellie

Mills

5

05A

Solomon

Kidane

6

06C

Aaliyah

Knight

3

03B

Sam

McKenzie

4

04A

Roxie

Moore

5

05B

Blake

Klaffer

6

06B

Lucas

Krasnicki

3

03A

Sophia

McLoughlin

4

04B

Austin

Nilsson

5

05A

Montana

Knight

6

06A

Rakshita

Kumar

3

03A

Joshua

McMaster

4

04A

Agnes

Nyirahabimana

5

05A

Yianna

Kokkinoftas

6

06C

Cooper

Laycock

3

03A

Jack

Miller

4

04B

Brianna

Patmore

5

05B

Sage

Krejza

6

06A

Poppy

Lincoln

3

03B

Klay

Mustchin

4

04A

Ethan

Purton

5

05A

Akshat

Kumar

6

06B

Mia

Mackie

3

03B

Oliver

Nicolle

4

04B

Somyog

Rai

5

05B

Hannah

Lane MacDonald

6

06B

Kirrawyn

McNamara

3

03A

Yiannis

Nikitaras

4

04B

Charlie

Rolls

5

05B

Erika

Ledster

6

06C

Georgia

McPherson

3

03A

Aurelia

Pasa

4

04A

Clair

Rosevear

5

05A

Zoelle

Lin

6

06A

Charlotte

Monroe

3

03B

Brody

Pettit

4

04B

Henry

Sanford

5

05A

Phoenix

Lorbach

6

06B

Juliana

Montenegro

3

03A

Lucas

Pyke

4

04A

Amelia

Shelverton

5

05A

Lachlan

Majchrzak

6

06C

Gemma

Mustchin

3

03A

Charlotte

Ransley

4

04A

Isabella

Strang-Quin

5

05A

Benjamin

Matthew

6

06C

Laura

O’Reilly

3

03A

Aidan

Rayner

4

04B

Zoe

Swan

5

05A

Justin

Nguyen

6

06A

Daniel

Prakash Mathew

3

03B

Joel

Richards

4

04B

Chloe

Tarvydas

5

05B

Georgia

Nikitaras

6

06C

Sally

Quinn

3

03B

Noah

Riddell

4

04A

Paige

Thomas

5

05A

Noah

Oliver

6

06B

Alok

Rai

3

03B

Xander

Roberts

4

04A

Ella

Walker

5

05B

Sarah

O’Reilly

6

06A

Shane

Randall

3

03B

Isabel

Rolls

4

04A

Alarna

Waller

5

05B

Max

Peters

6

06B

Sophie

Ransley

3

03B

Ebony

Sayer

4

04A

Hamish

Wareing

5

05A

Jethro

Plunkett

6

06A

Jemma

Reid

3

03B

Bryon

Shaji

4

04B

Eric

Waters

5

05B

Erin

Richards

6

06A

Lucy

Schiebel

3

03A

Aivah

Sproule

4

04B

Jack

Webster

5

05A

Jordan

Richards

6

06B

Parker

Stephen

3

03B

Caitlin

Stevanovich

4

04A

Maggie

Wilby

5

05A

Bradley

Roberts

6

06A

Gabriel

Tichanow

3

03B

Kaylee

Strange

4

04B

Jonty

Zielinski

5

05A

Bianca

Russell

6

06C

Juditte

Uwineza

3

03A

Anisha

Thapa

4

04B

Lucy

Zogopoulos

5

05A

Alexa

Sayer

6

06C

Mackenzie

Ward

3

03B

Addison

Tonks

4

04B

Irene

Acayo

6

06A

Emily

Self

6

06A

William

Waters

3

03B

Kaylee

Walker

4

04A

Kenita

Aitken

6

06B

Briana

Shaji

6

06B

Matilda

Willson

3

03A

Lilymay

Ward

4

04A

Kitean

Aitken

6

06A

Elliot

Skinner

6

06C

Mandela

Young

3

03B

Holly

Watson

4

04B

Harry

Appleby

6

06B

Chelsea

Smith

6

06B

Lucas

Atkinson

4

04B

Christian

Wheeler

4

04B

Storm

Barron

6

06B

William

Smith

6

06C

Jasmin

Bailey

4

04B

Danika

Wright

4

04B

Chloe

Bone

6

06B

Katie

Stefankowski

6

06C

Danshi

Bali

4

04B

Chloe

Ahern

5

05A

Hawi

Bowerman

6

06B

Xavier

Tonks

6

06A

Zak

Balmforth

4

04A

Brooklyn

Albiston

5

05B

Lily

Bowerman

6

06C

Ashley

Waters

6

06C

James

Bannister

4

04B

Kaine

Andrew-Anning

5

05B

Riley

Braslin

6

06B

Cody

Whittaker

6

06A

Cooper

Beaton

4

04A

Nikolas

Andrew-Anning

5

05B

Rose

Brophy

6

06C

Joshua

Willson

6

06C

Taylah

Bernes

4

04B

Jessica

Appleby

5

05B

Mitchell

Brown

6

06B

Montana

Wright

6

06C

Bree

Bester

4

04B

Noah

Austen

5

05B

Jack

Burdon

6

06C

Sarah

Wright

6

06C

Harrison

Brown

4

04A

Joel

Bresnehan

5

05A

Xin

Chan

6

06C

Lachlan

Yaxley

6

06B

Ruby

Brown

4

04B

William

Breward

5

05B

Taylah

Chick

6

06C

Aden

Youhannes

6

06B

Jayden

Buckley

4

04A

Jeremy

Clark

5

05A

Tynesha

Clark

6

06A

Tania

Youssef

6

06B

Charlie

Carr

4

04A

Cameron

Cook

5

05A

Jenaiya

Cleland

6

06A

Thomas

Zogopoulos

6

06C

Samuel

Cherney

4

04A

Marina

Cook

5

05B

Sophie

Cockerill

6

06A

Laura

Ackerley

7

B1

River

Collingz

4

04A

Benjamin

Cooper

5

05A

Sascha

Collingz

6

06A

Samuel

Anning

7

V2

Sophie

Cowen

4

04A

Zayne

Cooper

5

05B

Ronan

Collins

6

06A

Brooke

Applebee

7

G5

Hailey

Duggan

4

04A

Isaac

Cox

5

05A

Jacob

Cowen

6

06C

James

Austen

7

B1

Zoe

Duggan

4

04A

Samantha

Erends

5

05B

Samuel

Cox

6

06A

Emma

Ayebare

7

S1

Mitchell

Eiszele

4

04B

Skye

Ford

5

05B

Reese

Cubit

6

06B

Ewan

Bacon

7

V5

Grace

Fisher

4

04A

Neena

Fraser

5

05A

Henry

Edwards

6

06A

Makaila

Bailey

7

V3

Izak

Fry

4

04B

Brianna

Gadd

5

05B

Charlotte

Eiszele

6

06B

Jaxson

Barron

7

V4
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Jazmyn

Bartels

7

S3

Lajon

Lorbach

7

G4

Tannah

Bogacz-Cross

8

S5

Hayley

Martin

8

S1

Alexander

Bourne

7

S1

Ke-nnye

Marantelli

7

V5

Liam

Bosworth

8

S2

Angelica

Matusewicz

8

G4

8

Maddison

Bowerman

7

B2

Hannah

Maw

7

S3

Dylan

Branch

8

V2

Matilda

McGovern

William

Brain

7

B3

Ella

McConnon

7

V2

Doyle

Browning

8

S1

Emmett

McShane-Goldsworthy

S3
8 B1

Annalee

Branch

7

V5

Riian

McConnon

7

S2

Ryan

Browning

8

V3

Shabecah

McWhirter

8

G1

Harry

Breslin

7

S2

Travis

McCoy

7

V5

Shae

Buckland

8

B4

William

Meere

8

G4

Oscar

Breslin

7

S3

Austin

Mcguinness

7

B3

Grace

Burdon

8

S3

Annalize

Moase

8

S5

Ashlee

Bresnehan

7

B4

Cassandra

McLoughlin

7

S3

Zac

Butchart

8

G5

Makayla

Modrijan

8

G5

Max

Brideson

7

V1

Cameron

McMaster

7

V3

Indiana

Cashion

8

S2

Eli

Morrison

8

V3

Amelie

Brouwer

7

G1

Alexander

McMillan

7

V4

Yi

Chan

8

V3

Jacob

Morse

8

S4

Katelyn

Butler

7

S1

Heidi

McPherson

7

S4

Melanie

Cleland

8

B1

Alyssa

Mustchin

8

G1

Kaylebb

Bygraves

7

B2

Ethan

Medhurst

7

B4

Maddison

Cockerill

8

V3

Daniel

Nguyen

8

V4

Kelsea

Cano Calderon

7

V2

Holly

Mollineaux

7

V4

Liam

Cowen

8

G2

Kasey

Nikel

8

V4

Jack

Cassidy

7

S4

Kate

Mollineaux

7

V3

Hayley

Curtain

8

B3

Liam

O’Sullivan

8

V4

Shakirra

Cate

7

S5

Khalil

Moutwari

7

G4

Jessica

Curtain

8

B1

Erin

Passmore

8

S4

Nathan

Causby

7

S5

Logan

Nagy

7

G3

Madeline

Curtain

8

B4

Shardai

Phillips

8

S5

Camden

Clark

7

G1

Brandon

Oates

7

B3

Chey-Anne

Davis-Williams

8

S4

Lachlan

Pullen

8

G2

Cameron

Clark

7

G2

Lara

O’Neill

7

V1

Max

Deacon

8

G3

Thomas

Readman

8

B2

Mitchell

Cleland

7

B5

Martin

Patterson-Haney

7

G4

Montanna

Devine

8

V2

Isabella

Roberts

8

G2

Xavier

Combs

7

S2

Connor

Quarry

7

G5

Bradley

Direen

8

B5

Lachlan

Rowlands

8

B1

Teyah

Conley

7

S4

Ella

Rainbird

7

G5

Johanna

Dodge

8

S3

Jude

Saavedra

8

S1

Takodah

Conway

7

V4

Hannah

Reid

7

B5

Jake

Duggan

8

G4

Georgie

Shaw

8

V3

Macey

Cook

7

S4

Ariarne

Roberts

7

G3

Renee

Eiszele

8

B4

Sidney

Smith

8

S1

Chloe

Cooper

7

B1

Anit

Saju

7

B2

Kyeden

Farley - Booth

8

V1

Megan

Steele

8

V3

Thomas

Cooper

7

G2

Kolbi

Saltmarsh

7

G1

Ella

Fitzpatrick

8

B2

Sharni

Stoward

8

V2

Patrick

Cornell

7

B2

Neave

Schofield

7

B5

Sarah

Fitzpatrick

8

B3

Peter

Swan

8

S3

Lily

Cox

7

B4

Sienna

Scotney-Barron

7

B3

Sarah

Fulton

8

V4

Brittany

Temple

8

G1

Brielle

Cusick

7

G4

Isabelle

Selby

7

B4

Katelyn

Gallegos Calderon 8

V2

Kate

Townsend

8

G3

Bryn

Dare

7

V5

Charlotte

Sherriff

7

V4

Angelo

Gonzales

8

G1

Annabelle

Tracey

8

V1

Jack

Davie

7

S5

John

Singson

7

G4

Jarrod

Good

8

G4

Ella

Triffett

8

V2

Levi

Dillon

7

B2

Isaac

Skinner

7

B4

Jaleea

Gordon-Gurrin

8

S5

Emily

Viney

8

V5

Jessica

Doyle

7

S1

Alicia

Smith

7

G3

Kellie

Graham

8

S4

Heidi

Vucica

8

S1

Tyler

Duggan

7

B5

Frankie

Stringer

7

B3

Lara

Graham

8

G1

Aiden

Waller

8

B3

Aidan

Dwyer

7

S2

Jacob

Tarvydas

7

V2

Billie

Green

8

V1

Braedi

Walsgott

8

S3
V4

Emily

Eady

7

V4

Connor

Tomlin

7

V3

Bella

Hannon

8

B3

Daniel

Watkins-Reynolds 8

Connor

Ellis

7

B1

Abbey

Turner

7

B3

Alyssa

Haremza

8

B5

Lucy

Watson

8

S2

Oriel

Estorninho

7

S5

Ty

Turner

7

B5

Jasmin

Harrington

8

V5

Jesse

Whittaker

8

G3

Molly

Everett

7

S2

Jackie

Van Lierop

7

V1

Ursula

Harris

8

B5

Olivia

Wiggins

8

G2

Claire

Farr

7

V1

Jye

Wakefield

7

B2

Spencer

Harry

8

V1

Darcy

Woolley

8

V1

Connor

Fewkes

7

V2

Montanna

Walker

7

V5

Abbie

Hayden

8

G4

Emily

York

8

G1

Ella

Fisher

7

S2

James

Walsh

7

S5

Ethan

Henderson

8

B3

Shanaya

Young

8

B2

Chanel

Forster

7

B3

Erin

Waters

7

G2

Amelia

Hill-Mundy

8

B5

Huihua

Zhang

8

G3

Dylan

Gangell

7

B4

Matilda

Watson

7

S5

Zachary

Holdsworth

8

S3

Mitchell

Zielinski

8

V5

Michael

Gherezgher

7

G5

William

Webster

7

V5

Jack

Howard

8

G2

Sebastian

Albiston

9

B3

Grace

Goodman

7

G1

Harrison

Wells

7

S1

Damian

Howlett

8

S1

Jack

Allen

9

S4

Alyssa

Grealish

7

B2

Campbell

Whelan

7

S4

Christopher

Judges-Abel

8

V2

Georgia

Amos

9

V3

Chloe

Green

7

V5

Lindsay

Wiggins

7

G3

Dylan

Kay

8

B4

Blake

Appleby

9

B1

Janaya

Gustas

7

S3

Aliya

Wilson

7

G2

Hayden

Kennedy

8

S2

Lachlan

Bacon

9

V4

Liam

Harris

7

G5

Maddison

Wilton

7

B1

Mitchell

Kennedy-Bannister 8

S2

Nathan

Bailey

9

G1

Ashton

Henderson

7

S4

Grace

Woolford

7

S2

Perri

King

8

G5

Maggie

Baker

9

V2

Rhianna

Hinson

7

G5

Sarah

Wright

7

B5

Emily

Klaffer

8

B2

Dmitri

Bean

9

B2

Brady

Hyland

7

V1

Jake

Young

7

S2

Levi

Kmet

8

G5

Jack

Bentley

9

S5

Harrison

Hyland

7

B1

Kate

Young

7

V1

Philip

Kokkinoftas

8

S5

Kayley

Biggar

9

G1

Luke

Jarvis

7

G3

Iliana

Allocca

8

B1

Lea

Krause

8

V2

Lily

Blackwell

9

V1

Conor

Kelly-Lennox

7

G3

Joel

Ambrogio

8

B5

James

Lane MacDonald

8

V1

Ebony

Bleathman-O’Neal 9

V2

Lachlan

Kerstan

7

G2

Lily

Applebee

8

V1

Harrison

LeLievre

8

B2

Shakaya

Bolonja

9

G1

Montanna

King

7

G2

Lucy

Appleby

8

G2

Jack

Lovell

8

B4

Xanthe

Brouwer

9

G2

7

Hamilton

Lashmar

V3

Zoe

Appleby

8

B3

Isabelle

Lucas

8

G3

Connor

Brown

9

G1

David

Lawless - Thompson

7 S3

Thomas

Atkinson

8

B2

Ebony

Madden

8

S4

Amber

Burns

9

V3

Phoebe

Le Fevre

G3

Libby

Baker

8

V4

Phillip

Maley

8

V5

Thelma

Bygraves

9

B5

7
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Ashley

Cano Calderon

9

V5

Alec

Mielke

9

V3

Lily

Barwick

10

B1

Emily

Munton

10

S2

Tristan

Carmichael

9

S1

Ella

Mollineaux

9

V1

Josephine

Beeton

10

G5

Connor

Murray

10

S5

Jake

Carnes

9

B3

Connor

Morris

9

S5

Flynne

Bessell

10

S2

Julia

Narracott

10

S3

David

Castaneda

9

S2

Adam

Moutwari

9

V5

Lukas

Bird

10

V3

Rachel

Netherton

10

S3

Hollee

Charlton

9

G2

Promise

Mudzingwa

9

S1

Breanna

Brennan

10

V2

Ellie

Newland

10

S4

Tyler

Clay

9

V3

Abby

Muskett

9

S3

Megan

Brennan

10

V1

Jacob

Percy

10

B5

Anita

Cleaver

9

S1

Amie

Myhowycz

9

S4

Jack

Breward

10

S3

Jack

Perry

10

G2

Melanie

Cook

9

V2

Amber

Nagy

9

G5

Indy

Brideson

10

V2

George

Pongco Jr

10

S4

Isabella

Cooke

9

V1

Brianna

Oates

9

B4

William

Burden

10

B1

Paris

Ponting

10

V5

Lily

Cooper

9

S2

Cameron

Page

9

B2

Maggie

Carmichael

10

S5

Hayley

Prestage

10

G4

Thomas

Cornell

9

B1

Adam

Palmer

9

V2

Mikayla

Carnes

10

B1

Dylan

Price

10

G4

Mikaela

Cruz

9

B1

Will

Parkinson

9

B1

Melanie

Casboult

10

G2

Piper-Jane

Queen

10

G3

Grace

Curtain

9

B4

Athos

Pavlides

9

B3

Adrian

Castaneda

10

S4

Stacey

Readman

10

B3

Kyle

Daley

9

V4

Olivia

Peters

9

B4

Jake

Chaffey

10

V2

Nicholas

Revell

10

G5

Bianca

Davidson

9

B3

Joshua

Phillips

9

V4

Alexander

Cleland

10

B3

Chloe

Richardson

10

B4

Tara

Davie

9

S2

Connor

Reeve

9

S2

Kalia

Combs

10

S3

Lola

Robinson

10

V5

Jordan

Day

9

S1

Campbell

Rhodes

9

S3

Lochlan

Connolly

10

B4

Asta

Rowbottom

10

V4

Seth

Day

9

S4

Georgina

Richardson

9

B5

Rohan

Dale

10

S1

Faith

Scotney-Barron

10

V2

Caitlin

Diprose

9

V4

Lachlan

Riddell

9

V5

Rhianna

Dean

10

B4

Alex

Simpson

10

G1

Bayley

Downham

9

S5

Connor

Riza

9

S4

Felicia

Di Carlo

10

G1

Jasmine

Skelly

10

B4

Courtney

Doyle

9

S3

Christine

Robinson

9

S5

Annabelle

Docherty

10

V3

Hannah

Smith

10

V4

Dylan

Eiszele

9

B5

Natalie

Roland

9

B5

Benjamin

Dowling

10

G3

Sofie

Smith

10

S5

Ellysse

Eiszele

9

B5

Katelyn

Sayer

9

S2

Jonah

Ellis

10

S3

Stephanie

Smith

10

B3

Georgia

Enright

9

G3

Benjamin

Scott

9

S3

Isaac

Fassina

10

S1

Cally

Spangler

10

G5

Ashley

Eyles

9

G3

Eugenia

Sevastopoulos

9

B2

Kirrily

Garwood

10

S4

Nicki

Stanton

10

V5

James

Foster

9

G2

Jessica

Shelverton

9

V3

Ryan

Gavan

10

V4

Jacob

Steele

10

V4

Grace

Fredheim

9

G4

Abbi

Smith

9

B3

Kimberly

Gent

10

B5

Tori-Ann

Stringer

10

B5

Libby

Fry

9

G4

Calyani

Smith

9

S3

Eric

Glover

10

V1

Dylan

Tubb

10

S1

Lauren

Gadd

9

B5

Maddison

Smith

9

S5

Bree

Golding

10

V4

Samuel

Vaszocz

10

B4

Molly

Gargett

9

G2

Mathew

Sojan

9

S3

Aren

Gonzales

10

G5

Lillian

Waites

10

S1

Cody

Gay

9

G5

James

Stansbie

9

V3

Logan

Griffiths

10

S3

Naomi

Wakefield

10

B1

Gedion

Gebrezgabir

9

S5

Jake

Stevenson

9

V4

Harry

Guy

10

G1

Molly

Warren

10

B2

Belinda

Gibbons

9

B1

Rowan

Sullivan

9

V1

Demi

Harding

10

B5

Cameron

White

10

G4

Jorgia

Golding

9

V4

James

Temple

9

G2

Arianne

Hoddy

10

V5

Alec

Wilde

10

B1

Jack

Gordon

9

G4

William

Thompson

9

B2

Aimee

Hogan

10

G4

Abbey

Williams

10

V3

Liam

Grealish

9

B4

Joshua

Titmus

9

B4

Ethan

Holden

10

S2

Riley

Wilson

10

B2

Sarah

Grubb

9

S5

Jack

Triffett

9

V4

Owen

Hole

10

G4

Aaron

Wilton

10

V5

Jak

Gutteridge

9

G4

Sophie

Valentine

9

V5

Brianna

Howard

10

G1

Sean

Wong

10

V1

William

Hall

9

S4

Sophie

Van Tienen

9

G5

Jarvis

Hyland

10

V2

Colby

Woolley

10

V4

Harrison

Harper

9

V3

Samuel

Walker

9

G2

Emma

Jackson

10

B2

Melody

Youhannes

10

S4

Alessandro

Zito

10

V5

Sarah

Hawkins

9

B1

Oliver

Wareing

9

S2

Alexander

James

10

G3

Georgia

Hay

9

G4

Kearna

Warren

9

B4

Grace

Jameson

10

B4

William

Heddle

9

G5

Skye

Webb

9

G5

Leah

Jones

10

G2

Charles

Holmes

9

S1

Bradley

White

9

G1

Zachary

Jones

10

V1

Joshua

Howells

9

V1

Renae

Wiggins

9

B3

Akhila

Joshy

10

V3

Daniel

Hunniford

9

V5

Aynee

Williams

9

V2

Brianna

Kelleher

10

S1

Noella

Irumva

9

S4

Alex

Wilson

9

B5

Tahlia

Kirkham

10

G1

Phoebe

Jablonski

9

G1

Campbell

Wood

9

G3

Shiona

Kondo

10

V4

Zeke

Jenkins

9

G3

Ruffa

Abay

10

V2

Kathleen

Kubach

10

V1

Zali

Jenni

9

B4

Sophie

Ackerley

10

B3

Nikita

Lane

10

V5

Adam

Johansen

9

G3

Bailee

Adams

10

G2

Deegan

Lang

10

G3

Chelsea

Jones

9

S3

Joshua

Allen

10

G2

Abbey

Marriott

10

S4

Martin

Kaczorek

9

G1

Thomas

Allen

10

G2

Noah

McGovern

10

S2

Byron

Lang

9

G4

Thomas

Allocca

10

B5

Gabrielle

McGuire

10

G4

Charlotte

Lang

9

B2

Rosaline

Alo

10

V1

Benjamin

McRoss

10

B5

Darwin

Lashmar

9

V1

Caledonia

Atkin

10

G1

Emily

McSherry

10

B2

Bella

Lee

9

S1

Bradley

Atkinson

10

B3

Eleanor

Medhurst

10

B3

Kyle

Maglaque

9

S2

Annalise

Ball

10

S2

Izaac

Morrison

10

B2

Zack

Mansfield

9

G2

Lauren

Banks

10

B2

Stacey

Mtandwa

10

G3

Khane

Marley-Brooks

9

V2

Will

Banks

10

S5

Jack

Mullen

10

S5
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